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ADVERTISEMENT

Which sort of visual system do you go for? Projector and
screen, or plasma, LCD or LED TV?  3D or non-3D?

Home cinema

Confused ?.

Choosing a home cinema system

is a potential minefield that must

be negotiated with great care or

safely avoided by letting experts

guide you. If you want to end up

with a system that, as a minimum,

meets your expectations in terms

of picture and sound quality,

reading magazine product reviews

and choosing the recommendations,

five-star favourites or best buys

can only ever be part of the answer

at best. Looking for the cheapest

price and having a system

delivered to your door, even with a

‘knowledgeable’ friend to help set it

up, is a well-trodden path to

disappointment.

There is a bewildering choice of

components on the market today and also

different ways in which components can

be installed and connected together.

Which sort of visual system do you go for?

Projector and screen, or plasma, LCD or

LED TV?  3D or non-3D? Full 1080p

capability is now the only sensible choice

but the appropriate source components,

such as a Blu-ray player, need to be part

of the equation. 

The sound performance of a system is

also hugely important, even more so if you

will be listening to music, or music DVD’s,

through the same system. If so, you need

an amp that approaches the performance

of a decent 2-channel hi-fi amp, which is

not that easy to find. Having an amp with

the right inputs for the best connectivity is

essential but you will also need to decide

on a 5.1 or 7.1 speaker system, passive 

or active sub and, crucially, where they will

be sited for the best results. In short, it’s

complicated and very fertile ground for

getting it wrong.

Achieving potential

To select a system, you could choose a

collection of ‘Best Buy’ components in the

hope that they will be a great combination.

Maybe, but probably not. You could buy a

pre-packaged all-in-one system from one

manufacturer. This is almost certainly not

the best route either, as you will miss out

on enormous potential. From informal

surveys conducted, it appears highly likely

that the majority of home cinema systems

selected and installed on a DIY basis (that

is without professional input) are

performing at way below their optimum

level. To compound matters, most are also

ill-matched to the room in which they are

installed and are, in reality, the wrong

system. Without considerable knowledge

or experience, high quality home cinema

is not a suitable DIY activity. Our aim must

be to buy a home cinema system that will

provide an excellent picture quality plus an

audio delivery that will match, or even

better, the commercial cinema experience.

It must be exciting, reliable and deliver

true value for money.

  “ Home cinema 

so good you’ll believe

you’re there!

”

Selecting and installing

home cinema on a 

DIY basis may leave 

the system performing 

at way below its

optimum level.

.

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
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Getting the best deal 

  Unless you’ve got money to burn, you’ll 
be living with your new system for years.
Most of these dealers offer much longer
equipment guarantees than provided by
the manufacturer, a very worthwhile
benefit, but it also makes it in the dealer’s
interest to ensure high build quality and
reliability. Maybe you could save a few
pounds by buying piecemeal but you’ll
lose out on the overall package. As far as
the dealers are concerned, they believe
that taking care of their customers
 properly is a far better way of doing
business than just handing  over boxes.

The majority of the above dealers

are members of one or both of

the major trade organisations,

BADA or CEDIA.

  
SOUTH
Chelmsford

RAYLEIGH HI-FI SOUND & VISION

216 Moulsham Street. 

01245 265245

www.rayleighhifi.com

Maidenhead

AUDIO VENUE

36 Queen Street. 

01628 633995

www.audiovenue.com

Norwich

MARTINS HI-FI

85-91 Ber Street. 

01603 627134

www.martinshifi.co.uk

Rayleigh, Essex

RAYLEIGH HI-FI SOUND & VISION

44a High Street. 

01268 779762

CUSTOM INSTALL DEPT. 

01268 776932

www.rayleighhifi.com

Southend-on-Sea

RAYLEIGH HI-FI SOUND & VISION

132/4 London Road.

01702 435255

www.rayleighhifi.com

LONDON
Ealing

AUDIO VENUE

27 Bond Street. 

020 8567 8703

www.audiovenue.com

N1 GRAHAMS HI-FI

190a New North Road.

020 7226 5500

www.grahams.co.uk

SW11 ORANGES & LEMONS

61-63 Webbs Road, Battersea. 

020 7924 2040

www.oandlhifi.co.uk

MIDLANDS
Coventry

FRANK HARVEY HI-FI EXCELLENCE

163 Spon Street. 

024 7652 5200

www.frankharvey.co.uk

Nottingham

CASTLE SOUND & VISION

48/50 Maid Marian Way.

0115 9584404

www.castlesoundvision.com

NORTH
York

SOUND ORGANISATION

2 Gillygate.

01904 627108

www.soundorg.co.uk

The Dealers listed below   have been
selected because they are known to do
an excellent job in guiding customers
towards home cinema systems that
will provide years of superlative
performance and total satisfaction.

STAR QUALITIES

VALUE FOR MONEY ...........................................................................................................22222
SERVICE .....................................................................................................................................22222
FACILITIES................................................................................................................................22222

VERDICT ..........................................................................................................................22222

Our Top20 AV shops in the country

What and Where to buy

To ensure a home cinema system is right
for you, where do you start?  Here’s an
important tip …don’t start with WHAT, start
with WHERE. There’s only one way to give
yourself the best chance of getting it right
first time, and that’s through a specialist
AV dealer. It’s possible you have
preconceived ideas that put you off visiting
one. Although you would welcome the
advice and guidance, you don’t know the
technical jargon. You don’t want to be
talked down to. Your friend has said they
only sell expensive gear and they’re not
interested if you don’t have a big budget.
They’re expensive. These are just myths.

Most specialist AV dealers are running
their business because, above all, home
cinema is their hobby. They spend a large
portion of their time comparing systems to
get the best possible results. They know
the component combinations which don’t
gel together and, conversely, they know
the combinations which give the best
performance within a given price range.
Very importantly, they know how to get a
system working to its optimum. But they all
also know the system must suit you.

Buying or being sold to?

There are dealers around, web based or
otherwise, who will sell you anything you
are willing to pay for. They may be a bit
cheaper but that’s all they offer. Now
there’s a carefully selected group of long-
established specialist dealers who are
totally committed to putting the customer
first. Their idea of ‘selling’ is to discuss
your requirements, offer their advice, give
you the best options, then play the
systems for you and allow you to be the
judge. You’ll probably be surprised and,
almost certainly, relieved to discover how
easy it is to see and hear the differences
between components and between
systems. You’ll be able to make a clear
and informed decision about what to buy. 

The story doesn’t end there. These shops
won’t abandon you once you’ve put your
hand in your pocket. They won’t leave you
to set up the system you’ve selected as
best you can. They’ll install it in your
home, make sure it performs to its best,
and ensure you’re entirely happy with the
way it works. Why? Because a high
proportion of these dealers’ custom comes
through people who have bought from
them before, either directly or by
recommendation. It’s vital to them to get it
right for you.

www.top20uk.info

...Talk to the experts 



Model Shown: CR-V 1.6 i-DTEC SE Manual in optional Passion Red Pearl at £25,560 On The Road. Terms and Conditions: New retail CR-V 1.6 i-DTEC SE Manual registered from 
2 January 2014 to 31 May 2014. Subject to model and colour availability. Offers applicable at participating dealers and are at the promoter’s absolute discretion. The 5 Year Care 
Package includes: Servicing:� !LL� SCHEDULED� SERVICING�� AS� DETAILED� IN� THE� VEHICLES� SERVICE� BOOK�� WILL� BE� COVERED� FOR� �� YEARS� OR� ������� MILES�� WHICHEVER� COMES� lRST�� Warranty: In 
addition to the standard 3 year warranty the customer will receive a complimentary 2 year extended guarantee taking the warranty to 5 years or 90,000 miles, whichever comes 
lRST�� Roadside Assist: In addition to the standard 3 years roadside assistance package the customer will receive complimentary Hondacare Assistance for a further 2 years, taking 
IT� TO� �� YEARS� OR� �������MILES��WHICHEVER� COMES� lRST�� The 5 Year Care Package: The 5 Year Care Package is optional. It is being offered for £500 including VAT (usual value £1,845 
INCLUDING� 6!4	� AND� IS� AVAILABLE� TO� lNANCE� OR� NONlNANCE� CUSTOMERS�� 0LEASE� NOTE�� SHOULD� YOU� SELL� THE� VEHICLE� DURING� THE� PERIOD� OF� COVER�� THE� PACKAGE� REMAINS� WITH� THE� VEHICLE�

&UEL�CONSUMPTION�lGURES�FOR�THE�#26����� I$4%#�3%� IN�MPG��L����KM	��5RBAN�#YCLE����������	��%XTRA�
5RBAN����������	��#OMBINED����������	��#/

2
�EMISSIONS�����G�KM��&UEL�CONSUMPTION�lGURES�SOURCED�FROM�

OFlCIAL�%5REGULATED�LABORATORY�TEST�RESULTS��ARE�PROVIDED�FOR�COMPARISON�PURPOSES�AND�MAY�NOT�REmECT�
real-life driving experience.

The efficiency you need, and the performance you want. 

Find both in a Honda CR-V.

honda.co.uk/feelgood



Graham Southorn, Editor

WELCOME
GENIUS IS DEFINED in my dictionary as ‘exceptional 
intellectual or creative power or other natural ability’. 
In other words, it’s an exclusive club. On p46 of this 
issue, you’ll encounter some of the greatest geniuses, 
as nominated by top scientists. When you’ve read the 
article, do vote on our website – and if you think we’ve 
left someone out, do let me know who, and why. We’ll 
print your replies in future issues.

Since it’s summer, the cinemas are already chock-full 
of blockbusters that stretch science to the limit. Villains 

hit by multiple bullets but still fighting... heroes surviving falls through plate glass 
windows... I won’t go on, but I will direct you to Helen Pilcher’s article on p37, 
where she reveals which Hollywood favourites have any basis in reality.

We also find out if a cure for headaches is at hand (p60); if we’re on the verge 
of creating black holes on Earth (p77); and see some unbelievable cameras being 
created in the lab (p56). I really can’t wait to see them working.

Meanwhile, Helen Czerski has been shortlisted for columnist of the year at 
the prestigious PPA (Professional Publishers Association) 2014 Awards for 
her Everyday Science column in this magazine. See www.ppa.co.uk/events/
ppaawards2014 for the other contenders, and turn to p31 to read her page on 
an exploding baked potato. Enjoy the issue!

SUBSCRIBER 
BONUS 

On p32, psychologist Tom Sta�ord discusses the  
latest developments in the field of cognitive science

WANT TO 
SUBSCRIBE?  

Turn to p32 to save 35% on  
the shop price of BBC Focus

Don’t miss our August issue,  
on sale 24 July 2014
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FOCUS DIGITAL 
Available for Android iOS Kindle Fire 

 Kindle e-reader

THIS MONTH WE…

THE BIG BOOK 
OF TOP 10s 
Our new special issue 
celebrates the biggest, 
longest and fastest 
things on Earth. 

ON SALE NOW!

...talked to author 
Gaia Vince about the 
Anthropocene – the name 
for a controversial 
geological era of human 
impact on the planet. 
Listen to our chat with 
her on the podcast.

...went to the launch of 
Longitude Prize 2014, 
at which some big 
projects were unveiled. 
Find out about the original 
18th Century Longitude 
Prize that inspired the 
search on p92.

...tried out some of 
the most high-tech 
cameras ready for 
summer. Read our review 
on p88 and keep an eye 
on sciencefocus.com for 
a more in-depth look at 
the Samsung NX30. 

ADVERTISING 

steve.grigg@immediate.co.uk 
0117 314 8750 
 

LET TERS  
FOR PUBLICATION 

reply@sciencefocus.com 
 

EDITORIAL ENQUIRIES 

editorialenquiries@sciencefocus.com 
0117 314 7388 

 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

focus@servicehelpline.co.uk 
0844 844 0260* 

 

OTHER CONTACTS  

http://sciencefocus.com/contact

CONTACTS FOLLOW  
/SCIENCEFOCUS 

FACEBOOK        

T WITTER 

PINTEREST     

YOUTUBE    

www.buysubscriptions.com/focus10

APPEARING IN THIS ISSUE…

Kate is a familiar face 
on BBC TV, appearing 
on Click and other 

programmes. Kate brings you the latest 
apps for Apple and Android – see p102 
for this month’s selection.

Kate  
Russell

Martyn 
Poliako�

Prof Poliako� is many 
people’s idea of a 
genius, having brought 

chemistry to the masses in the popular 
Periodic Table of Videos on YouTube. 
See p50 for his genius nomination.

Heather is director and 
founder of ScienceGrrl, 
which promotes 

women in science. You’ll find Heather’s 
genius nomination on p49 and more 
about her work at sciencegrrl.co.uk

Heather  
Williams

Maggie had big shoes 
to fill when she 
replaced Sir Patrick 

Moore on The Sky at Night but she’s 
quickly become a viewers’ favourite. 
Find her genius nomination on p51.

Maggie  
Aderin-Pocock
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21 ERASE BAD MEMORIES 
A new drug holds the promising 
potential to help su�erers of 
post-traumatic stress disorder  
 
25 SUN’S BIG BROTHER 
Astronomers have found our 
star’s sibling, which could 
reveal how the Galaxy formed  

27 PATENTLY OBVIOUS
Wacky inventions on their way 

30 THE BIGGEST 
DINOSAUR DISCOVERY 
A titanosaur is the largest thing 
to have ever walked the Earth  

24 DAVID SHUKMAN
On the need for risky science    
 
26 ROBERT MATTHEWS 
The fallacy of the buttercup test

31 HELEN CZERSKI 
Beware: exploding potatoes    

34 STEPHEN BAXTER
Will tyrants will rule space? 

71 BILL MCGUIRE
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Dawn Of The Planet Of The Apes  
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health myths in Trust Me I’m  
A Doctor on BBC Two  
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Great talks and days out   
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67 Q&A
Why do mosquito bites itch? 
How are planes protected 
from lightning? These and 
many more of your science 
questions answered

112 MINDGAMES 
Stretch your brain cells with 
this quiz and crossword 
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83 SKYPE TRANSLATOR
The dream of a Star Trek 
universal translation device  
is close to reality 
 
85 BILL THOMPSON 
On the military’s revolutionary  
navigation system

86 MISFIT SHINE 
The fitness tracker that 
brings simple design to a 
crowded market  

88 SMART SNAPPERS 
We review four compacts 
with the power of a DSLR 

We want to know what you think – the more we know about you, the better placed we are to bring you the best magazine 
possible. So join our online reader panel, ‘Insiders’. Log on to www.immediateinsiders.com/register to fill out a short 

survey and we’ll be in touch from time to time to ask for your opinions on the magazine. We look forward to hearing from you. 
BE AN INSIDER
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Udderly bizarre

THESE RARELY SEEN mammatus 

clouds don’t hang around for 

long; they’re often in the sky for 

less than 15 minutes. Gaining 

their name from the apparent 

resemblance to cows’ udders, 

these odd-looking clouds can 

sometimes be a warning of 

an incoming tornado. “They 

form because of convection, 

from the air being heated from 

below. You usually see them in 

association with thunderstorms 

and cumulonimbus, the great 

big anvil-headed clouds,” says 

Helen Chivers, a MET o�ce 

meteorologist. “You don’t see 

them all that often because 

it takes a lot of energy in the 

atmosphere to generate them.”

Their bulbous shape is 

produced by the action of air 

currents within the cloud. “You 

get these updrafts and downdrafts 

working within the cloud that 

punch holes in it and push part  

of it out. So you’re getting 

overturning of the air in the  

cloud and you end up with ‘lumps’ 

at the bottom,” says Chivers.

PHOTO: BRETT NICKESON

Awe-inspiring images from the world of  science
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MEET BIONICKANGAROO, A 
does-what-it-says-on-the-tin 
mechanical marsupial designed 
by German engineering 
firm Festo. A team from the 
company’s Bionic Learning 
Network spent two years 
investigating the biomechanics 
of real-life kangaroos to produce 
a robot that perfectly mimics 
their characteristic hopping.

“The way a kangaroo moves is 
unique in the animal world: the 
special jumping mechanism 
enables the kangaroo to increase 
its speed without using more 
energy in doing so. This is due to 
the fact that with every bounce 
some energy is stored from the 
landing phase and transferred 
into the next jump,” says Festo’s 
Dr Heinrich Frontzek.

The designers of 
BionicKangeroo modelled the 
Achilles tendon using an elastic 
spring element made of rubber. 
The artificial tendon cushions 
the jump while simultaneously 
absorbing the kinetic energy to 
release for the next hop.

PHOTO: FESTO

Robo-hop
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WHEN MEMBERS OF the 
Nepalese Gurung tribe fancy a 
taste of something sweet they 
have to get it the hard way. 
Instead of simply pottering to  
a supermarket to pick up a jar 
of honey, these men dangle 
60m (200ft) in the air, probing 
at the giant rounded combs 
made by the world’s largest 
honeybees, Apis laboriosa, 
with bamboo poles. The bees 
grow up to 3cm in length.

“In certain areas, this bee 
would struggle to find big trees 
with cavities, so it’s easier for 
them to find a place where they 
can nest underneath an 
overhang of a cli�,” says BBC 
presenter and insect expert 
Adam Hart.

The Gurung tribe brave these 
mountain faces wearing very 
little to protect themselves. But 
with each hive containing up to 
60kg, the Gurung tribe deem 
the hunt worth the risk. “We’re 
so used to sugar being 
everywhere, but historically 
this wasn’t the case and people 
would go through huge lengths 
to get hold of it,” says Hart.

PHOTO: ANDREW NEWEY  

What a buzz

For more great pictures, follow us  

on pinterest.com/sciencefocus 





Robots: a new luxury item?

MESSAGE OF THE MONTH

The writer of next issue’s Message of the Month wins a 

pair of Musical Fidelity EB-33 in-ear headphones worth 

£79. The EB-33s are supplied with nine sets of ear tips for 

a great acoustic seal and are ideal for use with PCs, tablets 

and smartphones. www.musicalfidelity.com/eb-33 

Write in and win!

Like Geoff Dunwell (‘Reply’, April), I 
take issue with Stephen Baxter’s idea 
that multi-functional robots will lead to 
a significant increase in leisure time in 
which to raise our quality of life, but for a 
different reason. How does he imagine we 
will acquire our robots? Will benevolent 
individuals, groups or corporations buy and 
distribute them free of charge so that we 
can all enjoy the benefits? On the contrary, 
they will be just one more luxury product 
on sale for large sums of money. Anyone 
wanting them will spend as much time as 
now earning the money to pay for them.

The same goes for predictions of ‘free’ 
energy from fusion. Are the energy producers 
going to write off R&D and production 
costs, abandon their profit motive, ignore 

the wishes of shareholders, and give away 
the power they have spent vast sums of 
money generating? Why is this mistake 
repeatedly made? It’s not as if any previous 
scientific or technological breakthrough 
has led to free distribution of, for example, 
transport, light, water or any other 
commodity for the good of all. So why is 
the next big thing going to be any different?
Tim Earl

It’s a good point Tim, but I will argue that 
three of today’s biggest companies – 
Google, Facebook and Twitter – started out 
by purely giving away their services. Maybe 
we’ll be given very basic robots for free, 
with the most useful functions available as 
paid-for upgrades you can download. – Ed

REPLY
Your opinions on science, technology and BBC Focus Magazine

Early adopters
Stephen Baxter’s column in the May 
issue on algorithms was most interesting. 
Although he mentioned the Greeks’ 
first use of algorithms on mechanical 
devices for finding prime numbers, he 
omitted to mention the Antikythera 
computer used for determining eclipses 
and Olympic events, so brilliantly 
explained by Michael Wright in the BBC 
programme The Two-Thousand-Year-Old 
Computer. Mr Baxter wrongly, in my view, 
attributed Turing as the ‘father of modern 
computing’. He failed to mention Charles 
Babbage’s first contribution to 
modern computing in 1822, 
considered to be the first 
automatic computing engine, 
and most importantly the 
part Tommy Flowers played 
in inventing the first electric 
programmable computer 
in 1943 – ‘Collossus’ 
decoded German 
messages at  
Bletchley Park.
Bren Calver,  
St Albans

Intelligent algorithms
Can algorithms become intelligent 
(Stephen Baxter, May)? I’m sure if 
we could actually determine what 
intelligence is we could answer this 
question. The question is, will algorithms 
become indistinguishable from 
human response? Whether algorithms 
could become conscious is a far more 
philosophical question. Could they 
demonstrate human characteristics? 
This depends on your benchmark 
human – perhaps they could replicate 
an individual given enough data. Text, 
perhaps, is the easiest medium for fooling 
us while telephone is a more difficult 
proposition as voice conveys more 
complex emotions. Face to face, I doubt 
they could convince the average person 
of consciousness.
Sam Dalton

I believe that ‘Turing Tests’ like the 
Loebner Prize indeed use only text. Do 
readers know of any others? – Ed

 reply@sciencefocus.com  BBC Focus Magazine, Tower House,  

  Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN @sciencefocus www.facebook.com/sciencefocus

Letters may be edited for publication 

S E N D  T O . . .

“A bottle of Château 

Lafite-Rothschild 1982 

please. Actually, make  

that two.”
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Charles Babbage: the real 

father of computing? 
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Alcoholic flies

In June’s Focus, p76, “Fruit flies love a 
tipple”. And “time flies like an arrow”…
Chris Garbett, Leeds

Slow reader

In your May issue, James Lloyd explains 
how a new app [Spritz, www.spritzinc.
com] enables you to read at a fantastic 
speed. This may grant people the ability 
to gobble up books at an astonishing rate, 
but why? I read to educate myself, but 
more importantly I read for enjoyment. 
When you are enjoying what you’re 
doing, why rush it? I certainly don’t, 
especially when reading Focus!
Randall Barfield, South Carolina, USA

Live to 100

The prospect of 
people living to the 
age of 100 and 
beyond, as considered 
in the June issue, 
sounds noble. But  
in an overpopulated 
and polluted world, 
increased lifespan 

would likely result in ever-more strain on 
Earth’s depleted resources and healthcare 
services. Rather than the appliance of 
science producing a utopian world where 
longer life is celebrated, might not the 
expanding population of elderly people 
come to be viewed as an unaffordable 
expense, resulting in the distasteful 
solution of the elderly being encouraged 
to accept euthanasia as their social 
responsibility, for the greater good? 
Alan Thomas (aged 57 and counting) 

Knot for sale

In reply to Richard O’Neill’s question 
‘How many different types 
of knot are there?’ in June 
issue’s ‘Q&A’, I recommend 
he acquires a copy of The 
Ashley Book Of Knots. It 
contains 7,000 illustrations 
of how to tie some 4,000 
knots, for every type of 
industry and occasion.
Roger Evans, Argyll

© Immediate Media Co Bristol Ltd 2014. All rights 
reserved. Printed by William Gibbons Ltd. 

Immediate Media Co Bristol Ltd accepts no responsibility 
in respect of products or services obtained through 
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YOUR COMMENTS ON  

TWITTER &  

FAC E B O O K

We asked: ‘Space psychologist 
Professor Gabriel de la Torre says 
humans aren’t ready for contact 
with intelligent extraterrestrials. So 
should we be sending signals out 
into the cosmos?’

@Keithelliott34  Not if we can’t 

accept we’re not alone or if 

governments hide the truth.

@Downfader  No. Not yet, at least. 

Hawking’s words are wise on this.

Jeff Gilbert  History shows us what 

happens when a more technologically 

advanced group encounters an inferior 

group. The outcome is subservience 

or even slavery of one of them, 

although when dealing with alien life 

forms we risk the prospect of being 

viewed as a possible food source.

Dave Smirk  100% no

Mike Pilkington  Absolutely agree. 

Keep quiet.

Ash Findler  War, disease, famine 

and the pillage of resources would 

make any potential visitor fly by, 

because we’re either too far past 

helping or they don’t want anything 

we have.

Ross Kobak  We should destroy 

Voyager. We were incredibly naive 

to be broadcasting our position. The 

genie may already be out of the bottle 

with regards to radio signals and 

telecommunications, though.

Ian Reeve  If there was an alien 

civilization anywhere near us we’d 

have found evidence of it by now. No 

radio signals, no regular geometric 

features on any planet, moon or 

asteroid to show past industrial 

activity. The Universe appears to  

be pristine, totally untouched by 

intelligence. ET civilizations are 

therefore very rare, maybe no more 

than one or two per galaxy. We don’t 

have to worry about being visited.

Karl Erisman  Maybe it could be a 

good thing for humanity. I think that 

would be the only way we could unite 

as a race.

Join the discussion at twitter.com/

sciencefocus and facebook.com/

sciencefocus
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DISCOVER IE S
News and views from the world of science

NO  
MORE 

BAD 
MEMORIES?

Drug could o�er new  

hope for PTSD su�erers

T HE BI G S T O RY
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THE SUN’S  

BIG BROTHER

Solar sibling could 

shed new light on 

how our Galaxy 

was formed

LASER 

DENTISTRY

Light from lasers 

can repair teeth 

by regrowing the 

tissue inside them

WORM BRAIN  

MAPPED

Scientists have 

mapped an 

entire brain for 

the first time

p28

War veterans suffering 

from post-traumatic stress 

disorder could benefit from 

fingolimod treatments

EDI T ED BY  
JASON GOODYER

p25

MOST OF US probably have a few 
memories that we would rather 
forget. But for some people, such as 
sufferers of post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD), bad memories can 
be seriously debilitating.

Help may soon be at hand, though, 
as a team at Virginia Commonwealth 
University in the US has discovered 
that fingolimod, or FTY720, a drug 
that is currently used in the 
treatment of multiple sclerosis, 



D i scove rie s

may have the ability to lessen the effect 
of adverse or traumatic memories.

The researchers put mice in a chamber, 
zapped them with a mild electric shock and 
then returned them to their cages. The next 
day they put the mice back into the chamber 
but didn’t give them a shock. Those rodents 
that had been given the drug showed none 
of the typical ‘freezing’ behaviour – whereby 

mice stop still when 
anxious or frightened 
– when back in the 
chamber.

“Our work suggests 
that some of the 
beneficial effects 

IT’S EARLY DAYS, but this 

is a promising result. 

They’ve shown that the 

drug fingolimod enhances 

a process called ‘memory extinction’, 

probably by altering the regulation of 

protein production within the brain. 

This could be useful in the treatment 

of post-traumatic stress disorder, 

phobias and even drug addiction.

There’s a fairly long history of 

researchers trying to enhance the 

impacts of exposure therapy, which is 

essentially what this work is trying to 

do. Exposure therapy is where 

patients are presented with cues that 

trigger their anxiety – like a photo of a 

tarantula – in order to help them learn 

that the cue no longer signals danger. 

This doesn’t always work, but 

perhaps by giving them a drug such as 

fingolimod the treatment could be 

enhanced by modulating their memory 

so that the anxiety response they 

experience isn’t so intense.

This study only looked at the effects 

of fingolimod on mice. There’s been a 

lot of work done with a similar drug 

called D-cycloserine and, although  

the effects in mice and rats are very 

clear, whether or not the drug works 

reliably in humans is still up for 

debate. It’s been tried on patients  

with lots of different types of anxiety 

disorder. Sometimes it has a dramatic 

effect, sometimes a minor effect,  

and sometimes no effect at all.

From that experience, we can’t 

have a massive amount of confidence 

that fingolimod will prove useful in 

humans, but this new 

study suggests that it’s 

worth pursuing.

Behavioural neuroscientist at the 

University of Birmingham

ANALYSIS

TIMELINE

Key milestones in our understanding of memory

Herman Ebbinghaus 
develops the first scientific 
approach to studying 
memory and categorises  
it as consisting of three 
elements: short-term, 
long-term and sensory.

1886 1949 1953 1972

Donald Hebb theorises 
that the encoding of 
memories occurs as 
connections between 
neurones are created 
through repeated use.

Henry Gustav Molaison 
loses his short-term 
memory after having much 
of his hippocampus 
removed. His brain was 
studied extensively.

Dr Jonathan 

Lee
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of fingolimod that are not well understood 
might be mediated by new brain activity that 
we have discovered,” said Dr Sarah Spiegel, 
who led the research. “It will be important 
in future to determine whether this drug can 
reduce loss of cognitive functions and erase 
adverse memories. It may be a useful therapy 
to help stop aversive memories.”

The team found that fingolimod 
accumulated in the brains of the mice and 
inhibited enzymes that are involved in gene 
expression, the process by which information 
in a gene is used to create RNA or a protein. 
They also observed an increased expression 
of several genes thought to play an important 
role in memory processes in mice that had 
received the drug.

“The work has not been extended to show 
effectiveness in humans at this time. We 
are still working to fully understand the 
molecular underpinnings of the drug and its 
link to memory,” said Spiegel.

Endel Tulving further refines 
long-term memory into two 
elements: the semantic, the 
ability to store general 
knowledge, and the 
episodic, the ability to recall 
previous experiences.

Fingolimod has been shown to dampen down the impact of traumatic memories in mice

Dr Sarah Spiegel has 

been investigating the 

effects of MS drug 

fingolimod on memory 

formation and recall 
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It’s true. Some people actually like tedious, heavy housework. 

Love it, even. We don’t. We do, however, love the 

fresh look and feel of beautifully clean fl oors.

If you feel the same (and our millions of happy customers 

suggest most people do) you might just appreciate 

our high-performance fl oor cleaning robots:
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everything from the hardest tiles to the thickest carpets.1
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professional-grade cleaners to scrub hard fl oors.2
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effi cient way to dry or damp-mop your hard fl oors.3

Whichever robot you choose, as soon as you set it to work 

you’ll see how it delivers on our commitment to create only 

practical robots that make a genuine difference to people’s lives. 

It won’t walk or talk or make your breakfast, but when you realise 

just how well it cleans, we think it will make you smile.

Whether you live in a compact carpeted apartment or a sprawling 

house with twenty different fl oor coverings, you’ll fi nd a robot to suit 

you perfectly. As soon as you own one, you’ll fi nd it easy to keep your 

fl oors beautifully clean. We’ve created this overview to help make it 

just as easy to choose your ideal model. Of course, there’s nothing 

to stop you taking them all home, they get along together very well.

“Of course, if you enjoy mopping,

scrubbing and vacuuming,

iRobot® might not be your thing...”
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What did they do? 

Scientists at New York 
University Polytechnic  
School of Engineering had 
zebrafish drink like, ahem,  

fish by giving them doses  
of ethanol – the chemical  
in alcoholic drinks that  
gets you intoxicated – in 
various concentrations.

Why did they do that? 

The team wanted to investigate 
the degree to which social 
environments can affect the 
behaviour of individuals under 
the influence of alcohol. 

 What did they find? 

Typically fish will swim faster 
when tipsy but slow down the 
more drunk they get. This was 
the case when an inebriated 
fish was in a tank by itself. 
But in a group setting, a fish 
exposed to intermediate or 
high concentrations of alcohol 
nearly doubled its swimming 
speed. Surprisingly, the teetotal 
fish in the school also sped up.

Fish intoxicated  

with alcohol

THEY DID WHAT?!

S
UCCESS IN SCIENCE 
can create legends but 
failure can warm hearts 
too. Just over a century 
ago, Captain Scott and his 

team, though beaten to the 
South Pole by the Norwegians, 
nobly collected geological 
samples that they hauled all the 
way to the point where they 
died of cold and hunger. The 
rocks, which many less diligent 
explorers would have ditched, 
later proved pivotal to our 
understanding of plate tectonics. 
The samples are now in the 
Natural History Museum in 
London and I found it moving 
to see how one rock contained 

the fossil of a fern similar to 
types found on other continents, 
proving that Antarctica had 
once been connected. The 
expedition had not been in vain.

A more recent British mission 
to Antarctica in 2012 ended in 
disappointment rather than 
death. Its objective was to search 
for life in the isolated darkness of 
a lake trapped beneath the 
mile-thick ice-sheet. Sadly, the 
drilling system failed and the 
team returned empty-handed. 
But the ingenious designs for 
sterile sampling in hostile 
conditions will live on. 

Before heading south, the 
project’s chief scientist Martin 

Siegert had told me about the 
risk of failure, wondering if the 
venture might end up as ‘another 
Beagle’. He was referring to 
Beagle 2, the tiny British 
spacecraft sent to search for  
life on Mars in 2003. Named 
after the ship that had carried 
Charles Darwin, the mission 
might have yielded similarly 
astounding results. Instead it 
crashed. The mission was the 
brainchild of Colin Pillinger, 
who died recently.

Now his legacy lives on in 
another exhilarating venture. 
The Rosetta spacecraft, a 
European Space Agency mission, 
will start to orbit a distant comet 

in August and then attempt to 
land on it in November. This  
has never been tried before.  
One instrument was designed  
at Pillinger’s lab. It will analyse 
the comet for traces of the 
building-blocks of life – one 
theory is that comets kick-
started life on Earth. 

Success would be huge  
news. But failure would also 
demonstrate something valuable: 
that the most extreme science, 
seeking answers to the most 
fascinating questions, is a gamble.     

DAVID SHUKMAN is the BBC’s  

Science Editor. @davidshukmanbbc

For the greatest rewards, 

science has to risk failure 

The Rosetta spacecraft’s Philae 

lander is due to touch down 

on Comet 67P/Churyumov–

Gerasimenko this November  

The science that matters

DAVID SHUKMAN
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GYM RATS BE warned: 
pushing yourself too hard may 
lead to heart problems in later 
life. Swedish researchers have 
found that men who exercise 
intensely for more than five 
hours a week were 19 per 
cent more likely to develop 
an irregular heartbeat by the 
time they were 60 than those 
who did less than one hour of 
exercise a week.

IT’S THE FAMILY tree to beat 
all family trees: astronomers 
have found a ‘sibling’ of the 
Sun. A team at the University 
of Texas has identified HD 
162826, a star born from the 
same cloud of gas and dust as 
our star. It’s 15 per cent more 
massive than the Sun and is 
located 110 light-years away in 

the constellation Hercules. “If 
we can figure out in what part 
of the Galaxy the Sun formed, it 
could help us understand why 
we are here,” said researcher 
Ivan Ramirez.

Ramirez said there was a 
small chance the star could host 
a planet whose conditions are 
suitable for life to exist.

Intense exercise is risky The Sun’s big brother

HEALTH ASTRONOMY

This star chart shows the position 
of the Sun’s (inset) sibling star in 
the constellation Hercules 

But if men did more than five 
hours of exercise a week aged 
30, and later went on to do less 
than one hour a week when 
they were 60, the risk was much 
higher – a staggering 49 per 
cent. And at the age of 60, men 
who took light exercise such as 
walking or cycling for an hour 
or more each day were found to 
be 13 per cent less likely to have 
an irregular heartbeat.

Don’t overdo it at 60 for a 
regular heartbeat
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UMMER’S HERE (ALLEGEDLY) and 
across the nation people are going for 
walks, having picnics – and performing 
a time-honoured experiment on their 
kids. They’re sticking buttercups under 

their offspring’s chins and showing how the 
resulting yellow glow proves a penchant for butter.

Of course, it’s codswallop. On a sunny day the 
yellow glow will appear regardless of whether 
you like butter or not. Or, as a scientist would 
put it, the Buttercup Test has an impressive 
‘true positive’ rate of 100 per cent, as it works 
for everyone who likes butter – but it also has a 
100 per cent false positive rate, the yellow glow 
appearing under 100 per cent of those who hate 
butter. When the true positive and false positive 
rate of any test are so similar, it means the test  
is pretty much useless. That’s worth bearing in 
mind whenever you read about an amazing new 
test for some medical condition. 

The claims often focus on how the test is,  
say, ‘90 per cent accurate’ – which usually implies 
a 90 per cent true positive rate. Given that the 
Buttercup Test has a true positive rate of 100 
per cent, we clearly shouldn’t be very impressed 
by that. What we also need to know is the false 
positive rate, that is, the likelihood that the test 
wrongly suggests people have the medical 
condition when they don’t.  

Regrettably, however, even the full research 
papers don’t always state what the false positive 
rate is. As a result, it’s often left to sceptics to 
work it out. For example, it’s taken researchers 
from the British Union 
for the Abolition of 
Vivisection to bring 
some hard figures to 
the limitations of animal 
testing. In recently 
published research, 
they showed that dogs 
have an impressive 
true positive rate when 
it comes to detecting 
toxicity in chemicals, 
but a lousy false positive rate. In other words, if Fido keels over when 
given some compound, that’s strong evidence the compound is harmful. 
But if Fido is fine, that tells us virtually nothing about what the compound 
will do to us. That might well explain why pharmaceutical companies so 
often have to abandon new drugs, with patients falling victim to side-
effects undetected by animal tests.  

Now a team from Princeton University has found a similar problem in 
another controversial area of science: the search for alien life. Back in 

the 1960s, the iconoclastic British scientist James Lovelock suggested 
that the presence of highly reactive gases like oxygen and methane in 
a planet’s atmosphere can be a sign of life. That’s because such gases 
would normally react and vanish unless they’re being replenished – by,  
for example, living organisms.  

That’s not the only possibility, however, and fear of a ‘false positive’ 
detection of alien life has prompted the Princeton team to look for other 
explanations. They’ve found one: planets with atmospheres of, say, pure 
oxygen, orbited by moons with atmospheres of another highly reactive 
gas. Unless we had a truly gigantic telescope, such pairings could easily 
appear like a single body with an atmosphere made up of a mix of both 
gases – therefore fooling us into thinking there might be life on the planet. 

The BUAV and Princeton studies both highlight the dangers of focusing 
solely on true positives. False positives can make even the most seemingly 

‘accurate’ test all but useless. 
Sadly, many of those diagnostic 
tests we read about in the media 
are probably no better than sticking 
a buttercup under your chin. �
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“Fear of a ‘false 

positive’ detection of 

alien life has prompted 

the Princeton team  

to look for other 

explanations”

Ever taken the Buttercup Test? It could explain why we haven’t found aliens 

ROBERT MATTHEWS is Visiting 
Reader in Science at Aston 
University, Birmingham 

When you take the Buttercup  

Test, your chin turns yellow  

if you love butter. Trouble is,  

it also works if you hate it



The ultimate safety suit

SAMSUNG HAS INVENTED what’s sure to be a must-have for any school 
chemistry project: the ultimate hazard suit.

Designed for people who work in dangerous environments like nuclear 
power stations, fire scenes, waste disposal sites, and remote research 
facilities, the suit will be able to recognize any potential hazards and 
spark the wearer into action.

The hazard suit includes a nifty headset to measure brain wave 
activity and check the wearer is conscious, as well as sensors on the 
body to detect dangers such as smoke, poisonous gases, radioactive 
leaks or low oxygen levels. If the suit detects a threat, it’ll use its 
embedded vibrators and display panels to tell the wearer, and anyone 
else nearby, that they’re in peril.

It could come in very handy during a nuclear apocalypse, or perhaps 
just the next time you get a little too enthusiastic in the kitchen…
Patent application number: US 20140135644  

Texting technology

WE’VE ALL DONE it – sent a text 
message or email to completely 
the wrong person. Happily, this 
may soon be a thing of the past. 
Apple is patenting a simple 
solution, which involves displaying 
your text conversation above a 
background photo of your 
contact. In a group chat, it could 
tile the photos of all the users, 
highlighting the person who sent 
the most recent message.  Now 
there’ll be no excuse the next time 
you call your boss a cute little 
honey bear.
Patent application number: US 

20140136987

Gaming for dogs

FOR DOGS LEFT at home all day, 
there’s usually only one thing to 
do: sleep. That could soon 
change, though, thanks to 
CleverPet: a gadget that’s 
designed to educate and entertain 
your dog when it’s home alone. 
The device sports three touch-
sensitive pads that light up, and a 
treat dispenser to reward your 
pet as it solves simple puzzles. 
The difficulty level is gradually 
increased over time, so don’t be 
surprised to come home one day 
to find your dog in your armchair, 
reading your paper.
Patent pending

Inventions and discoveries that will change the world

PATENTLY OBVIOUS with James Lloyd
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IF YOU SUFFER from butterfingers,  
help may soon be on the way. Scientists  
at the University of Illinois have 
developed a plastic that can regenerate 
when damaged that could potentially  
be used in everything from car bumpers 
to smartphones.

The material is riddled with a network 
of specially formulated capillaries 
filled with two different regenerative 
chemicals. When damage occurs the  
two liquids mix to form a gel, which fills 
in cracks and holes before hardening.

Self-healing plastic

HATE DENTISTS? WELL, laser 
technology may soon make fillings, 
crowns and root canal treatments 
a thing of the past. Researchers 
at Harvard University have 
successfully regenerated damaged 
teeth in rats using laser light.

The laser activates a protein 
known as a transforming growth 
factor called TGF-beta, which 
stimulates stem cells to regenerate 

dentin, the 
material that 
lies beneath 
enamel  
in teeth.

Regrow teeth 

with lasers

IT’S A KIDS’ favourite, but now a new 
use has been found for Silly Putty: 
making batteries last longer. A team  
at the University of California used 
nanotubes made from silicon dioxide, 
the main ingredient in Silly Putty, to 
replace the anodes in a lithium-ion 
battery. The resulting battery held  
its charge three times longer. The 
technology could be used to improve 
the efficiency of electric cars.

Longer-lasting 

Putty batteries

10
‘Periscope’ doesn’t 

need to surface

A ‘VIRTUAL PERISCOPE’ can see 
things above the water without poking 
its head out of the surface. Developed 
at the Technion Israel Institute of 
Technology, it has an underwater 
camera, pinhole array and glass image 
plate. It records the positions of the 
Sun’s rays falling through the holes 
and onto the 
plate, and uses 
them to correct 
the distortions 
in the digital 
image. As well 
as being used in 
submarines, the 
technology may 
also prove useful 
to discreetly 
monitor sea life.

D I S C O V E R IE S  THAT

WHILE THE AGE of cyborgs is still yet 
to dawn, researchers at the University 
of Texas have created implantable 
electronic devices that can grip to 
organs, nerves or blood vessels.

The technology uses shape memory 
polymers that respond to the body, 

becoming less rigid when they’re 
implanted. This allows them to  
change shape while still retaining  
their electronic properties.

They could potentially be used  
to monitor or to stimulate internal 
organs for treatment.

Implantable medical sensors

The shape-shifting 

transistor coming to a  

body near you soon 

An image taken with the 

new ‘virtual periscope’ 

A time-lapse 

sequence, from 

left to right, of the 

plastic healing itself 

The silicon polymer (right) and battery (left)  

A rat’s tooth cavity 

ready to be lasered
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WILL SHAPE THE FUTURE

FORGET THE BOXER Vitali Klitschko, 
if you want a real big puncher you  
need a mantis shrimp. The colourful 
crustaceans can deliver blows with  
a force more than 1,000 times its 
own weight. The animal’s fist-like 
club has inspired a super-tough 
composite material that could be used 

in everything from body armour to the 
fuselages of aeroplanes. 

A team at the University of California 
created carbon-fibre composites with a 
corkscrew internal structure, mimicking 
that of the shrimp’s club. After damage 
tests it was found to be 50 per cent 
tougher than current materials. 

Hard-hitting  

shrimp material
Fighting pollution 
with poetry

BREATHE EASY; THE University  
of Sheffield has erected a billboard 
that scrubs pollution from the air. It 
is coated with microscopic titanium 
dioxide particles that use sunlight 
and oxygen to remove nitrogen oxide 
pollutants from the atmosphere. The 
material could be used on billboards  
to cut pollution on congested roads.

The 10m x 20m poster can absorb  
the pollutants created by about 20  
cars each day and features a  
poem titled In Praise Of  
Air by Simon  
Armitage. 

IN THE MORE remote, arid areas of  
the Earth, fresh drinking water can be 
hard to come by. Now, engineers at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
have developed a system of suspended 
mesh structures that can be placed on 
hilltops to collect fog water for drinking 
and agricultural use.

So far the mesh has only been trialled 
in Chile, but it could be mass produced 
cheaply and used to provide drinking 
water in similar dry environments 
around the world.

Have a drink of fog

SICK OF NOT getting a satellite 
signal for your GPS? Fear not, the 
MOD is developing a ‘quantum 
compass’. It functions by laser 
cooling atoms to just above absolute 
zero. At temperatures this low the 
atoms fall into a quantum state that 
makes them extremely sensitive to 
the Earth’s magnetic and gravitational 
fields. So sensitive in fact that they 
can be used to track movement with 

a high degree 
of accuracy. 
The fact that it 
doesn’t rely on 
GPS satellites 
means that it 
will function 
underground 
or underwater.

A quantum  
compass

MEET THE SMALLEST, fastest, 
longest-running nanomotor ever 
built. The device was made at the 
University of Texas and is another 
step towards being able to develop 
miniature machines that can enter 
the body and deliver drugs to 
specifically targeted cells. It is under  
1 micrometre (0.001mm) in size, is 
500 times smaller than a grain of  
salt, runs at 18,000 RPM and can 
operate for up to 15 hours.

Tiny motor could 

work in the body

The chip that traps and 

cools atoms, making them  

a quantum compass 

Whatever you  

do don’t call  

it prawny

This tiny device could 

deliver drugs where  

they’re needed in the body

A sign that the  

air is getting 

cleaner

The fog-catching  

mesh in Chile 
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D i scove rie s

GRAPHIC SCIENCE

DISCOVERIES DON’T COME much bigger 
than this: palaeontologists in Argentina have 
found the remains of what is thought to be 
the largest creature ever to walk the Earth. 
Using the gigantic thighbones, or femurs, 
as a reference, scientists say the animal 
was 40m long, 20m tall and weighed in at 
77 tonnes, seven tonnes heavier than the 
previous record holder the Argentinosaurus.

It is thought to be one of a new species 
of titanosaur, a huge plant-eating dinosaur 
that lived during the Cretaceous period. The 
remains were first discovered by a local 
farm worker in a desert near La Flecha in 
Patagonia. The fossils were then excavated 
by a team from the Museum of Paleontology 
Egidio Feruglio, which uncovered 150 bones 
from seven animals.

IT’S UNLIKELY TO make it to the cinema 
anytime soon, but the 3D movie put 
together by a team at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) is certainly 
worth a look: it was made using the 
first ever imaging system that can map 
an entire brain. The researchers used a 
technique known as light-field microscopy 
to simultaneously image the activity of 
all 302 neurones found in the brain of a 
nematode worm. “Looking at the activity 

of just one neurone in the brain doesn’t 
tell you how that information is being 
computed; for that, you need to know 
what upstream neurones are doing,” says 
MIT’s Ed Boyden. “In short, if you want 
to understand how information is being 
integrated from sensation all the way to 
action, you have to see the entire brain.”

To achieve the feat, the team first 
engineered fluorescent proteins in the 
worm’s brain that glow when its neurones 
fired. They then used light-field imaging, 
a common technique that allows detailed 
3D images to be built up by measuring the 
angles of the incoming rays of light.

Brain mapper
NEUROSCIENCE

THE BIGGEST DINOSAUR EVER FOUND

Argentinosaurus  
97 million years old

NEW TITANOSAUR  
100 MILL ION YE ARS OLD

77 TONNES  
The weight of 14 

African Elephants

The nematode worm’s neural activity  

is seen as fluorescing proteins

Fossilised 
bones found 
at La Flecha,   

Argentina
 

20M TALL   
Roughly the height  
of four gira�es
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of the newly discovered titanosaur 
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HE PERFECT POTATO was sitting 
innocently on my counter, not showing 
any hint of the violent end it was 
about to meet. It was the first really 
warm evening after a long winter in 

the American northeast, and I had all the doors 
and windows of my little cottage open. The 
woodpeckers were squabbling at the bird feeder, 
and a squirrel was sitting on the deck, jealously 
watching the birds and desperately trying to work 
out how he could get to the peanuts without the 
benefit of wings. It felt like a waste to heat the 
oven to bake one potato, so I put my perfect 
potato in the microwave.

The outermost layer of potato skin is called  
the phellem, and it’s made of brick-shaped cells 
that are arranged in rows with no space in 
between. Their cell walls are thickened with a 
hydrophobic waxy polymer. All this provides  
a strong waterproof casing that keeps bacteria  
and fungi out. The treasure is safe inside, a 
valuable stash of starch and water. This is the 
plant’s larder, a compact storage unit.

Baking a potato is clever because it makes  
the treasure palatable while leaving the packaging 
alone. As the temperature increases, the 
membrane around each starch grain breaks, 
and those grains swell up. After that, the rigid 
cellulose cell walls break, and the cells mush  
into each other, making the potato fluffy and  
soft on the inside. But the outer skin, the phellem,  
is tough. The wall of the larder is intact.

I went outside to grease the wire that 
suspended the bird 
feeder, a critical defence 
against the squirrels. The 
grease didn’t stop them 
climbing down the wire. It 
just meant that when they 
reached the nuts, they 
were going a lot faster 
than expected and tended 
to whoosh straight past. 
Meanwhile, inside the 
microwave, the potato was heating up, and the cell structure inside was 
breaking down. The huge amount of stored water was starting to 
evaporate. And this is where the problems began. That outer skin had 
evolved to keep water in. That was fine when the water was liquid, but 
quite a lot of it was now gas. The skin was strong, because the potato 
was perfect. Most potatoes get bumped and scratched in transit, and 
their skin is broken. But a rare flawless potato can host a battle between 
the strength of its skin and the internal pressure generated by a growing 
reservoir of hot gas, a battle that may end very loudly.

But I wasn’t worried because I had poked holes in the potato to diffuse 
the situation. I kept on with the greasing task, relaxed in the knowledge 
that the water vapour was able to escape its prison. And that was why  
I was almost as surprised as the squirrel when there was a loud bang 
from the cottage.

Once I’d flapped away the smoke, I brought the ex-potato outside  
and cut it open. The insides were now brittle black charcoal, with jagged 
cracks extending from the middle to the skin. I had clearly left it in the 
microwave for far too long. I realised that so much water vapour had been 
able to escape that the centre had completely dried out. Then it  
had started to smoulder, but without enough oxygen to burn properly  
it had just become a mini charcoal burner. And then it went pop.

The squirrel turned its nose up at the blackened mess, and busied 
itself with hoovering up the 
peanuts I had knocked off the 
feeder when I jumped. And I was 
left contemplating the smoking 
reminder that a potato really is  
the perfect fuel. �
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DR HELEN CZERSKI is a physicist, 
oceanographer and BBC science 
presenter who appears regularly 
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“Once I’d flapped 
away the smoke,  

I brought the  
ex-potato outside  
and cut it open…”

Beware: microwaving a potato is a battle of forces that can end with a bang
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ULY 1914 IS the hundredth anniversary 
of the incident that sparked the outbreak 
of World War I: the assassination of the 
crown prince of the Austrian empire in 
Sarajevo, Serbia. This had devastating 

consequences, but the assassination itself was an 
act of rebellion against perceived tyranny. 

But what of the future? What of rebellion in 
space? Given the fragility of off-world environments, 
would such a rebellion even be possible? And if not, 
what guarantees of freedom could there be? This 
issue was debated at a seminar I attended last year, 
called ‘Extraterrestrial Liberty: What Is Freedom 
Beyond The Earth?’, held over two June days in 
south London at the premises of the venerable 
British Interplanetary Society. The seminar was led 
by Edinburgh-based astrobiologist Charles Cockell.

Cockell, opening the session, told us how he had 
been drawn to the topic after a chance encounter 
with a volume of Rousseau in a second-hand 
bookshop. He soon discovered that no serious 
academic thinking (as opposed to speculation in the 
science fiction field) had been devoted to the 
question of freedom as applied to space 
colonisation. Now, after writing three papers on the 
topic, he had decided to open up the debate. 

This an issue for the mid-term future. In the 
near future, astronauts hopping back and forth 
to the International Space Station are citizens of 
nations on Earth. In the very far future inhabitants 
of a terraformed Mars, or the Earth-like world 
of another star, may have as much freedom of 
movement and thought as the most fortunate of 
us enjoy today, if not more. 
But consider the middle 
case, a domed colony on 
Mars in a century or two, 
with some tyrant in control 
of the air supply (shades of 
Total Recall). How can you 
rebel? You can’t smash the life 
support machinery without 
killing everybody in the colony. 
And you can’t flee from the 
domes without killing yourself. 
Where, then, is a hedge against tyranny, a guarantee of freedom?  
There is a fundamental clash in such situations, said Cockell, between  
the freedom of the individual and the need for the collective to maintain 
shared systems. 

Over the next two days such issues were probed from a variety of 
perspectives. We were a cross-disciplinary group. While I gave a brief 
summary of science fiction dreams of frontiers and utopias - from Heinlein 
to Star Trek and Gundam - a representative of a US libertarian think-tank 

hailed John Locke, and a planetary scientist discussed the application of 
the US federal government model to colonies in an inhabited solar system. 

We humans are still very Earthbound. Are these discussions premature? 
But our planetary scientist had shown us how the US Founding Fathers, 
then restricted to 13 eastern states, had in their constitutional deliberations 
the vision to devise a governmental system that could be expanded to 
incorporate states yet to be founded, across a continent yet to be explored 
– and that was precisely what was achieved. If they could think ahead, 
why not us? After all, Rousseau probably never imagined he would one 
day be read by an astrobiologist…

A confined colony in space, or on the Moon or Mars, will be an intrinsically 
tyrannous environment, because all human life will depend on centrally 

controlled systems. We will have to 
think carefully about how to ensure 
human rights and liberty, in an 
environment where a tyrant could 
turn off the air supply, and a rebel’s 
bomb could kill everybody. �

STEPHEN BAXTER is a science 

fiction writer whose books 

include The Science Of Avatar 

and the Northland series
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“Consider a 

doomed colony on 

Mars in a century 

or two, with some 

tyrant in control”

Will space inevitably be a haven for tyrannical overlords?

Life on an alien planet 

could mean putting up  

with a dictator who loves 

building statues of himself 
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THE SCENE 
A bomb explodes 
nearby. The hero 

must flee the blast uncharred 
and unharmed.

THE SCIENCE 
Powerful explosives 
generate a sphere of 

compressed, rapidly expanding 
gas travelling faster than the 
speed of sound. Although this 
blast wave lasts just a few 
milliseconds, it can cause 
‘hidden’ injuries whose effects 
may not become apparent for 
several days, including brain 
trauma and ‘blast lung,’ a 
potentially fatal haemorrhaging 
of the lungs. 

Immediately after comes a 
hurricane force blast wind of 
negative pressure that can raze 
buildings, shatter glass, and 
throw debris large distances. 
Flying debris can eviscerate, 
amputate and disintegrate 
body parts, smash bones, cause 
deep penetrating wounds and 
kill. The heat from the explosion 
can cause burns and if the 
bomb is laced with nails or 

other shrapnel, the risk of 
injury is increased. “If you’re 
close enough to the blast, you’re 
one of the things that’s thrown,” 
says Michelle Hoffman of 
Biodynamics Engineering, a 
US company that studies the 
physics behind accidents. 

No one, except the most 
extreme of terrorists, plans to 
be near a bomb when it blows, 
so for the most part, survival 
comes down to good fortune 
– the size and type of the bomb 
and your distance from it. 
America’s Federal Emergency 
Management Agency offers 
guidelines on safe evacuation 
distances for bombs. To avoid 
injury from a suicide bomber 
wearing 9kg (20lb) of TNT, 
stand at least 415m back. Or  
a mile back from a van packed 
with 13,607kg (30,000lb) of  
the same. 

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE?
Get real. Stand too 

close and no-one is going to 
walk away from an explosion 
unharmed. Not even Iron Man.

SURVIVE NEARBY 

EXPLOSIONS
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B L O C K B U S T E R  M O V I E  S C I E N C E

THE SCENE
The villain is shot 
several times, but 

just keeps on going, 
‘Terminator’ style.  

THE SCIENCE 
The scientific study 
of what bullets do  

to bodies is called wound 
ballistics. Travelling at speeds 
of well over 250 metres per 

second, bullets are pumped 
with kinetic energy, much of 
which is then rudely transferred 
to the unlucky target. The 
injury inflicted is related to 
this kinetic energy, which in 
turn is related to the bullet’s 
size and velocity. High-speed, 
high-calibre bullets are likely 
to floor a man, as are bullets 
designed to expand on impact, 
the likes of which are used by 
the US police force. Smaller, 

slower, pointier bullets can 
pass straight through a body, 
and because skin and tissue are 
elastic, the cavity created may 
close up. There doesn’t have to 
be huge, immediate blood loss, 
and a person may be able to 
keep going, especially if fuelled 
by methamphetamine, 
adrenalin or the like. 

Whether or not you fall or 
flee also depends on where you 
are hit. A shot to the spine or 
head will stop you in your 
tracks. But if the bullets miss 
vital organs, you may be able to 
keep going, for a while at least.  
“I’ve had cases where people 
have been shot through a major 
artery and kept running for 

several hundred feet,” says 
Parris Ward from Biodynamics 
Engineering, which simulates 
wound ballistics for legal 
cases. “I’ve also had cases 
where people didn’t realise 
they’d been shot in the leg 
because the bullet didn’t hit a 
bone or an artery.” 

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE? 
Provided your vital 

organs don’t take a hit and the 
bullet is on the dainty side,  
you may be able to keep going, 
but not for long. If the bullet 
doesn’t floor you, blood loss 
eventually will. 

FIGHT ON AFTER 

BEING SHOT  
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B L O C K B U S T E R  M O V I E  S C I E N C E

THE SCENE 
A hero is hurled 
through a window. 

They have a smashing time, 
but don’t get hurt. 

THE 

SCIENCE
In the movies, 

breakable windows are made 
from sugary stunt glass. But 
in the real world, there are 
many types of glass and your 
injuries will depend on which 
you have the misfortune to 
meet. Plate glass, commonly 
used in buildings, shatters 
into large shards that can 
sever arteries and cause deep 
lacerations. Toughened glass, 
found in phone boxes and 
windscreens, crumbles into 
thousands of tiny, granular 
chunks that cause smaller 

THE SCENE
A hapless victim is 
in a car that 

plummets from a bridge into 
deep water and is sinking fast. 
They must get out alive. 

THE SCIENCE
Every year 400 
people drown in 

their cars in North America. 
Many erroneously think you 
should let the interior of the car 
fill up with water, so the door 
can be opened once the 
pressure equilibrates. 

But most people drown well 
before that happens, says 
Manitoba University’s Gordon 
Giesbrecht, who reconstructs 
underwater escapes from cars 
in outdoor gravel pits. In 
reality, you have about a 
minute to get out alive – the 
time it takes for the water 
to seep in and stop the 
electric windows from 
working. Giesbrecht’s 
advice: take your  
belt off as soon as 
you hit the 

cuts and grazing. Laminated 
safety glass, used in skylights, 
skyscrapers and storefronts, is 
incredibly strong. “You can 
jump up and down on it, or hit 
it with a huge metal ball and it 
still doesn’t break,” says 
materials scientist Mark 
Miodownik from University 
College London. If it does yield 
it creates a hole, but the rest of 
the glass doesn’t shatter. 

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE? 
The safest way to 

exit a window, undoubtedly, is 
always to open it first. 
Smashing through plate or 
toughened glass could cause 
serious harm. Run into laminated 
glass and you’re likely to dent 
your pride more than the 
pavement on the other side. 

water, open the windows, get 
any children out then get 
yourself out. Most cars float 
for about five minutes before 
sinking, nose down, so the 
escapees will likely have to 
manoeuvre through a back 
window. Calling emergency 
services wastes time and can 
be fatal. Giesbrecht laments 
the recorded 911 calls offering 
advice to people ‘already 
dead’, who spent that critical 
first minute on the phone. 

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE?
Plausible, but only 

if you get out fast… or are in 
James Bond’s Lotus Esprit.

BE THROWN 

THROUGH GLASS   

ESCAPE FROM A 

CAR UNDERWATER 
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THE SCENE 
A hero falls 
spectacularly  

from a building – and survives. 

THE SCIENCE  
“It’s not the fall that 
kills you, but the 

sudden stop at the end,” says 
Michelle Hoffman who analyses 
falls at Biodynamics Engineering 
in Phoenix, Arizona. In the 
movies, falls are commonly 
slowed by trees, power lines, 
roofs and the like. “Awnings are 
good,” says Hoffman. “Multiple 
awnings are really good.” 
Dividing one big fall into multiple 
smaller ones slows your descent, 
reducing the force of impact and 
increasing the odds of survival. 

For the same reason, what you 
land on is also important – you 
come to a stop more quickly on 
concrete than you do on bark 
chips. A few years ago in 
Melbourne, Australia,  
a young woman attempting 
suicide by jumping from a 
freeway bridge survived by 
accidentally landing on the back 
of a truck carrying fruit in 
cardboard boxes. 

How you hit the ground also 
influences whether or not you 
survive. Land head first from any 
height and you’re dead. Land on 
your back, spreadeagled, and by 
spreading your weight over the 
largest area possible, you might 
just live to see another day.

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE?
Plausible but unlikely. 

‘Survival’ is, after all, relative. “If 
you fell from a 10-storey building 
into a 6ft-deep snowbank and 
landed on your back with your 
arms out, there’s a pretty good 
chance you could survive,” says 
Hoffman. “But that doesn’t mean 
you can hop up and run around.” 
Brain injury, skull fractures, 
broken bones and chest trauma 
are common.

FALL FROM  

A BUILDING 
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B L O C K B U S T E R  M O V I E  S C I E N C E

THE SCENE
Besieged by gunfire, 
a cop saves his bacon 

by sheltering behind a car door.

THE SCIENCE
The average car 
door offers virtually 

no protection from gunshot 
wounds. “A handgun bullet can 
go in one car door and out the 
other,” says ballistics expert 
Tom Fleenor from US company 
International Armoring 
Corporation (IAC). American 
police cars with their Kevlar-
reinforced doors might offer 
protection from handgun fire, 
but not from high-powered 

rifle bullets travelling at up to 
850 metres per second. “Police 
officers do get shot through 
car doors,” says Fleenor. Fear 
not, though. If you’ve upwards 
of $6,000 to spend, IAC can 
reinforce your car doors with 
ballistic steel and lightweight, 
laminated fibres, enabling them 
to shrug off most high-speed, 
non-armour-piercing shells.

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE?
Not unless you 

happen to own a bona fide 
armoured vehicle, or have 
pimped your ride into a mobile 
panic room. 

THE SCENE 
A goodie is on the 
roof of a fast-moving 

train being chased by a baddie. 
They must a) not fall off, b) run 
away and c) leap across 
carriages looking cool. 

THE SCIENCE 
As a train moves 
forward,  

the air forced over its roof 
creates a resistive force 
opposing any would-be train 

surfer. The faster the train,  
the bigger the force and  
the more effort it takes to  
stay standing. 

Remove the threat of 
decapitation by bridges, 
electrocution by overhead 
power lines and serious injury 
by precipitous falls, and the 
scenario is not so different  
from being in a wind tunnel.  
“You can just about stand  
in winds of 60mph,” says  
David Marshall, manager of 
Southampton University’s 

USE A CAR DOOR AS 

A BULLET SHIELD

JUMP FROM ONE 

TRAIN TO ANOTHER  
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B L O C K B U S T E R  M O V I E  S C I E N C E

THE SCENE 
A samurai cuts 
effortlessly through 

steel using nothing but muscle 
power and a sword.

THE SCIENCE 
Who needs 
adamantium, the 

indestructible metal used by 
Wolverine that can cut through 
anything? In industry, carbide-
tipped steel rotary blades are 
used to cut steel. “A steel 
sword could do the same thing 
in principle,” says materials 
scientist Mark Miodownik. 
“But it would need a high 
enough velocity to melt the 

steel it’s cutting.” So it’s best to 
make your sword relatively 
thick, and coat it with tungsten 
carbide: with a melting point of 
2,870°C, this will stop the blade 
from melting. Or just hope the 
steel you’re slicing is as wimpy 
as a tin can. “If steel is thin 
enough, you can cut it with 
scissors,” says Miodownik.

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE?  
Machines can do 

it, but we humans lack the 
muscle power to wield a sword 
fast enough to cut through 
thick steel – unless you’re a 
mutant freak, that is.

wind tunnel. “But you’d 
struggle to walk and you 
certainly can’t run. And if you 
tried to jump, the wind would 
pull you backwards.” 

In the UK, InterCity trains 
can reach speeds of around 
210km/h (130mph), 
engineering works permitting, 
while elsewhere, magnetic 
levitation or ‘maglev’ trains 
notch up top velocities of over 
480km/h (300mph). Attempt 
the same thing on one of these 
moving at full pelt and it’s not 

going to end well. Added to 
that, any imperfection on the 
line or sideways jolt to the 
carriage is likely to physically 
tip you over the edge. 

IS IT 

PLAUSIBLE? 
British trains are 

more likely to run on time than 
you are to run along the roof of 
a speeding train and not get 
seriously injured or killed. But 
that doesn’t stop some 

adrenalin junkies from illegally 
hitching train roof rides. In 
2012, a 24-year-old Moldovan 
man got off lightly when he 
was arrested for surfing a 
Russian Sapsan train wearing 
nothing but purple pants, but 
many others have died. �

SLICE THROUGH  

STEEL WITH A BLADE 

HELEN PILCHER is a science writer 

and comedian. She tweets from  

@helenpilcher1
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Orcus Haumea Pluto
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Like Pluto, Orcus is in a gravitational 
dance with Neptune. For every two laps 
Neptune makes of the Sun, Pluto and 
Orcus make three. Any body exhibiting 
this resonance behaviour is referred 
to as a ‘plutino’. Orcus shares other 
characteristics with its neighbour too. 
“Orcus and its satellite Vanth are almost 
exactly the same scale as Pluto and its 
moon Charon,” says Brown. 

“Haumea is like a rapidly rotating 
M&M,” says Megan Schwamb, from the 
Institute of Astronomy & Astrophysics, 
Academia Sinica, Taiwan. The dwarf 
planet is mostly rock but coated with a 
thin layer of water ice. Its name, which 
comes from the Hawaiian goddess 
of childbirth, is fitting because it is 
believed to be a relic of a larger object 
that was smashed apart by an impact, 
creating not only Haumea but also its 
moons Hi‘iaka and Namaka. 

This is the best known object orbiting 
beyond Neptune. Originally admitted to 
the planet club upon its discovery, Pluto 
was downgraded to a dwarf planet in 
2006. Its demotion had a lot to do with 
the discovery of Eris, but arguments 
about how to classify Pluto rumble on. 
The arrival of the New Horizons space 
probe at the dwarf planet next year 
will only dial up the debate on what we 
should call this tiny body some three 
times smaller than the Moon.Discovered: 2004

Distance from Sun: 30–48 AU  

(1 AU = 149,597,871km, the distance 

from Earth to the Sun) 

Orbital period: 245 years

Diameter: approx 850km (528 miles)

Discovered: 2004

Distance from Sun: 35–43 AU

Orbital period: 283 years

Diameter: approx 1,400km (870 miles)

Discovered: 1930

Distance from Sun: 30-49 AU 

Orbital period: 248 years

Diameter: 2,322km (1,442 miles)

G
IVEN THAT ASTRONOMERS have been 
finding exoplanets by the bucketload, you 
might be forgiven for thinking that we know 
all there is to know about our own Solar 

System. However, the recent discovery of 2012 VP
113

 
– a 450km- (279-mile) wide world that takes more 
than 4,000 years to orbit the Sun – suggests that what 
we’ve found so far might only be the tip of the iceberg. 
There’s a lot more to our cosmic neighbourhood than 
just eight planets. “The region beyond Neptune is 
rich with bodies flitting around on crazy orbits,” says 
astronomer Mike Brown from the California Institute 
of Technology. Here’s a look at some of the worlds 
discovered orbiting the Sun at far-flung distances.

COLIN STUART is an astronomer at the Royal  
Observatory Greenwich 

All bodies shown to scale and in order  

of their average distance from the Sun

The Moon
Size shown for comparison 
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Quaoar 2007 OR
10

2012 VP
113

Makemake Eris Sedna
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Pronounced KWAH-o-ar, this frigid 
world can actually be found in a photo 
dating back to 1954, but at the time its 
true nature was not known. About half 
the size of Pluto, Quaoar seems to have 
crystalline ice on its surface, which 
implies that some time in the last 10 
million years its temperature rose from 
its current -220°C to -160°C. Proposed 
explanations for this heating include 
bombardment by tiny meteors or ice 
volcanoes (cryovolcanism).

Discovered: 2002

Distance from Sun: 42–45 AU

Orbital period: 286 years

Diameter: approx 900km (559 miles)

Discovered: 2005

Distance from Sun: 38.5–53 AU

Orbital period: 310 years

Diameter: approx 1,460km (907 miles)

Discovered: 2005

Distance from Sun: 38–98 AU

Orbital period: 560 years

Diameter: 2,326km (1,445 miles)

Discovered: 2003

Distance from Sun: 76–937 AU

Orbital period: 11,400 years

Diameter: approx 1,000km (621 miles)

Discovered: 2007

Distance from Sun: 34–101 AU 

Orbital period: 551 years

Diameter: 1,250km (776 miles)

Discovered: 2012 (announced 2014)

Distance from Sun: 80–449 AU  

Orbital period: 4,300 years

Diameter: approx 450km (279 miles)

Similar in size to Haumea, 2007 OR
10

 is 
the largest object in the Solar System 
without an o�cial name. It was 
uno�cially nicknamed Snow White by 
discoverers Megan Schwamb and Mike 
Brown because it was thought to be 
made of water-ice. The presence of 
water-ice was later confirmed, but with 
a catch. “It is one of the reddest objects 
in the Solar System,” says Schwamb, 
perhaps highlighting the need to give 
2007 OR

10
 a proper name once and for all.

The most recent addition to our list, 
‘VP’ takes far longer to orbit the Sun 
than any of the dwarf planets. Until 
an o�cial name is chosen it has 
been nicknamed Biden after US Vice 
President (or ‘VP’) Joe Biden. “We 
find that its colour is kind of pink, 
suggesting its surface is dominated by 
water and methane ice with a little rock 
thrown in,” says co-discoverer Scott 
Shepherd from the Carnegie Institution 
for Science in Washington, D.C. 

Pronounced ‘MAH-kay MAH-kay’, this 
dwarf planet gets its name from the 
creator of humanity in the Rapanui 
mythology of Easter Island. With an 
average temperature dipping below 
-240°C, the surface is covered with 
slabs of frozen methane ice. “You  
could almost ice skate on Makemake,”  
says Brown. Unlike the other dwarf 
planets of the outer Solar System, 
astronomers have yet to find any 
moons around Makemake.

Originally thought to be bigger than 
Pluto, and orbiting further from the 
Sun, the discovery of Eris heralded 
Pluto’s planetary demise. “Either  
Eris had to be a planet or Pluto had  
not to be,” says Mike Brown, who 
co-discovered Eris. “It made no sense 
to keep on adding things that don’t 
behave like planets to the list and so 
down to eight [planets] it went.” Eris  
is the heaviest non-planet, being 27  
per cent more massive than Pluto.

“Sedna is crazy,” says Brown. Like 
2012 VP

113
, it is stranded in a cosmic 

no man’s land between the Kuiper Belt 
(home to objects like Pluto) and the 
outer Oort Cloud (home to the majority 
of comets). When the Sun was younger 
it is likely that it had other stars much 
closer to it than it does today, so one 
way to explain Sedna’s unusual location 
is that it’s actually an object from 
another Solar System stolen by the 
gravity of our Sun long ago.



The history of science and technology is rich with 

great minds, but who is the greatest? We asked some 

of the country’s top scientists for their nominations

WHO IS THE  

GREATEST GENIUS?

WHAT DEFINES A genius? Traditionally, 
it’s the ability to be more original and skilled 
than anyone else, or the first to glimpse 
new shores of knowledge. In science, 
flashes of insight often go hand in hand 
with persistence and methodical working 
practices. You could also give kudos to 
someone who’s worked across multiple 
fields, or whose discoveries have influenced 
the largest number of people. All these are 

arguments made by the top scientists  
we’ve interviewed for this article. 

This isn’t just a list of great scientists, 
though all the nominees are unarguably 
great. Rather, it’s a celebration of individual 
achievement. So vote for the greatest genius 
by following the link at the end of this article. 
And if you don’t agree with our selection, 
write in and tell us – we’ll print as many of 
your nominations as possible. 
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NOMINATED BY  

MICHAEL MOSLEY
Writer and presenter of Trust Me I’m A Doctor
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ROSALIND FRANKLIN SYSTEMATICALLY, methodically 
and meticulously spent many years encoding or deciphering the 
structure of DNA using X-rays. It was her pictures, her X-rays, that 
made Watson and Crick absolutely certain about the structure of 
DNA. They were close but they needed the evidence. They were 
theoreticians, but her work was the real data that solidified what 
they had been getting to. 

Unfortunately she died of ovarian cancer at a young age and 
the Nobel Prize is not given posthumously, so we’ll never know 
whether she would have been recognised. She was working in very 
male-dominated conditions back in the ’40s and ’50s.  

The question of genius is an interesting one. Some people argue 
that genius is a leap of creative thought, where you take a few 
disparate pieces of information, put them together and leap further 
than anyone else would. I’d argue there’s another side, which is the 
more methodical, precise and meticulous route that’s equally vital.

The point is, even though she wasn’t the first to say it, the 
general consensus is that in her mind she knew what the structure 
of DNA was before anyone else, but she wasn’t prepared to go out 
there on a limb without knowing the evidence for sure. Perhaps 
that’s something women su�er from even now: a lack of confidence 
in their own convictions and their own findings. Perhaps if 
she did, she might have aired her views earlier.

NOMINATED BY  

SARAH-JAYNE 

BLAKEMORE
Director of Cognitive Neuroscience at UCL

WHAT KEPLER ACHIEVED was extraordinary. He was the 
person who made sense of astronomy. He realised, following in 
the footsteps of Copernicus, that the Sun is not the dead centre of 
the Universe and that the planets go round in ellipses. He was a 
wonderful, weird character: incredibly short-sighted and yet he 
gazed at the stars. He would get into fierce debates with Galileo 
about tides and why they happen. Kepler quite correctly said that 
it’s because of the Moon – he basically predicted gravity.  

Kepler was very stubborn too. He worked for Tycho Brahe for a 
while, who had been studying all this data about the Solar System 
but wouldn’t let Kepler lay his hands on it. One of the stories goes 
that Kepler poisoned him – certainly Brahe died under mysterious 
circumstances. Either way Kepler managed to nick all his data, and 
use it for his own purposes. He spent 16 years just creating model 
after model after model, until finally he got into ellipses. For too 
long, circles obsessed him: circles were perfect, circles were what 
his hero Copernicus had championed. It turned out circles were 
wrong and it was the data that swung it. What stands out was 
Kepler’s willingness to just grind away at the mathematics. One  
of the most important things about genius is persistence.  



NOMINATED BY  

MARCUS DU SAUTOY 
Simonyi Professor for the Public 
Understanding of Science and a Professor  
of Mathematics at the University of Oxford 

JOHN SULSTON IS a biologist who won the Nobel Prize in 
2002. The thing that sets John apart is that whenever you speak 
to him or read his writing, he’s always extremely generous about 
recognising that science is done by teams and communities. But 
actually, it was his individual work that really set the field on fire. 

He studied the development of C. elegans – a nematode worm 
– as a model for developmental biology. What John did was work 
out the entire cell lineage. During development you start o� with a 
single cell and if you’re a worm you end up with about a thousand 
cells. Over a few years he watched every single cell division in  
real-time; what the daughter cells did and where they went and 
what they became. He mapped out the entire development of a 
whole animal. That had never been done before. Everyone thought 
he was mad, but he did it because he thought it would be useful  
to the whole community. 

He then went on to the next step: decoding the genome for  
C. elegans. His single-minded determination is what sets him 
apart; to see a really big problem, and say ‘let’s get to work and do it’.

NOMINATED BY  

ALISON WOOLLARD
Lecturer in genetics and presenter of the 2013 
Royal Institution Christmas Lectures 
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RIEMANN DISCOVERED SEVERAL branches of mathematics 
that have had a massive impact since the middle of the 19th Century. 
He pioneered what’s called ‘high-dimensional geometry’, which 
was absolutely key to Einstein’s breakthrough on relativity. He 
understood how you can go from three dimensions to four to five 
to 11. That insight is absolutely extraordinary – using a mathematical 
language to go from the physical world around us to geometries in 
higher dimensions. It’s crucial for physics and, without it, 
Einstein wouldn’t have had the maths to develop his ideas.

Another of his great breakthroughs was concerning 
prime numbers – numbers that can only be divided 
by one and themselves. These are like atoms for a 
mathematician, and he discovered their ‘DNA’, 
which basically tells us how they are distributed. 
You might think prime numbers are rather 
esoteric, but they’re at the heart of internet 
cryptography – they help us make unbreakable 
codes. Understanding these numbers has 
had a massive impact on the digital world.

Riemann created a new way of 
being able to talk about geometry and 
numbers. His staggering breadth of 
work and originality is what marks 
him out as a genius for me.
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DA VINCI WAS a mathematician, engineer, botanist, cartographer 
and much more, so it’s hard to single out one achievement. He was 
remarkable really. This is a guy who had no formal schooling. His 
trade was a painter and he learnt what he did through deduction. 

Da Vinci’s studies in anatomy started with his desire to create 
realistic figures and therefore wanting to know how the body 
was constructed. A lot of what he discovered in that process is 
consistent with what we know today. When I look at his drawings 
they could easily have been lifted from text books that I regularly 
refer to. This was in the 1400s, so I think to dismiss him as an artist 
who just dabbled in science would be a misstatement. 

He tells us a lot about what it means to be a scientist. The idea 
that we have both artists and scientists is actually a fairly recent 
one. It’s only in the last couple of hundred years that we’ve made 
the distinction. Kids in school e�ectively have to chose between 
doing arts and science subjects and cast themselves as one or 
the other, when actually doing science well is a deeply creative 
endeavour, one that requires you to observe and document the 
world in the same way that a good artist would. 

I nominate him as my favourite genius not just because he excels 
in so many di�erent spheres, but because he shows us what 
science is really all about. 

NOMINATED BY  

HEATHER WILLIAMS
Medical physicist at Central Manchester 
University Hospitals and director of ScienceGrrl
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NOMINATED BY  

MARTYN

POLIAKOFF 
Research Professor of Chemistry at 

the University of Nottingham, Foreign 

Secretary and Vice-president of the 

Royal Society

I PASS THOMAS Young’s painting every time I go up 
the stairs at the Royal Society – he was Foreign Secretary, 
like me, and he established the UK at the centre of science. 
Young’s main claim to genius is his work on the nature of  
light. He came up with the ‘double-slit experiment’, in  
which he shone light through a screen containing two slits.  
An interference pattern of dark and light lines appeared on  
a second screen some distance away, demonstrating that  
light could act as a wave. The fact that we can talk to one  
another using mobile phones is a direct follow-on from his 
discovery that light – and hence electromagnetic radiation  
– behaves as waves.

But Young also made important breakthroughs in other 
areas. He gave his name to the ‘Young’s modulus’, a measure 

of elasticity, which explains the behaviour of springs and is 
the basis of everything from car suspension to the softness of 

your bed. He was also an Egyptologist who made key contributions 
to deciphering the hieroglyphs on the Rosetta Stone.

A recent biography about him was titled The Last Man Who 
Knew Everything, and I think that’s a nice description. He had 
a breadth of original thought that was considerably wider than 
people like Einstein and Darwin, perhaps because of the time in 
which he lived. Lots of people dabble in di�erent areas, but it was 
his ability to make a real mark in all of them that sets him apart.
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THERE ARE ONLY four people who have won two Nobel 
Prizes and Marie Curie was the first of them. She won a  
Nobel Prize in physics in 1903 for her work on radiation,  
and then one in chemistry in 1911 for the discovery of the 
elements radium and polonium. 

She did a lot of groundbreaking research looking into 
radiation and into the fundamental nature of atoms. During 
the early 19th Century, our knowledge of the atom was 
relatively limited. Her work was really probing into exactly 
what matter consists of and getting a better understanding of 
the elements, and of the atom itself. And she made all of her 
breakthroughs by slogging away in a lab. I think her genius can 
be seen not only in her experiments and the physical doing of 
things, but also in her choices of exactly what to study. She had 
an amazing insight to see where new science might be.  

It’s also worth nothing that there weren’t many women 
doing science at that time and I think the fact that she was 
doing work of such a high standard as a woman in that era is 
impressive in itself.

NOMINATED BY  

MAGGIE  

ADERIN-POCOCK
Research fellow at UCL and presenter of  

The Sky At Night on BBC TV

BACK IN THE 1950s, James Lovelock invented the ‘electron 
capture detector’ – an incredibly sensitive piece of equipment  
that proved very useful in the analysis of the chemicals responsible 
for destroying the ozone layer.

If he’d done just that, he’d be a major experimental scientist. 
But Lovelock is most famous for his Gaia hypothesis: the idea that 
organisms and the planet they’re on interact to keep it suitable for 
life. Organisms don’t just adapt in a Darwinian way to whatever 
environment they’re put into – they can actually shape the 
environment too. This idea was initially attacked, and there are  
still problems, but the idea that organisms and planets interact 
like this is being taken seriously now, and is stimulating a lot of 
important research.

What I love about Lovelock is the variety of his work and the 
fact he’s totally independent, being funded by the money from his 
inventions. As a result, he’s free to say what he likes – and isn’t 
afraid to change his views.

People talk a lot about Stephen Hawking and Peter Higgs. They’re 
really smart guys, but what they’ve discovered isn’t going to change 
our lives in any direct way. Lovelock’s work is both universal 
and relevant to all our lives through its implications for the 
environment. For me, that makes him our greatest living scientist.

NOMINATED BY  
ROBERT MATTHEWS
Focus columnist and Visiting Reader in  

Science at Aston University, Birmingham 
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FOR ME IT was close between Einstein and Newton, but in 
Newton’s time there weren’t that many people doing science. 
However, at the start of the 20th Century, when Einstein was 
working, there were lots of other great scientists such as Paul 
Dirac, Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr and several others. Even 

NOMINATED BY  
JIM AL-KHALILI
Professor of Physics at the University of  

Surrey and presenter of The Life Scientific  

on BBC Radio 4

amongst them Einstein was considered special. Some people may 
say this is a lazy choice but I have thought long and hard about it 
and I feel it’s right. 

The three theories that he published in four papers are some of 
the greatest ideas ever to come out of the human mind: he proved 
that atoms exist with his paper on Brownian motion, discovered 
the fact that light is made up of packets of energy, and the whole 
field of cosmology and most of modern astronomy was born from 
the General Theory of Relativity. Any one of those would have 
been enough to put him up there as one of the greats.  

He changed forever the way we understand our Universe. Even 
now, when we talk about the possibility of a big idea changing 
science we say ‘we need another Einstein’.
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I NOMINATE CHARLES Darwin because he changed the way  
we think about life on Earth and our place in it. He is one of 
the most influential thinkers of all time. Not only did his idea of 
evolution by natural selection revolutionise the field of biology,  
but it has also influenced our views of society, ethics and religion. 
At the time it created huge controversy and Darwin knew this 
would be the case. He stated to his friend the botanist Joseph  
Hooker (in 1844) that his idea that species were not immutable, 
but evolved, was ‘like confessing to a murder’.

What I admire about Darwin is not just his insight, but also  
the very detailed and careful way in which he worked. He 
assembled a huge amount of evidence to support his ideas.  
He was a superb observer and carried out extremely meticulous 
and painstaking experiments.

Most people have heard of On The Origin Of Species, but Darwin 
was a prolific scientist and published many other wonderful 
works. He explained how coral atolls are formed, published a huge 
tome on barnacles and wrote on the expression of emotions in man 
and animals, and on carnivorous plants. My particular favourite 
is his book – his little treatise he calls it – on British orchids, 
Fertilisation Of Orchids.

NOMINATED BY  
FRANCES ASHCROFT
Geneticist at the University of Oxford and 
author of The Spark Of Life 

NOMINATED BY  
THE FOCUS MAGAZINE TEAM 

 

Yes, the iPhone, iPod 
and iMac all have 
counterparts we 
could happily use.  
But Steve Jobs lit the 
blue touchpaper on 
nascent devices like 
the tablet computer 
and the smartphone 
by making them 
desirable. Today, 
technology’s rapid 
advance is driven by 
people who fell in 
love with an iPod.

He managed the di�cult 
feat of marrying the 
science of the very small 
(quantum physics) with 
gravity (relativity) to 
describe the Universe’s 
most extreme objects: 
black holes. His key 
discovery was that  
black holes could leak 
‘Hawking radiation’. He 
also realised the Universe 
was essentially a black 
hole in reverse, starting 
with the Big Bang. 

When Marconi invented 
the wireless telegraph 
he changed the way the 
world communicated. 
This century, Zuckerberg 
has arguably done the 
same. Some 1.28 billion 
people use Facebook 
and, with the growth of 
internet access, this 
number will only grow. 
Other social networks 
have followed Facebook’s 
example, making his 
impact undeniable.

The next time you go 
to the toilet, spare a 
thought for this man 
– the father of the 
flushing loo. In 1596, 
Harington described a 
device with a cistern, 
from which water 
would flow down and 
empty the pan. Sadly 
for Harington, his 
design never caught on 
at the time, but it’s hard 
to imagine life without 
a self-purging privy.

For the daughter 
of Lord Byron, 
genius clearly ran 
in the family. The 
Countess of Lovelace 
demonstrated a 
precocious talent  
for maths at an 
early age, and is 
considered to have 
written the first 
computer program 
whilst working with  
Charles Babbage in 
the mid-1800s.  

STEVE JOBS 

 

STEPHEN HAWKING  MARK ZUCKERBERG 

 

JOHN HARINGTON  

 

ADA LOVELACE 

Have your say and vote now at sciencefocus.com/greatestgenius



ADVERTISEMENT

Which sort of visual system do you go for? Projector and
screen, or plasma, LCD or LED TV?  3D or non-3D?

Home cinema

Confused ?.

Choosing a home cinema system

is a potential minefield that must

be negotiated with great care or

safely avoided by letting experts

guide you. If you want to end up

with a system that, as a minimum,

meets your expectations in terms

of picture and sound quality,

reading magazine product reviews

and choosing the recommendations,

five-star favourites or best buys

can only ever be part of the answer

at best. Looking for the cheapest

price and having a system

delivered to your door, even with a

‘knowledgeable’ friend to help set it

up, is a well-trodden path to

disappointment.

There is a bewildering choice of

components on the market today and also

different ways in which components can

be installed and connected together.

Which sort of visual system do you go for?

Projector and screen, or plasma, LCD or

LED TV?  3D or non-3D? Full 1080p

capability is now the only sensible choice

but the appropriate source components,

such as a Blu-ray player, need to be part

of the equation. 

The sound performance of a system is

also hugely important, even more so if you

will be listening to music, or music DVD’s,

through the same system. If so, you need

an amp that approaches the performance

of a decent 2-channel hi-fi amp, which is

not that easy to find. Having an amp with

the right inputs for the best connectivity is

essential but you will also need to decide

on a 5.1 or 7.1 speaker system, passive 

or active sub and, crucially, where they will

be sited for the best results. In short, it’s

complicated and very fertile ground for

getting it wrong.

Achieving potential

To select a system, you could choose a

collection of ‘Best Buy’ components in the

hope that they will be a great combination.

Maybe, but probably not. You could buy a

pre-packaged all-in-one system from one

manufacturer. This is almost certainly not

the best route either, as you will miss out

on enormous potential. From informal

surveys conducted, it appears highly likely

that the majority of home cinema systems

selected and installed on a DIY basis (that

is without professional input) are

performing at way below their optimum

level. To compound matters, most are also

ill-matched to the room in which they are

installed and are, in reality, the wrong

system. Without considerable knowledge

or experience, high quality home cinema

is not a suitable DIY activity. Our aim must

be to buy a home cinema system that will

provide an excellent picture quality plus an

audio delivery that will match, or even

better, the commercial cinema experience.

It must be exciting, reliable and deliver

true value for money.

  “ Home cinema 

so good you’ll believe

you’re there!

”

Selecting and installing

home cinema on a 

DIY basis may leave 

the system performing 

at way below its

optimum level.

.
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Getting the best deal 

  Unless you’ve got money to burn, you’ll 
be living with your new system for years.
Most of these dealers offer much longer
equipment guarantees than provided by
the manufacturer, a very worthwhile
benefit, but it also makes it in the dealer’s
interest to ensure high build quality and
reliability. Maybe you could save a few
pounds by buying piecemeal but you’ll
lose out on the overall package. As far as
the dealers are concerned, they believe
that taking care of their customers
 properly is a far better way of doing
business than just handing  over boxes.

The majority of the above dealers

are members of one or both of

the major trade organisations,

BADA or CEDIA.

  
SOUTH
Chelmsford

RAYLEIGH HI-FI SOUND & VISION

216 Moulsham Street. 

01245 265245

www.rayleighhifi.com

Maidenhead

AUDIO VENUE

36 Queen Street. 

01628 633995

www.audiovenue.com

Norwich

MARTINS HI-FI

85-91 Ber Street. 

01603 627134

www.martinshifi.co.uk

Rayleigh, Essex

RAYLEIGH HI-FI SOUND & VISION

44a High Street. 

01268 779762

CUSTOM INSTALL DEPT. 

01268 776932

www.rayleighhifi.com

Southend-on-Sea

RAYLEIGH HI-FI SOUND & VISION

132/4 London Road.

01702 435255

www.rayleighhifi.com

LONDON
Ealing

AUDIO VENUE

27 Bond Street. 

020 8567 8703

www.audiovenue.com

N1 GRAHAMS HI-FI

190a New North Road.

020 7226 5500

www.grahams.co.uk

SW11 ORANGES & LEMONS

61-63 Webbs Road, Battersea. 

020 7924 2040

www.oandlhifi.co.uk

MIDLANDS
Coventry

FRANK HARVEY HI-FI EXCELLENCE

163 Spon Street. 

024 7652 5200

www.frankharvey.co.uk

Nottingham

CASTLE SOUND & VISION

48/50 Maid Marian Way.

0115 9584404

www.castlesoundvision.com

NORTH
York

SOUND ORGANISATION

2 Gillygate.

01904 627108

www.soundorg.co.uk

The Dealers listed below   have been
selected because they are known to do
an excellent job in guiding customers
towards home cinema systems that
will provide years of superlative
performance and total satisfaction.

STAR QUALITIES

VALUE FOR MONEY ...........................................................................................................22222
SERVICE .....................................................................................................................................22222
FACILITIES................................................................................................................................22222

VERDICT ..........................................................................................................................22222

Our Top20 AV shops in the country

What and Where to buy

To ensure a home cinema system is right
for you, where do you start?  Here’s an
important tip …don’t start with WHAT, start
with WHERE. There’s only one way to give
yourself the best chance of getting it right
first time, and that’s through a specialist
AV dealer. It’s possible you have
preconceived ideas that put you off visiting
one. Although you would welcome the
advice and guidance, you don’t know the
technical jargon. You don’t want to be
talked down to. Your friend has said they
only sell expensive gear and they’re not
interested if you don’t have a big budget.
They’re expensive. These are just myths.

Most specialist AV dealers are running
their business because, above all, home
cinema is their hobby. They spend a large
portion of their time comparing systems to
get the best possible results. They know
the component combinations which don’t
gel together and, conversely, they know
the combinations which give the best
performance within a given price range.
Very importantly, they know how to get a
system working to its optimum. But they all
also know the system must suit you.

Buying or being sold to?

There are dealers around, web based or
otherwise, who will sell you anything you
are willing to pay for. They may be a bit
cheaper but that’s all they offer. Now
there’s a carefully selected group of long-
established specialist dealers who are
totally committed to putting the customer
first. Their idea of ‘selling’ is to discuss
your requirements, offer their advice, give
you the best options, then play the
systems for you and allow you to be the
judge. You’ll probably be surprised and,
almost certainly, relieved to discover how
easy it is to see and hear the differences
between components and between
systems. You’ll be able to make a clear
and informed decision about what to buy. 

The story doesn’t end there. These shops
won’t abandon you once you’ve put your
hand in your pocket. They won’t leave you
to set up the system you’ve selected as
best you can. They’ll install it in your
home, make sure it performs to its best,
and ensure you’re entirely happy with the
way it works. Why? Because a high
proportion of these dealers’ custom comes
through people who have bought from
them before, either directly or by
recommendation. It’s vital to them to get it
right for you.

www.top20uk.info

...Talk to the experts 

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
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SMARTPHONE AND CAMERA 
companies are constantly 
competing to claim the biggest 
megapixel count. Nokia’s 41MP 
phone is a leading contender. 
But while they’ve been busy with 
one-upmanship, a lab in North 
Carolina has come up with a 

device that blows them out of  
the water – a 1 gigapixel camera.

The number of megapixels a 
camera captures is shorthand 
for its maximum resolution, 
and therefore equates to the 
amount of information that can 
be captured in a single image. 

Researchers at Duke University 
have been pushing the megapixel 
count to its limits. The result  
is the AWARE system, created  
in conjunction with the US 
Army’s secretive science wing 
DARPA. Made up of dozens 
of microcameras all focusing 
independently through the same 
lens, the AWARE cameras have 
delivered resolutions from 1 
gigapixel (a billion pixels) upwards 
– the latest using 226 cameras.

Engineer David Brady explains 
that they are a long way from 

reaching the limit. “We have 
shown that it’s possible to  
build compact cameras imaging 
1 to 40 gigapixels using a 
common microcamera platform. 
Atmospheric turbulence and 
available glass blank size are  
the limiting factors,” he says.  
“Our cameras focus on objects  
at ranges from 2m to infinity  
and can be built in sizes 
compatible with conventional 
photography. They have a single 
lens at the front, just like a 
conventional camera.” 

CAPTURE GIGAPIXELS 

SHARP  
SHOOTERS

Cutting-edge cameras are 

capturing incredible detail,  

taking pictures round corners  

and imaging in near darkness,  

as Chris Hall discovers

With a billion pixels, the AWARE device 

doesn’t miss a thing 
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Each microcamera is “e�ectively 

a high performance microscope”. 

The camera produces some 

eye-wateringly huge images - a 

RAW file from the AWARE2 would 

total 9GB. Working with such files 

brings its own challenges: parallel 

graphics processors and fibre-

optic connections are needed to 

work on each image. 

Working with the US Navy, the 

Duke team was able to identify 

small fishing boats at a distance 

of 5km (3 miles). But it’s not all 

about surveillance. “Our cameras 

generate terabytes of data per 

minute, vastly more than can be 

downloaded from an unmanned 

aerial vehicle,” Brady points 

out. Instead, he anticipates a 

market for sports and events 

photography, virtual tourism and 

wildlife and environmental studies.

A commercial version of the 

AWARE camera is already in 

production: with a resolution of 

‘just’ 250 megapixels, it is known 

as the qG (quarter-Gigapixel) 

camera and can be hired out to 

professionals for $2,000 a day. 

A US college football game is 

captured in this 1.24-gigapixel 

image. With this resolution, you  

can zoom in a long way and still 

 see crisp detail, as shown  

in the pictures above 

The AWARE’s single front lens 

delivers the view to over a 

hundred microcameras within
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HOW IS IT possible to see round 
corners without a mirror? Well, 
a team of scientists at MIT has 
the answer with its CORNAR 
system. Funnily enough, it is most 
easily summarised as a ‘mirror 
without a mirror’. The seemingly 
miraculous process relies on firing 
incredibly short bursts of light 
known as ‘femtosecond pulses’ 
into a room. The light bounces 
around the room, and some of it 
returns to the camera. The clever 
part is this: the bursts of light are 
so short (one femtosecond is a 

quadrillionth of a second) that  
the camera can measure the 
distance each pulse has travelled, 
and in which precise direction. 
This allows it to build up a 3D 
image of what’s hiding out of sight. 
Compiling the result requires 
several bursts, fired at di�erent 
angles, so the imaging sensor  
can compare the speed of return.

There are limitations, as 
researcher Chris Barsi explains: 
“Objects that scatter light work 
best – it’s more di�cult to look at 
objects with specular [mirror-like] 

reflections. Currently it’s sensitive, 
so it works better with the 
ambient lights o�.” Capturing 
images like these requires a highly 
sensitive mechanism known as 
an optoelectric streak tube. This 
translates the stream of photons 
(particles of light) into a visible 
representation of the time they 
strike the sensor. 

The next step is to create a 
portable system. Potential uses 
include search-and-rescue and 
police work, in which potentially 
dangerous areas could be 
scanned before they’re entered.  
It could also assist self-driving 
cars and endoscopy, where it  
can be hard to accurately image 
areas of the human body. 

LOOK ROUND CORNERS 

The CORNAR system was able to make  
this image without even being able to  

view the subject directly 

Cameras that mimic the periscope 

The CORNAR system at MIT 
made an indirect image (below) 

of a mannequin, by bouncing 
packets of light off walls  
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FORGET BINGEING ON carrots: 
another MIT team has developed 
a system capable of recognising 
3D objects in extremely low-light 
conditions. To capture a scene, 
all cameras need light to enter the 
lens and hit their sensors, and the 
smallest packet of light is called 
a photon. “We’ve demonstrated a 
radical new approach to imaging 
using as little light as possible — 
down to the level of one photon 
per pixel,” explains electrical 
engineer Ahmed Kirmani. “Our 
‘First-Photon Imager’ comes as 
close to imaging in the dark as 
you can get.”

Unlike our other astonishing 
cameras, this breakthrough is all 
about the software. “Until now, 
thousands or millions of photon 
detections were necessary at 
each pixel sensor to form an 
image,” says Kirmani. “Our work 
demonstrated that, by using 
clever mathematics called ‘signal 
processing algorithms’, it is 
possible to extract high-resolution 
information from the first photon 
detected at each sensor.”

The physical process is simple 
enough. A laser fires pulses at 
a location until a single photon’s 
reflection is picked up by a 
detector. The time it takes to 
reflect gives you the object’s 
position. However, the photon 
might not be from the laser but a 

stray from another source. This 
is where the software comes in. 
Assuming that every position on 
the object will reflect light in a 
similar way to its neighbours,  
the system filters out ‘noise’ to 
build up a clear picture.

“One of the main strengths of 
our technique is that it is widely 
applicable at any wavelength 
using any light source,” says 
Kirmani. That opens the door 
for future versions in full colour 
- currently the camera can only 
detect 16 shades of grey.

Potential uses range from 
entertainment to research on 
cells. Interestingly, it could be the 
next smartphone trend: “The high 
photon e�ciency translates to 
lowering the power needed for 
3D cameras like [Xbox] Kinect’s 
time-of-flight sensor. 3D cameras 
currently can’t be incorporated 
into mobile devices due to their 
high power requirements, bulky 
form and costly parts. The 
First-Photon imager will allow 3D 
cameras to make their way into 
our phones,” predicts Kirmani.

Elsewhere, First-Photon 
cameras could take images of 
microorganisms that would be 
destroyed by too much light. It 
could also be used in astronomical 
imaging, laser-guided missiles 
and even as a landing-assistance 
camera for Mars missions. �

SHOOT IN THE DARK  

The end result is a remarkably clear final image that was taken in near total darkness

The First-Photon Imager fires a laser at a target to pick up a single photon’s reflection;  

the time taken for the pulse to travel gives its position 

CHRIS HALL is the science and technology editor of Yahoo.com 

 
Take a photo when it’s almost pitch-black

The image becomes clearer as the algorithm compares pixels to their neighbours

The initial picture built up from laser pulses shows a lot of noise 
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AVID LEAVESLEY SUFFERED 
an attack that would change  
his life on 29 May 1997. “I 
thought I was having a stroke,” 
he recalls. “To my girlfriend,  
I appeared to be in a heightened 
state of agitation, speaking in 
half-words and non-words, 

pacing around in the grip of some kind of 
primal terror.”

Leavesley, an artist based in Bristol, 
recovered in a matter of hours but over  
the following weeks and months, he 
underwent a series of scans. Initially, he 

was prescribed beta-blockers – blood 
pressure drugs – and then, after further 
attacks, antidepressants. Both types of 
drugs are prescribed to prevent migraines, 
even though that’s not what they were 
designed to do. Unfortunately, they don’t 
always work. But scientists are now closing 
in on a way to knock migraines on the head 
once and for all.

Worldwide, migraine a�ects more people 
than any other illness, barring tooth decay 
and milder, tension-type headaches (see 
‘A pain in the head’, p63). Leavesley 
is just one among about 43 per cent 

Science is closing in on the cause of migraines.  

Hayley Birch reveals how a cure to a condition  

that affects millions is within our reach 

D
SUMMER 2014 / FOCUS / 61

CAN WE 
CURE
HEADACHES?

If you enjoy this, don’t 

miss Trust Me I’m A 

Doctor on BBC Two 
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of us who will su�er a migraine at 
some point in our lives. The causes 

are hard to pin down and the symptoms 
vary from person to person. For Leavesley, 
his monthly migraine usually takes the 
form of a “shimmering aura” blurring the 
centre of his vision, di�culty thinking 
and speaking, and the appearance of being 
“drunk and slightly uncoordinated”.  
Only occasionally does it result in the 
splitting headache and nausea more  
often associated with migraines.

There are those for whom migraines 
rule their lives. And the pain is worse  
for those with a closely related, but rarer, 
condition called cluster headache. Some 
can bring their migraine attacks under 
control by taking a pill – drugs called 
triptans help numb the pain for about a 
third of su�erers. But there’s nothing to 
stop their attacks happening in the first 
place. Nothing designed specifically to 
deal with migraines, anyway. 

A FAMILY AFFAIR
The key to tackling migraines lies in 
understanding what causes them. 
Andrew Charles, a headache expert at the 
University of California, Los Angeles,  

says he believes that most people 
who su�er migraines have a genetic 
predisposition – they inherit them. 
In a 2013 study, his team identified a 
genetic mutation shared by 11 members 
of the same family that seemed to be 
associated with migraine. When this 
gene was transferred to mice, the animals 
developed migraine-like symptoms.

Now Charles is trying to work out  
what that gene actually does. As well  
as migraines, it’s linked to sleep – the 
entire family involved in the study had  
an early-to-bed, early-to-rise sleep 
disorder known as familial advanced 
sleep phase syndrome or FASPS. Since 
the study came out, Charles has heard 
from several of his migraine patients  
who think they also have FASPS. “I said, 
‘Why didn’t you ever tell me that you  
go to sleep so early?’ and they said ‘Well, 
it doesn’t bother me’. So maybe that 
particular gene is more common than  
we had recognised.”

The complex picture of migraines that 
has emerged over the past few decades, 
however, makes it clear that they can’t 
be down to one gene. There are probably 
many genes involved – di�erent ones in 
di�erent people – as well as triggers for 

Above: the molecular structure of a 

beta-blocker - the drug is prescribed to 

supress the effects of migraines Below: 

the crystalline form of a beta-blocker   



individual attacks. Leavesley thinks it’s 
chocolate and strong co�ee for him.

Back in the 1940s, scientists thought 
migraines were due to blood vessels in 
the brain expanding. It’s been suggested 
that triptans, introduced in the 1990s, 
thwart headaches by doing the opposite 
– tightening the blood vessels up. But 
triptans may actually hit the pathways 
involved in pain at multiple points. 
What’s certain is that a migraine involves 
widespread changes in the patterns of 
activity in the brain. Hence the wide-
ranging symptoms, like Leavesley’s auras 
and language problems, and others like 
light and sound sensitivity. Charles sees 
a migraine as an entirely separate brain 
state, like sleep.

A NEW DRUG HOPE
Perhaps one of the most exciting recent 
developments in migraine treatment is a 
new class of drug that targets a molecule 
released during an attack – something 
called a calcitonin gene-related peptide 
(CGRP). In trials, these drugs deal with the 
whole range of symptoms, either stopping 
them or, crucially, preventing them. 
“These CGRP-mediated mechanisms 
control a large part of the attack,” says 
Peter Goadsby, a neurologist at King’s 
College London and director of the 
Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facility 
in London. “So I think that they will lead 
us to understanding this disorder better.”

CGRP doesn’t seem to have much 
involvement in pain more generally. This 
means drugs designed to target it shouldn’t 
interfere with our normal ability to feel 
pain. And if there’s enough overlap in the 
pathways causing migraine and cluster 
headache, says Goadsby, CGRP drugs may 
be able to treat both. Goadsby was involved 
in studies reported at a scientific meeting 
in April that tested two CGRP drugs in 
migraine su�erers. The drugs more than 
halved the number of ‘migraine days’ 
that su�erers experienced in a month. 
The problem is, they were given as 
injections, so it’s not as easy as just 

“What’s certain 
is that a migraine 
involves widespread 
changes in the 
patterns of activity 
in the brain”

HE ALTH

Headaches come in various guises. Primary headaches are not related to 
an underlying condition, but may be triggered by food or stress. Secondary 
headaches, like sinus headaches, are a sign that something else is wrong

A PAIN IN THE HEAD

CLUSTER HEADACHES 
ABOUT 1 IN 1,000 people su�er from cluster headaches. 
As the name suggests, these intensely painful episodes 
tend to arrive in groups - sometimes two or three 
in quick succession. Su�erers may be completely 
incapable of doing anything for weeks or months. 
Norwegian researchers have recently tried treating 
them by shooting Botox up patients’ noses to paralyse 
a bunch of nerves involved in transmitting the pain. It’s 
thought that treatments that help migraine su�erers 
could also help those who with cluster headaches.  

SINUS HEADACHES 
THIS RARE TYPE of headache is felt as a constant 
throbbing pain in the face, usually under the eyes  
or just above the teeth. Su�erers will often find that 
their faces feel unusually sensitive to touch and that 
moving their heads or bending down may cause the 
pain to intensify. They are caused by an underlying 
infection in the sinuses, that fortunately can be treated 
with decongestants, antihistamines or nasal sprays.

TENSION-TYPE HEADACHES
THESE ARE YOUR bog-standard, run-of-the-mill, 
garden variety headaches. They can manifest as an 
ache on both sides of the head or pressure behind the 
eyes. Usually less painful than a migraine, a tension-
type headache probably won’t keep you from working 
or whatever else you should be doing. For some 
people, however, tension headaches can last for days 
or return several times a week. At least 1 in 50 people 
su�er chronic tension-type headaches, which means 
they recur more than 15 times a month.

MIGRAINES 
MIGRAINES ARE OFTEN divided into those with 
and without aura – visual or other kinds of sensory 
disturbances, such as weird smells. An aura might 
arrive before the migraine itself, giving the su�erer due 
warning of the impending headache. However, not all 
migraine su�erers experience headaches themselves. 
Other symptoms include nausea and heightened 
senses despite a desperate desire for sleep, which 
may relieve the pain. Migraines a�ect more women 
than men, perhaps due to hormonal di�erences. 
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“A migraine 

involves widespread 

changes in the 

patterns of activity 

in the brain”
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popping a pill. It may also be years 
before they reach clinics.

Interestingly, those taking part in  
the studies who got a placebo – for 
comparison – instead of a real drug also 
had far fewer migraine days. So while 81 
patients who took ‘ALD403’ had nearly 
six fewer migraine days a month, 82 given 
a placebo had nearly five fewer migraine 
days. These results aren’t unique in 
demonstrating the power of placebo. In 
January, Rami Burstein, who studies 
migraines at the Beth Israel Deaconess 
Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts, 
published a study suggesting that at least 
half of the benefit of rizatriptan – one of 
the old triptan drugs – is due to the 
placebo e�ect.

What’s more, even when patients were 
given a placebo that they knew was a 
placebo, they still got some benefit from 
it. Why? Burstein can only speculate. 

PAINKILLERS
Ordinary painkillers may work 
for people who get ordinary 
headaches, but less so for 
those with migraines and 
cluster headaches. A 2013 
study found that within two 
hours paracetamol only stopped 
migraine pain in 19 per cent of 
people. In separate reviews, the 
equivalent figures were 24 per 
cent for aspirin and 26 per cent 
for ibuprofen. So in most cases, 
painkillers didn’t work very well.

HEADACHES: WHAT WORKS, WHAT DOESN’T 

ICE PACKS
One of the most commonly tried 
home-treatment methods for 
migraine is cold therapy using 
ice packs. It helps simply by 
numbing the pain, though some 
people would rather put up 
with a headache than get brain 
freeze trying to get rid of it. 

MASSAGE
A 2014 study suggests a Thai 
massage is a possible treatment 
for tension-type headaches and 
migraines. In general, however, 
there’s scant evidence that 
massage of any form works. 
The authors of one review on 
self-massage wrote that there 
was ‘little risk of serious adverse 
e�ects’. Which translates as 
‘you may as well give it a go’.

TURN THE LIGHTS OFF
Migraines mess with our senses 
and it’s not unusual to become 
sensitive to light. So lying 
down in a dark room may be 
beneficial, although it might not 
stop the headache itself. 
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“What I think is that this is very similar 
to the Pavlovian condition,” he says, 
referring to the well-known experiment 
where dogs were made to salivate at the 
sound of a buzzer that signalled dinner. 
Eventually the dogs would salivate to 
the bell alone, without receiving a meal. 
“Think about it: from the time we are 
children, we take pills when we are sick. 
So what we propose in the study is that 

HAYLEY BIRCH is a science writer and 

author of The Big Questions In Science  

just the action of taking a pill is associated 
with some kind of expectation that you 
will get better.”

The idea that the placebo e�ect 
can relieve pain – or symptoms of any 
disease – is not that surprising. Patients’ 
symptoms improve when they take 
sugar pills for anything from asthma 
to Parkinson’s. It raises di�cult ethical 
questions though. If, by allowing patients 

to have higher expectations for a drug, 
doctors can reduce the amount they 
have to take to get some relief from their 
headache, should they do it? Ultimately, 
doctors have to tell patients the truth,  
says Burstein.

Placebos won’t cure headaches, of  
course, but right now science hasn’t got 
them solved either. Still, each new advance 
“picks o� a reasonable number”, according 
to Goadsby. And as scientists strive to 
understand the causes of the common 
migraine, they’re discovering more about 
the complex workings of the mind. 

Meanwhile, some patients are even 
using their migraines to explore their  
own minds. “Migraines have definitely 
a�ected my visual art,” says Leavesley. 
“Over the last five years or so I’m aware 
that I’m responding more consciously  
and purposefully to the visual fizzing of 
the migraine state. When I feel the first 
flickers of an aura, I hunker down and 
make the time for it.” �

Migraine sufferer David Leavesley (above) is an artist whose headaches have inspired works like Neuroglyph 5 (left)

HE ALTH

Dr Rami Burstein (left) 

is studying how the 

placebo effect can have an 

influence on migraines 
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Understanding Greek and 

Roman Technology: From 

Catapult to the Pantheon

Taught by Professor Emeritus 

Stephen Ressler
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1. Technology in the Classical World

2. The Substance of Technology—Materials

3. From Quarry to Temple—Building in Stone

4. Stone Masonry Perfected—The Greek Temple

5. From Temple to Basilica—Timber Roof Systems

6. Construction Revolution—Arches and Concrete

7. Construction in Transition—The Colosseum

8. The Genesis of a New Imperial Architecture

9. The Most Celebrated Edifi ce—The Pantheon

10. Cities by Design—The Rise of Urban Planning

11. Connecting the Empire—Roads and Bridges

12. From Source to City—Water Supply Systems

13. Engineering a Roman Aqueduct

14. Go with the Flow—Urban Water Distribution

15. Paradigm and Paragon—Imperial Roman Baths

16.  Harnessing Animal Power—

Land Transportation

17.  Leveraging Human Power—

Construction Cranes

18. Lifting Water with Human Power

19. Milling Grain with Water Power

20. Machines at War—Siege Towers and Rams

21. Machines at War—Evolution of the Catapult

22. Machines at Sea—Ancient Ships

23. Reconstructing the Greek Trireme

24. The Modern Legacy of Ancient Technology

Explore the Golden Age 

of Engineering in Greece 

and Rome

Famed for great thinkers, poets, artists, and leaders, ancient Greece 

and Rome were also home to some of the most creative engineers who 

ever lived. Modern research is shedding new light on these renowned 

wonders—impressive buildings, infrastructure systems, and machines 

that were profoundly important in their own day and have had a lasting 

impact on the development of civilisation. 

Now, in Understanding Greek and Roman Technology: From 

Catapult to the Pantheon, get an appreciation for what the Greeks 

and Romans achieved and how they did it. Your guide is Dr. Stephen 

Ressler, a former professor at the United States Military Academy 

at West Point, a civil engineer, and a nationally honoured leader in 

engineering education.

O� er expires 24/08/14
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BY OUR EXPERT PANEL

YOUR QUESTI0NS ANSWERED

EMAIL YOUR QUESTIONS TO questions@sciencefocus.com  
or post to Focus Q&A, Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol, BS1 3BN
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Susan is a visiting 
psychology 
professor at the 
University  
of Plymouth. Her 
books include The 
Meme Machine

SUSAN 
BLACKMORE

Alastair is a  
radio astronomer 
at the Jodrell 
Bank Centre for 
Astrophysics at 
the University of 
Manchester

DR ALASTAIR 
GUNN  

After studying 
physics at Oxford, 
Robert became a 
science writer. He’s 
a visiting reader in 
science at Aston 
University

ROBERT 
MATTHEWS

Starting out  
as a broadcast 
engineer, Gareth 
now writes and 
presents Click  
on the BBC  
World Service

GARETH 
MITCHELL

Luis has a BSc in 
computing and an 
MSc in zoology 
from Oxford. His 
works include  
How Cows Reach 
The Ground

LUIS  
VILLAZON

 TOM REYNOLDS, CHELMSFORD 

What’s the most high-tech ship ever built?

 IT MUST SURELY be the US Navy 
stealth destroyer the USS Zumwalt 
(DDG-1000), launched in October last 
year. For stealth, the ship has an angular 
shape and is built from materials that can 
absorb radar. The vessel is enormous, at 
185m long, but despite this it shows up 
more like a fishing boat on radar. 

All the ship’s main engineering and 
weapons systems can be controlled from 
workstations virtually anywhere 
onboard. Like many of the ship’s 
systems, weapon storage and loading is 
fully automated. This means the USS 
Zumalt needs a crew of only 148, half 
that of a similar-sized destroyer.

The ship is advanced, but its weapons 
will be even more so. With sea trials 
starting this year, it could be fitted with a 
futuristic rail gun. These accelerate 
projectiles to 2,500 metres per second 
via an electromagnetic rail. There are also 
plans to use new laser-based weapons 
that can burn drones out of the sky. GM

The knife-like profile of the USS 
Zumwalt helps it cut through waves 
and avoid detection by radar



 THE PLATYPUS (Ornithorhynchus 
anatinus) has fur, three middle ear bones 
and a four-chambered heart, all of which 
are mammalian characteristics. It also 
feeds its young with milk. But this is 
secreted directly from the skin, rather 
than from nipples, and it lays eggs. The 
platypus and spiny echidnas belong to the 
order of monotremes, which are part of 
the class of mammals, but distinct from 
the ‘true’, placental mammals. DNA analysis 
suggests that they are the oldest branch of 
the mammals, with the marsupials and 
placental mammals splitting later. LV

Why is the duck-billed 

platypus classified as 

a mammal?

 ADAM MCAFEE,  NORTHERN IRELAND
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Why do people behave differently in a crowd?

 SIMON RIDLEY,  PENZANCE

 JULIA NIELSON,  CARDIFF
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 THEY MAY WISH to fit in by imitating 
others, feel constrained by being observed, 
become excited by the noise and actions  
of the crowd, or may respond to local 
conditions and culture. An odd example  
is that in di�erent countries pedestrians 
step right or left when meeting others on a 
crowded street. This is unrelated to which 

side of the road they drive on and  
appears to emerge spontaneously and  
then stick in each culture. Perhaps the 
most worrying behavior is when people 
feel less responsible for helping someone 
in trouble when there are others around. 
This ‘bystander e�ect’ is quite rare but 
more likely the larger the crowd. SB

In Numbers

10,000,000 
separate parts will make up ITER, the 

international project to build a nuclear fusion 

reactor by 2019. The aim is to generate 

energy in the same way that the Sun does. 

 WHILE A COIN toss is regarded as 
random, it spins in a predictable way. In 
2008, a team from the Technical University 
of �ód�, Poland, analysed the mechanics 
of a coin tumbling in the air. The theory 
revealed that the coin’s behaviour is 
predictable – until it strikes the floor. Then 
‘chaotic’ behaviour sets in, with small 
di�erences producing radically di�erent 
outcomes. This suggests that coin tosses 
caught in mid-air may have a slight bias, a 
possibility investigated by Persi Diaconis 
of Stanford University. He found that caught 
coins have a slight tendency to end up in 
the same state as they were when initially 
tossed. The bias is, however, incredibly 
slight. So the outcome of tossing a coin can 
indeed be seen as random – whether it’s 
caught in mid-air, or allowed to bounce. RM

Are coin tosses really random?

A coin toss is  
still a fair way to 
decide things 

Finnish students gather at 
a festival to mark May Day; 

traditional hats enable them 
to become part of a crowd

One of the strangest-
looking animals on the 

planet: the platypus

 THE ‘EQUATOR’ OF a planet is an 
imaginary line on its surface, equidistant 
from its poles. By definition, any planet 
that rotates will therefore have poles and 
an equator. Planets are formed by the 
gravitational collapse of clouds of gas and 
dust around stars. Any initial rotation of 
this material will be greatly enhanced as 
the planet forms. In a turbulent Universe 
like ours, this means all planets will have a 
degree of rotation and hence equators. AG

 HARRY KNOBLAUCH,  KILLARNEY, IRELAND

Does every planet 

have an equator?
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 IT’S NOT JUST humans that 
enjoy a smooch; lots of animals 
have courtship behaviours 
involving the mouth. Pigeons 
touch beaks, cats and dogs nuzzle 
each other, male fruit flies lick  
the females. At the most basic 
level, kissing is just a way of 
tasting and touching a potential 
mate, as part of the process of 
assessing suitability. 

In primates though, kissing 
might also be a behaviour that 
has transferred from maternal 
feeding. We depend for our  
first meals on our ability to 

suckle, and the positive feedback 
mechanisms that evolved to 
encourage infants to do this 
last into adulthood. Kissing 
triggers lots of hormone changes, 
including raising oxytocin levels  
– the hormone that creates a  
sense of attachment. 

Kissing is virtually universal  
in all human cultures, so it’s 
possible that it is instinctive.  
But on the other hand, we 
generally have sex face to face 
with our mouths already close 
together, so it’s an easy behaviour 
to stumble upon. LV

Why do humans show 

a�ection by kissing?

Does urine ease the 
pain of jellyfish stings?

 REGARDLESS OF WHAT you saw 
on that one episode of Friends, urine is 
completely ine�ective for jellyfish stings. 
At best it will do nothing, at worst it could 
trigger any remaining stinging cells. Rinse 
the area liberally with seawater, then 
scrape any attached tentacle fragments 
o� with a credit card. LV

 IT’S A QUESTION that has already 
faced Earth-bound engineers monitoring 
missions sent to Mars. As a day on the 
Red Planet lasts around 40 minutes 
longer than on Earth, engineers had to 
start shifts 40 minutes later each day. So 
they all wear watches that deliberately 
run slow by this amount. RM

How would we  
keep time on Mars?

Q U E S T I O N  O F  T H E  M O N T H

 IRINA BYLCHENKO,  LONDON 

 SARAH ELLIS,  LITTLEHAMPTON

 DAVID SHELTON,  WORTHING
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Even pigeons do it -  

well, they touch beaks 

If one of these 

critters gets you 

don’t look to Friends 

for medical advice

A day on Mars is 40 minutes longer than on Earth



 

 PROBABLY A BIT like gira�es. We 
can’t be sure because reproductive organs 
don’t fossilise, and no fossils of dinosaurs 
caught in the act have ever been found. 
We don’t even know for certain that 
dinosaurs had penises, although it’s likely. 
Birds are descended from dinosaurs and 
the most primitive bird lineages have 
penises, including ducks and ostriches. 
An animal with a penis, and eggs with 
waterproof shells, suggests internal 
fertilisation. The problem is how a female 
Brontosaurus managed to avoid being 
crushed beneath the weight of a 16-tonne 
male, or a male stegosaurus escaped 
impalement on the female’s dorsal plates. 
It would certainly have been a precarious 
business, but not (ahem) insurmountable. 

The actual moment of copulation was 
probably very brief, to minimise the 
mechanical stresses on both partners.  
The male may have thrown one leg over 
the female’s tail and used a relatively  
long, extensible penis to reach the 
female’s genitalia. LV

Q& A
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 ARACHNOPHOBIA, OR FEAR 
of spiders, heads most Top 10 lists, 
although it’s impossible to be precise 
about the true order. Happily, most of us 
can avoid seeing spiders very often, and 
arachnophobia can be treated relatively 
easily with cognitive behavioural therapy 
or hypnotherapy. 

More damaging to people’s lives is 
agoraphobia. The name literally means 
fear of the market place (from the Greek 
word ‘Agora’). More generally it means 
fear of open places and crowds, or 
situations that are hard to escape from. 
Agoraphobics can have panic attacks 
and then become even more afraid of 
further attacks. This can lead to them 
staying at home, drastically restricting 
their life. Again treatment is possible 
and people can overcome agoraphobia. 
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What are the most common phobias?

How did dinosaurs mate?

 JULIA NIELSON,  CARDIFF

 BARRY CULL,  TAUMARUNUI, NEW ZEALAND

Other common phobias include the 
fear of being shut in (claustrophobia), 
of social situations such as public 
speaking (glossophobia), of snakes 
(ophidiophobia), of heights (acrophobia), 
and of germs and dirt (mysophobia). SB

In Numbers

16,495km
is the updated diameter of Jupiter’s Great Red 

Spot. In the 1800s it measured 41,038km across. 

It’s said to be shrinking by 933km per year. 

Focus sincerely apologises for 
this image if you’re arachnophobic 

One of Nature’s  
great spectacles:  

the rings of Saturn

Jurassic Park: uncut  

Why does Saturn have rings?

  RICHARD O’NEILL,  GLASGOW

 IT IS NOT entirely clear why Saturn 
possesses rings. Astronomers have 
developed three theories of their 
formation. They could have formed from 
material left over from the formation of 
the planet itself – material that was 
unable to form a moon. Or, they could 
have formed from the debris of a moon 
that was destroyed by a large impact, 
perhaps by a comet or asteroid. Finally, 
they may have formed from a moon that 
broke apart due to the tidal forces from 

Saturn itself. If the rings were formed 
along with the planet, then they will  
have had about four billion years to 
gather a large amount of ‘dirt’ from 
micrometeorite impacts. However, 
Saturn’s rings (composed mostly of 
water ice) are almost completely devoid 
of such ‘dirt’, implying they are actually 
quite young. This may suggest the 
impacted moon hypothesis is more 
likely. However, the jury is still out on 
this question. AG
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THERE ALWAYS SEEMS to be one 
volcano or another rumbling away in 
Iceland. Now it is the turn of the Askja 
volcano to attract attention. Since the 
start of the 20th Century, there have been 
eight small eruptions in or around Askja’s 
spectacular lake-filled caldera; the last in 
1961. It is, however, the great eruption of 
1875 that provides a true picture of any 
future threat. This huge blast devastated 
agriculture across eastern Iceland, 
prompting a wave of emigration, and 
dumped ash as far afield as Scandinavia 
and Scotland. Now, swarms of earthquakes 
testify to increasing restlessness at the 
volcano, while the fact that the lake 
remained ice-free last winter suggests 
that hot rock may be lurking not far 
beneath the surface. It is possible that any 
resulting eruption will involve the quiet 
e�usion of lava, but something bigger and 
nastier certainly cannot be ruled out. 

WITH ALL THE evidence pointing to a 
severe El Niño this year, Australia is bracing 
itself for widespread drought conditions. 
There is particular concern for the Murray 
River, which supplies much of the irrigation 
and drinking water for the states of Victoria, 
New South Wales, and South Australia. The 
river’s flow is becoming increasingly salty 
due to over-extraction. Drought in 2009 
resulted in Murray River water becoming 
almost too dangerous to drink, threatening 
to force the city of Adelaide to ship in water 
for its citizens. This time, severe drought 
and reduced flow brought about by the 
coming El Niño could be the final straw, 
leaving more than one million people 
reliant upon bottled water. 

SITTING IN THE middle of ‘tornado 
alley’, Oklahoma is well known for its 
twisters. It is not, however, a place that 
automatically comes to mind when one 
thinks about earthquakes. Nonetheless, 
during the first week in May, the 
United States Geological Survey 
(USGS) felt compelled, by growing 
numbers of small earthquakes, to issue 
a statement to the e�ect that the 
probability of a damaging earthquake 
in central Oklahoma had increased 
significantly. So far this year, the state 
has hosted almost as many quakes as 
California – more than 2,500 in all – 
prompting the USGS to issue its first 
ever earthquake warning for a locality 
east of the Rocky Mountains. With 
plenty of vulnerable buildings in the 
state, however, anything approaching 
magnitude six could cause serious 
damage and disruption.

Where could the next natural disaster strike? 

ASKJA VOLCANOOKLAHOMA QUAKE AUSTRALIAN DROUGHT 
 OKLAHOMA, USA   CENTRAL HIGHLANDS, ICELAND  MURRAY RIVER, AUSTRALIA 

Around the world catastrophic events are waiting to happen; 

Bill McGuire reveals where nature is set to wreak havoc

Oklahoma is about as far away from a tectonic plate 
boundary as it’s possible to be, but a quake is coming

The lake in the crater of Askja volcano remained ice-free 
last winter, hinting at a waking of the beast beneath 

The Murray River is going to struggle in the second 
half of the year due to a severe El Niño  

BILL MCGUIRE is Emeritus Professor of 
Geophysical & Climate Hazards at University 
College London and author of Waking The Giant 
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1. HIV – human

Deaths per year: 1.6 million 
Spreads: via infected bodily fluids
Symptoms: weight loss, 
respiratory infections, rashes

2. Hepatitis B

Deaths per year: 600,000
Spreads: via infected blood
Symptoms: yellowing of  
eyes, vomiting, dark urine, 
abdominal pain

6. Measles

Deaths per year: 122,000
Spreads: through direct contact 
with an infected person
Symptoms: fever, white spots/
red blotches, vomiting, diarrhoea

7. Hantavirus

Deaths per year: 70,000
Spreads: via rodent droppings 
Symptoms: facial flushing, 
hypotension, respiratory and  
renal problems

8. Rabies

Deaths per year: 55,000
Spreads: via animal bites
Symptoms: acute pain, violent 
movements, depression, mania, 
inability to swallow water, coma

9. Yellow fever

Deaths per year: 30,000
Spreads: via mosquito bites
Symptoms: fever, bleeding into 
skin, slow heart, jaundice, coma

10. Dengue 

Global deaths per year: 25,000
Spreads: via mosquito bites
Symptoms: fever, muscle pain, 
rash, circulatory failure, shock

=3. Influenza

Deaths per year: 500,000
Spreads: via coughs and 
sneezes; also via bird droppings, 
blood and saliva
Symptoms: fever, aches, fatigue

=3. Hepatitis C

Deaths per year: 500,000 
Spreads: through blood contact 
with an infected person
Symptoms: fever, stomach pain, 
depression, itchy skin, liver disease
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 A PLANE’S METAL fuselage is 
e�ectively a Faraday Cage, safely 
conducting the current from where  
the lightning strikes to where it exits. 
But lightning can potentially induce 
secondary currents in cabling beneath 
the aircraft’s skin. So, for added 

How are planes protected  
from lightning strikes?

 MARTIN EASTOP,  ST ALBANS

protection, wiring and computers are 
electrically screened. The latest 
aircraft, like the Boeing 787 Dreamliner, 
are made of less conductive composite 
materials. Conductive fibres are woven 
into the skin to guide lightning safely 
around the plane’s body. GM
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 CAROLINE SIMMONS,  POOLE

 NO. AT LEAST that was my 
conclusion after decades of research.  
ESP (extrasensory perception) includes 
telepathy (communicating mind-to-mind 
without the normal senses), clairvoyance 
(gaining distant information) and 
precognition (seeing the future). These 
terms were defined in the 1930s by JB 
Rhine, who founded the scientific field of 
parapsychology. He claimed to demonstrate 
ESP, but his experiments were not well 
controlled by modern standards. 

Newer research with better methods 
has also claimed success but often been 
refuted. For example, in the ‘ganzfeld 
test’, a ‘receiver’ relaxes with white noise 
and a uniform visual field, while a distant 
‘sender’ looks at one of a selection of 
photographs. After half an hour in the 
ganzfeld, the receiver sees all the photos 
and guesses which was being sent. 
Evidence for ESP was claimed, but a  
top researcher was found manipulating 
results and the arguments continue. 
Similar problems beset ‘remote viewing’ 
and studies of precognitive dreams and 

Flying through a storm is still a 

terrifying experience, regardless 

of how well protected the plane is

visions. If ESP exists it would have 
tremendous consequences for science, but 
there is little reason to believe it does. SB

‘All this talk of spurious research into psychic abilities is 

giving me a real headache’

Is there such a thing as ESP?

5. Rotavirus

Deaths per year: 450,000
Spreads: through ingestion  
of contaminated stool
Symptoms: vomiting, diarrhoea, 
dehydration, fever

(Source: World Health Organisation)
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 THE US MILITARY 
research agency DARPA has 
built a 1.8-gigapixel surveillance 
camera. The ARGUS-IS 
(Autonomous Real-Time 
Ground Ubiquitous 
Surveillance Imaging System) 
straps together a matrix of 368 

smartphone cameras into a pod 
flown on an unmanned aerial 
vehicle. The resolution is sharp 
enough to show up individual 
people 6km (3.7 miles) below.  
A single image captures an area 
over 7km (4.3 miles) across. GM 

See p56 for more hi-tech cameras 

What’s the highest resolution camera?

 WILL CHAMBERS,  CRANBROOK

Why do mosquito bites itch?

 WHEN A MOSQUITO 
punctures your skin, the 
chances of striking a capillary 
on the first try are rather low; 
only about five per cent of your 
skin is blood vessel. So the 
mosquito will saw its proboscis 
back and forth as it hunts for a 
capillary, which creates extra 

damage under the skin. On top 
of that the mosquito injects an 
anticoagulant protein to prevent 
blood clots from clogging the 
proboscis. Your immune system 
reacts by increasing blood flow 
to the area and sending lots of 
white blood cells, creating an 
itchy bump. LV

 ALEX ROUND,  LONDON

The mosquito’s 

inaccuracy at 

finding a blood 

vessel makes  

you itch 

What are ‘supervolcanoes’ and how many are there?

 THEY’RE NOT VOLCANOES in  
the traditional sense, but vast 
subterranean magma chambers whose 
past explosions have released at least 300 

cubic kilometres of debris – over 100 
times that produced by normal eruptions. 

Around 20 have been identified so far 
– including under Yellowstone Park, 

Wyoming – and the last one erupted 
27,000 years ago in New Zealand. The 
eruption of one of these could have a 
global impact on the environment. RM

 MARK JOHNSON,  CRAWLEY

G R O U N D  S W E L L S  T O  F O R M  
A  ‘ R E S U R G E N T  D O M E ’

M A G M A  I N T R U D E S  I N T O  R O C K

RISING 
BASALTIC 

MAGMA

P A R T I A L L Y  M E L T E D 

 G R A N I T I C  M A G M A

S H A L L O W  H O T  W A T E R  R E S E R V O I R S

E A R T H Q U A K E SE A R T H Q U A K E S

G E Y S E R S

H A R D  R O C K

B A S A L T I C  M A G M A

C R U S T  S T R E T C H E S

F A U L T L I N E

C R U S T  S T R E T C H E S

E L A S T I C  R O C K

Quantico, Virginia, 

imaged by ARGUS-IS 

from 5.3km above
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Do animals have a sixth sense of  

when disasters are about to strike?

 THE IDEA THAT animals can predict 
impending natural disasters dates back 
thousands of years, and anecdotes persist to 
this day. Following the Indian Ocean 
earthquake and tsunami that struck on 
Boxing Day 2004, reports emerged of 
elephants, bu�alo and other animals 
running to higher ground before disaster 
struck. More recently, the respected 
Journal of Zoology reported an exodus of 
toads from a pond in L’Aquila, Italy, just 
before the town was struck by an 
earthquake in 2009. The idea that animals 
can detect such events ahead of time has 
some credibility. In 1997, researchers at the 

 MATT TAYLOR,  LEICESTER
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University of California reported that 
elephants could detect the stomping of 
others over 48km (30 miles) away, which 
may also allow them to detect tremors 
ahead of the main quake. Earthquakes also 
release electromagnetic pulses and positive 
ions which may be detectable by animals.

To get to the bottom of the mystery, the 
space agencies of Germany and Russia are 
collaborating on Project Icarus, which will 
tag around 1,000 birds and bats and 
monitor them from space. The aim is to find 
out if unusual behavior is more common 
before seismic events – a sign that animals 
have an ability to detect coming disaster. RM

Is purring in cats voluntary?

 CATS DON’T PURR when 
they are completely asleep, so 
it’s voluntary in the sense that it 
requires conscious thought. But 
the precise reasons why cats 
purr aren’t well understood. 

Cats purr when injured or 
giving birth, so it’s not simply 
an expression of contentment. 
Researchers at the University 
of California Davis School of 

Veterinarian Medicine have 
suggested that purring may 
have originally evolved as a way 
to stimulate bone and muscle 
growth through vibration, 
since cats live quite sedentary 
lives. Purring might be like 
humming – something that you 
do without thinking when you 
are stressed or happy, but which 
you can also do deliberately. LV

 MORVEN WALTERS,  SHEFFIELD MEL COOPER,  HULL

 RECEPTORS IN THE skin detect 
changes in the external temperature and 
pass this to the hypothalamus region of the 
brain, which can make the body sweat in 
response. An overweight person is better 
insulated and has a smaller surface area to 
volume ratio. Their core temperature will 
be higher for a given external 
temperature, simply because it’s harder 
for them to dump excess metabolic heat, 
and they will sweat more as a result. Fit 
people also sweat more 
than normal. This is 
because their bodies 
have become 
conditioned to start 
sweating sooner  
in response to 
exercise, for 
optimum 
cooling. 
LV

Why do some people 

sweat more than others?  

 MIKE BRIGGS,  LEIGH-ON-SEA

Office etiquette rule 
No. 1: make sure you 
apply antiperspirant 
in the morning 

 NEW RESEARCH ON 
babies’ hearing may throw light 
on a long-standing controversy 
– are our brains like blank 
slates, able to use any sounds 
equally easily and develop 
almost any kind of 
language? Or do we 
have a ‘language 
instinct’, with 
brains that have 
an innate 

capacity to learn language? For 
this research, newborn Italian 
babies were played di�erent 
sounds, some of which, like ‘bl’ 
are common in many languages, 
while others, like ‘lb’ are very 
rare. Using near-infrared 

spectroscopy, which can 
detect brain function 
without needing a scanner, 
they found that the babies’ 
brains reacted far more 
strongly to sounds such as 

‘blif’ than to ‘lbif’. The 
babies were too young to 
have learned any words yet 

or even to begin babbling. 
So it seems as if their 
brains were ready 
prepared for the sounds 
of language. SB

Why do babies learn 

language so easily?

‘Fo, fo, fl, fff, fu, F, Focus, mma, maaggaa, zine’  

Cats know what they’re 
doing when they make a 
satisfied purring sound  

There were recent reports of bison fleeing the Yellowstone National Park, possibly because they could sense an impending 
supervolcano about to erupt. At the time of writing, Yellowstone was still in existence 
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NEXT MONTH Over 20 more  
of your questions answered

For even more answers to the most puzzling 
questions, see the Q&A archive at
www.sciencefocus.com/qanda

`

How do governments 
prevent cyber attacks?

 SALLY RONA,  MANCHESTER

 IN 2007 MUCH of Estonia was 
knocked o�ine by cyber attacks that had 
originated in Russia. State, business and 
banking websites were overwhelmed by  
a barrage of requests for information in 
so-called distributed denial of service 
(DDoS) attacks. A year later, a cyber 
defence centre was established in the 
country and Estonia is now a leader in 
national cyber security. Most governments 
base their defence plans on prevention, 
detection and response. This is based partly 
on intelligence to spot threats from criminal 
organisations or even hostile governments. 
Controversially, that involves harvesting 
terabytes of data on web tra�c and mobile 
phone communications. GM

W H AT I S TH I S?

Go to sciencefocus.com/qanda/what 

and submit your answer now! 
`

KNOW THE ANSWER?  LAST MONTH’S ANSWER:

Hannah Sankey correctly guessed a bone in the middle ear  

 THERE ARE TWO mistaken 
assumptions here. The first is that  
humans are currently the dominant 
animal. This is really only true according 
to our own, biased perspective. We  
aren’t the most numerous animal, nor  
the most ubiquitous and we haven’t  
had the biggest impact on the planet.  
The title for all these things goes to the 
bacteria. In fact bacteria, plants and  
fungi are all much more ‘dominant’ than 
any members of the animal kingdom and 
will probably outlast us.

If humans disappeared, what animal would become dominant instead?

The second misconception is that there 
must necessarily be one animal that rules 
over all the others. For almost all of Earth’s 
history, organisms have proliferated and 
diversified in a turbulent swirl of species, 
without obvious winners and losers. 
Consider the parts of the world where 
humans don’t have a strong presence 
today, such as the Amazon rainforest or 
the deep oceans. The absence of humans 
hasn’t created a power vacuum at the top, 
because a ‘dominant species’ isn’t 
something demanded by nature.  

 RANDALL BARFIELD,  SOUTH CAROLINA, US

If every human left the planet  
tomorrow, the world would resemble  
the Pliocene epoch about three million 
years ago, before humans emerged.  
The oceans would see fish stocks  
recover, while on land, the vast herds  
of cattle and sheep that were once  
farmed would roam wild and turn 
temperate latitudes into scrubby grassland. 
Eventually perhaps, one of the other 
primate species would evolve greater 
intelligence and follow in our footsteps, 
but it is by no means inevitable. LV

Humans are far from being 
the dominant species in the 

Amazon rainforest
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M A K I N G  B L A C K  
H O L E S  O N  E A R T H

At the Large Hadron 
Collider, they are 
hoping to create black 
holes. Brian Clegg 
reveals how these mysterious 
objects might open the door  
to hidden dimensions 
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HEN THE LARGE Hadron Collider 
(LHC) was switched on in 2008, the 
Daily Mail trumpeted ‘Are we all 
going to die next Wednesday?’ The 
paper reported that CERN scientists 
had received death threats over fears 
that the particle accelerator could 

produce a tiny black hole that would swallow the 
Earth. No black hole was created at CERN that  
day, and none have been seen at the LHC since. But 
that’s not for lack of trying. 

In fact, when the LHC switches on again next 
year, after some upgrades, CERN scientists will be 
hunting for micro black holes among the debris of 
the LHC’s highest energy collisions. But rather 
than cause Armageddon these elusive phenomena 
could give us a first peek at gravity’s secrets.

The idea that the collider could produce 
devastation was based on a misunderstanding. We 
think of black holes as insatiable devourers. So it 
was assumed that microscopic black holes would 
drop into the Earth and eat their way through it. In 
reality, a black hole only has the gravitational 

attraction of the material that formed it. If the  
Sun became a black hole (it can’t in reality, as its 
mass is too small to produce gravitational collapse), 
the Earth and all the other planets would orbit it  
as before. A micro black hole would have negligible 
gravitational attraction. It simply wouldn’t be 
noticed, consuming no more than 100 atoms of 
matter in the Earth each year. Not that it would 
have much time to do so. 

LITTLE AND LARGE 
We know that black holes can grow if matter gets 
close enough to fall in. The supermassive black hole 
at the centre of the Milky Way has four million times 
the mass of the Sun. But in isolation, black holes 
shrink. In a process known as Hawking radiation, 
black holes radiate energy, losing mass. Unless it 
can pull in material, a black hole will evaporate – 
and the smaller it is, the quicker this happens. A 
micro black hole would disappear in an instant.

This assumes that the LHC could make one in the 
first place – which for a conventional micro black 

W

A simulated view of a high-energy 
particle collision that produces  
a micro black hole 

The heart of the ATLAS experiment at 
CERN – it will soon be using more power 
to probe the make-up of the Universe

Not all black holes are small; hot gas 
surrounds the supermassive black hole 

at the heart of our Galaxy, pictured here 
by the Chandra X-ray Observatory  
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hole is impossible. A black hole doesn’t have to be 
the size of a star. Just cram together enough mass 
or energy into a small enough space and it will 
collapse into a black hole. But there is a lower limit 
for this to happen: the Planck mass. This is around 
21 millionths of a gramme – said to be the mass of  
a flea’s egg. That doesn’t sound much, but on the 
scale of fundamental particles it is huge.

Rather than use kilograms, particle physicists 
measure mass in electron volts, the energy an 

electron gains or loses when crossing an electrical 
potential of one volt. This is thanks to the famous 
equation E=mc2, which links mass and energy. The 
energy produced in a collision in the LHC, and 
which could create a microscopic black hole, is 
measured in GeV (giga-electron volts, a billion 
electron volts), or TeV (tera-electron volts), which is 
1,000 times bigger. 

The Planck mass is around 1019 GeV (where 1019 is 
1 with 19 zeros after it). By comparison, the proton 
collisions in the LHC are limited to around 14,000 
GeV. The collider could not come close to producing 
a conventional micro black hole. Why, then, are 
physicists at CERN searching the collision data for 
black hole remnants? Because, in theory, they can 
cheat General Relativity and produce a much 
smaller object: a quantum black hole.

GRAVITY GRIPE

Three of the fundamental forces of nature – 
electromagnetism and the strong and weak nuclear 
forces – fit with quantum theory, the physics of  
the very small. But General Relativity, explaining 
the workings of gravity, stubbornly remains 
incompatible. As yet the attempts to produce a 
quantum theory of gravity – they have names like 
‘string theory’ and ‘loop quantum gravity’ – remain 
highly theoretical. But some of these theories 
provide a mechanism for quantum black holes to 
form, and if they were discovered they would give 
weight to particular versions of quantum gravity.

Quantum black holes could be brought into 
existence if gravity were much stronger on the 
quantum scale than General Relativity predicts. 
And that could happen if there were more than 
three dimensions of space. Some physicists suspect 
that there are extra spatial dimensions, curled up 
so small that we don’t observe them. At least six of 
these extra dimensions are necessary to make 
the mathematics of string theory work, for 

ARE THERE OTHER DIMENSIONS? 
We experience time, height, length and breadth, but there could  
be more dimensions tucked away in the quantum world  

EINSTEIN BROUGHT US a picture 
of the Universe as space-time – a 
four-dimensional mash-up of space 
and time. This is hard enough to 
envisage, but theoretical physicists 
have since come up with models 
in which there are more than three 
spatial dimensions. The best known 
is string theory, which simplifies the 
particle zoo of the ‘Standard Model’ 
of physics by making every particle 
into a variant of a string, a vibrating 
one-dimensional object.

Unfortunately, the mathematics 
to support this apparent simplicity is 
fiendishly complex, and only works 
in nine spatial dimensions. There are 
five variants of string theory that are 
pulled together in the over-arching 
concept ‘M theory’ – but that requires 
yet another spatial dimension. To 
explain how these extra dimensions 
can exist unobserved it is suggested 

that they curl up so small that we 
can’t detect them. But go down to  
the scale of a quantum black hole  
and those extra dimensions, should 
they exist, will have an influence.

There are a range of theoretical 
models that predict the e�ect of 
additional spatial dimensions without 
the baggage of string theory, but that 
would produce the intense strength 
of gravity needed on a small scale. 
These aren’t dreamed up arbitrarily, 
but rather in response to the fact 
that gravity is astonishingly weak 
compared to the other fundamental 
forces. In these multi-dimensional 
models, we only experience what 
happens in our three-dimensional 
subset of space, where the other 
forces are confined. But gravity  
works across all the dimensions, 
diluting its impact on anything but  
the quantum black hole.

“Physicists suspect 

that there are extra 

spatial dimensions, 

curled up so small that 

we don’t observe them”

If the Universe is made up of vibrating 

strings, there has to be more than the  

four dimensions we experience
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instance. If this were the case, at extremely 
small distances the gravitational force  

would be much stronger and would bring down  
the energy required to create a microscopic black  
hole to the TeV level – the kind of energy that  
the LHC produces.

If a quantum black hole showed up, it would 
suggest that extra dimensions exist. But it’s not  
just a matter of spotting a small patch of nothing.  
If created, a quantum black hole would blink  
out of existence in 1/1,000,000,000,000,000,000, 
000,000,000,000,000th of a second. So scientists  
at CERN search for the debris of a black hole 
evaporating. This is no trivial job – the massive 
LHC detectors produce vast swathes of swirling 
and curling particle tracks. The hunt for an elusive 
quantum black hole involves pinning down a very 
specific signature.

A conventional micro black hole would produce  
a complex spray of particles as it disappears. 
However, it’s been predicted that a quantum black 
hole would produce just two things: a single 
electron or a muon (a particle like the electron  
but heavier), and a jet. This is a spray of particles 
produced when particles called partons decay. 
Partons make up neutrons, protons and other  
non-fundamental particles and they can’t exist  
in isolation. This means that they decay instantly, 
producing a characteristic, cone-shaped spray.

NEEDLE IN A HAYSTACK 
The scientists working on particle physics have 
spent many hours studying the data from the 
massive ATLAS detector on the LHC. This is a 
hugely complex process. To begin with, scientists 
must select the right events – the LHC produces  
so much data, they can save less than 1 in 100,000 
events for study. Then, sophisticated simulation 
tools have to be constructed to support the lengthy 
analysis. Results so far suggest that quantum  
black holes haven’t been produced at energies 
below 5 TeV. But in 2015, the LHC restarts at  

An artist’s illustration of Hawking radiation leaving the event horizon of  
a black hole, a way in which these cosmic sinkholes can shed mass

Black holes form when matter becomes so dense that its warp 
of space and time prevents even light from escaping. They’re the 
same shape – a perfect sphere – but differ hugely in size BLACK HOLE IDENTITY PARADE 

QUANTUM  
BLACK HOLE

What A tiny black sphere  
emitting an electron and a  
jet of hadrons  

How are they made? Particle 
collision with extra dimensions  

Behaviour Decays to a particle 
and a jet

Mass Greater than  
5,000 protons

MICRO 
BLACK HOLE

What A tiny black sphere 
emitting sprays of particles

How are they made?  
No known mechanism

Behaviour Decays 
through Hawking radiation

Mass Greater than the 
Planck mass

CONVENTIONAL 
BLACK HOLE

What A black sphere 
sucking in matter 

How are they made? 
The collapse of massive 
stars

Behaviour Grows through 
the intake of nearby matter

Mass Greater than three 
times that of the Sun

an increased energy, opening up the possibility  
of discovering quantum black holes with twice  
that mass.

Discovery of quantum black holes would  
strongly suggest the existence of extra dimensions. 
Professor David Strom of the University of Oregon 
and part of the ATLAS team told Focus: “If we  
had seen a signal it would have required a major 
revision of the Standard Model [the theory that 
describes the particles and forces]. We will need  
to wait until the next run of the LHC before we  
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will know much more about the possible existence 
of quantum black holes.”

If quantum black holes were discovered it would 
help eliminate some possible models for quantum 
gravity (see ‘A new dimension’, p79). Prof Strom 
adds: “If we see quantum black holes, we would  
try to measure their decay rates into different final 
states. This and other measurements would give  
us a clue as to how quantum gravity operates and  
to the structure of the extra dimensions.”

And if no quantum black holes are discovered? 
According to Strom, “If direct quantum black hole 
production is out of reach of the LHC, there are 
other subtle effects of extra dimension theories 
that we can search for. If it turns out there are no 
extra dimensions or they are too small to be 
observed, we need to look for alternative theories 
that explain why the force of gravity appears to  

be so different from the other forces of nature.  
One of these theories, supersymmetry, predicts 
particles that are candidates for dark matter and 
could also be produced at the LHC. It may be  
that we have already produced these dark matter 
particles, but have not looked thoroughly enough. 
As the LHC moves to higher energy, the dark 
matter signatures would become more dramatic, 
making them easier to find.”

Not everyone is sure, though, that the search  
for quantum black holes is worthwhile. Professor 
Sabine Hossenfelder of the Nordita Institute in 
Copenhagen is an expert on quantum gravity:  
“A quantum black hole is a quantum gravitational 
object and nobody really knows what it does, so  
one can’t be sure about anything. In the simulations 
it is normally assumed that these black holes  
makes some kind of final decay, but this decay  
is not derived from any theory.” If she is correct,  
we can never definitively identify the remnants  
of a quantum black hole.

While most physicists don’t expect the LHC  
to produce quantum black holes, there are many  
in the field who would appreciate the shake-up  
to our knowledge of the fundamentals of nature  
that would be caused by such a momentous 
discovery. Indeed, our understanding of gravity 
could be turned on its head. �

BRIAN CLEGG is the author of Dice World: Science And 

Life In A Random Universe 

“Discovery of  

quantum black holes 

would strongly  

suggest the existence  

of extra dimensions”

SUPERMASSIVE 
BLACK HOLE  
(CORE OF 
GALAXY)

What Black sphere  

with accretion disk

How are they made? 

Uncertain, possibly from 

a dense gas cloud in the 

early formation of a galaxy 

Behaviour Grows 

through runaway 

‘accretion’ – gravitational 

attraction of nearby matter

Mass Greater than 

100,000 times the Sun

The huge ATLAS detector at CERN 

could find the telltale signature  

of a quantum black hole 
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The quantum compass
p85

JUST LANDED

Misfit Shine
p86

EDI T ED BY DANIEL BENNETT

B
ONJOUR, JE 
m’appelle Daniel et 
j’habite à Londres. 
Hello, my name’s 

Daniel and I live in London. This 
phrase, along with baguettes, 
brioche and the word boulevard, 

ULTIMATE TEST

Compact system cameras
p88
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just about sums up my 
knowledge of French. 
Mercifully for people like  
me, the butchery of foreign 
tongues may soon become a 
thing of the past as Microsoft  
is about to release software  
that can translate speech from 
one language into another in 
real time.

 This translation software will 
be built into the latest version of 
Skype, Microsoft’s video calling 
software. So if, for example, you 
were to call someone in the 
Netherlands, Skype will repeat 
what you’ve said in Dutch once 
you’ve finished speaking, and 
vice versa. It’s as close as most  

of us will ever get to 
having our own personal 
translator, albeit with a 
robotic voice.

Live demos of the 
technology have shown 
that the translation is 
completely fluid – far 
ahead of the current  
crop of online translators.  
Skype Translator 
understands what you 
mean and re-orders 
verbs and prepositions  
to suit the language. But 
the most interesting bit  
is that, the more it’s used, 
the smarter it gets. This 
is because the system is 

ON  T HE  HORIZON

 
SKYPE 
TRANSLATOR
Real-time voice translation

www.microsoft.com
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CURVED SCREENS

Curved TVs are the ‘next big 
thing’ TV manufacturers want 
us to buy, but not everyone’s 
convinced. Paul Gray, a 
director of market research 
firm DisplaySearch, said at 
a recent analyst conference: 
“You see a whole load of 
pseudo-scientific claims  
made for why curved 
TVs are a good thing. I 
think they’re designed to 
bamboozle”. He added that 
anyone watching anywhere 
but the ‘sweet spot’ would 
have a reduced viewing 
angle, and that bending a  
monitor actually causes 
technical problems. 

DANIEL BENNETT is reviews editor of Focus

you teach it Spanish, and it gets good  
at Spanish, but it gets great at both 
Mandarin and English. And quite frankly 
none of us knows exactly why.” 

The usefulness of a Skype translator 
might be lost on those of us who don’t 
randomly call up Spanish-speaking 
strangers hoping for a chat. But it’s  
within business that the instant potential 
lies. “It’ll allow engagement between 
people on a level that we’ve never seen 
before,” says Charlie James, a director  
at Polycom, the teleconferencing 
company with whom Microsoft has  
been working to develop the system.  
“For example, at local authorities you’ll 
suddenly be able to help people who 
struggle with English.” 

Beyond that, Microsoft – which is 
aspiring to develop more ‘human-centric’ 
operating systems – will surely begin to 
embed this technology in all its hardware. 
It won’t be long before we see a Star 

Trek-esque personal translator phone  
that we can take with us abroad to 
interpret the local lingo. Until then,  
we’ll have to settle for the Skype update, 
which is set to land at the end of the year. 

powered by a ‘deep neural network’, 
a technology based on the human 

nervous system, particularly the brain. 
To understand how such a system 

works, imagine that a piece of software is 
written – for instance, one that translates 
sounds into words. This information is 
passed up the system in a ‘bottom-up’ 
process until eventually the machine puts 
together some words and spits out the 
sentence. The computer is given feedback 
on what it got right and wrong, a ‘top-
down’ process. This information is then 
fed back down the network, which adapts 
its approach for next time accordingly. 
Thanks to this feedback loop, the system 
improves with every attempt. 

In Microsoft’s case, developers have 
been teaching this system using the single 
biggest archive of publicly available 
human conversation: social networks. 
And with this approach, something very 
special happens. It seems the more rules 
the system learns, the better it gets at 
learning languages in general. 

At the product launch, Microsoft CEO 
Satya Nadella explained: “The one 
fascinating feature of this is something 
called transfer learning. You teach it 
English, it learns English. Then you teach 
it Mandarin: it learns Mandarin, but it 
also becomes better at English. Then  

Will we still learn languages in the future?

R E A D E R  P O L L

W H A T ’ S  H O T

3D PRINTED CASTS

Broken bones are an ordeal: 
they take up to eight weeks 
to heal and in the meantime 
you’re stuck wearing an 
ungainly plaster cast. But 3D 
printing is providing a better 
alternative. The Osteoid is 
a custom-fitted cast made 
from hard-wearing plastic. 
It’s lighter, thinner and comes 
with an ultrasonic stimulator 
to promote bone healing. 
Research has shown these 
casts can reduce recovery 
time by up to 40 per cent.

Forget having to get by with  
GCSE French, Skype Translator  

will avoid embarrassing mix-ups with 
masculine and feminine nouns      
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17% 

83% 
Yes - it’s important 
to learn a second 

language

No - 
computers 
will translate 
everything 
for us
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 R  
ecently my wife was 
driving to meet me in an 
area of Manchester that 
she’d never visited 

before. Before setting o�, she 
used the Glympse app on her 
smartphone to send me a live 
feed of her position so that I 
could finish my co�ee and be 
standing on the kerb ready as 
she drove up. Ten years ago I’d 
have had to be telepathic to do 
the same thing; today, fast 
networks, powerful 
smartphones and effective 
mapping courtesy of the 
Global Positioning System 
have created the illusion that 
we need never be lost again.

Sadly, it really is an illusion. 
GPS may be accurate to within 
8m over much of the Earth’s 
surface, but there are many 
places where the weak signal 
from satellites in geostationary 
orbits can’t be detected, so it 
can never be totally relied upon. 
However a new ‘quantum 
compass’ being developed by 
the UK Defence Science and 
Technology Laboratory (DSTL) 
promises far greater accuracy 
by combining GPS with an 
inertial navigation system.

Traditional navigation 
involves getting a fix on your 
position and then using some 
form of dead reckoning to 

technologies. A phone that 
could always tell you where it 
was within a few centimetres 
would be incredibly useful – if 
only to those of us who keep 
misplacing our shiny toys.

FINDING YOURSELF

THE NEXT BIG THING

For the moment the quantum 
compass is a metre-long box, 
so it’s a long way from being 
fitted to the next generation of 
smartphones, but the researchers 
are confident. The technical 
issues of getting a super-cooled 
quantum fluid into your pocket 
will take a bit of work, though. 
But it may well be that the 
techniques used can be applied 
elsewhere to deliver a new 
generation of accurate tracking 

BILL THOMPSON 

contributes to 

news.bbc.co.uk 

and the BBC  

World Service 

F R O M  T H E  L A B

determine your speed and 
direction of travel in relation 
to it. The problem is that,  
over time, errors build up.  
This may not matter too much  
over a one hour run, but it’s a 
big problem for submarines, 
where the position can be as 
much as a kilometre out after a 
day under water. So we need 
better forms of navigation.

Smartphone accelerometers 
are electro-mechanical 
machines, but the quantum 
compass is built from a cloud 
of one million rubidium atoms, 
cooled almost to absolute zero 
so that they enter a quantum 
state called a Bose-Einstein 
condensate. This is extremely 
sensitive to disturbances 
caused by acceleration, and the 
disturbance can be measured 
very accurately using a laser. 
With three lasers on three axes, 
the system can provide highly 
accurate navigational data – the 
drift after a day of travel would 
be around 1m instead of 1km.

There are plans to deploy a 
test rig in a submarine in 2016. 
If all goes well, work will begin 
to create systems that are small 
and reliable enough for wider 
use, perhaps in vehicles or 
backpacks. It is also likely to 
end up in guided missiles and 
smart bombs. 

A new plastic that could 

revolutionise the tech industry

WHAT IS IT?
For the first time in over 20 years, IBM 

researchers have discovered a new class 

of polymer. The plastic used in most 

current gadgets can’t be recycled, so 

once you’re done with your smartphone 

its shell ends up on a rubbish heap. But 

this new material, polyhexahydrotriazine, 

can be melted down, then thermoset into 

a new shape and resurrected as part of 

a new gadget. It’s also self-healing (so 

the molecules readily rejoin if they’ve 

been split apart), tougher than bone and 

incredibly lightweight.

HOW WAS IT DISCOVERED?
This new polymer began life by accident. 

While working on a di�erent plastic, 

researcher Jeannette Garcia noticed that 

a solution had unexpectedly hardened. 

IBM’s computational chemistry team 

were able to identify the new polymer and 

discover the process that had created 

it. They realised that once set with heat, 

the polymer can be returned to a goo-like 

state by adding sulphuric acid, then reset. 

WHEN WILL WE SEE IT?  
IBM Research isn’t willing to commit 

to a timeline just yet. But given the 

long list of advantages over traditional 

thermoplastics, there’ll be a big queue 

forming to snap up the technology. 

The new ultra-strong 

plastic that’s reinforced 

with carbon nanotubes 
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JUST LANDED: MISFIT SHINE

What is it?

A fitness tracker with a di�erence. The 

Misfit Shine is ultra energy e�cient and 

uses Bluetooth to share its data with your 

phone. This means that instead of having  

to plug your watch into a computer every 

night to log your activity and charge your 

device, you can wear the Shine for months 

on end. Since you’ll be wearing it a lot, the 

Shine has been made light too - the body  

is made from aerospace-grade aluminium.  

It’s waterproof as well, so it’ll withstand  

a shower, and swimming can be added  

to your fitness tally for the day. 

What’s it like to use?

Unlike the majority of clunky fitness 

watches I’ve tried on in the past, it’s easy  

to forget you’re wearing the Shine. The 

rivals you won’t be able to track how many 

stairs you’ve climbed. Although it can be 

worn on a pendant or a belt, it’s primarily 

meant for the wrist, and since we all move 

our arms a lot, the tally for the day can be a 

little optimistic. It measures sleep but again 

that’s pretty optimistic. If you’re sedate 

after 10pm it assumes you’ve hit the hay 

and starts to tot up the hours. That said, 

there’s few trackers that monitor your sleep 

well. As we went to print, there was no 

support for Android devices. Also, you will 

have to replace that battery eventually.

Should I buy one?

This is for the casual gym goer. It won  

me over because its design meant I wore 

the Shine more than any other tracker  

I’d tried in the past. It’s modest too - not  

a hint of neon green in sight - so it can  

be worn in most scenarios. Fitness  

fanatics will find it basic, and should opt  

for something like Garmin’s Vivofit to keep  

a log of their exercise. But for someone 

looking to get a bit more active, the Misfit 

Shine is definitely worthy of a space  

on your wrist.

four-month battery life also means you wear  

it a lot more – I’ve been guilty in the past of 

leaving activity trackers plugged into the 

computer for half the week (they tell me my 

Mac’s not very active). 

The Shine was created by an ex-Apple CEO 

and that tells in the simplicity of the design. To 

check your progress for the day you simply tap 

on the face of the Shine, and little LEDs run 

around the edge of the surface to tell you how 

close you are to your goal. When you want to 

find out more detail, you just turn on your 

iPhone’s Bluetooth and tap the Shine against its 

screen. It’s a fast and simple upload, and clear 

charts show how many steps you’ve taken and 

how much sleep you’ve had - in my case an 

average of about 5.7km (3.6 miles) travelled and 

seven hours of sleep a day. It also divvies up 

your activities - when you’ve been running or 

swimming - so you can clearly see gaps in your 

routine to improve.

What are the downsides?

There aren’t many cons. For the most part the 

Misfit Shine is a simple pedometer that does 

what it sets out to do well. That said, there’s no 

altimeter, so unlike some of its similarly priced 

F I T 
K I T
There’s as many fitness 

trackers as there are  

gyms these days, so it’s rare 

to see one that stands out. 

Daniel Bennett gets active 

with the new Misfit Shine

Misfit Shine  

£72.95 

www.misfitwearables.com 
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APPLIANCES OF SCIENCE

Although we believe 
venturing out into the 
Great Outdoors should 
mean leaving your 
gadgets at home, we’re 
glad that you don’t have 
to. This wood-burning 
stove generates 
electricity while it cooks 
your food. Half the 
electricity produced is 
sent to a USB port that 
can charge smartphones  
as well as the stove’s 
built-in battery. The 
other half powers a fan 
that stokes the fire to 
produce even more heat.

Biolite BaseCamp  
$299 (£178) plus P&P, 
biolitestove.com 

POWER  

OUT2

In the distant future our 
descendants might 
think us quaint for 
actually having to touch 
our gadgets. To free us 
from this slovenly 
practice, the Nod ring 
tracks movements  
you make with your 
hands and translates 
these gestures into 
instructions for gadgets. 
For example, you could 
turn the heating up on  
a smart thermostat by 
twisting your hand in 
the air or dim the lights 
with a wave.

Nod 
$149 (£89) plus P&P, 
hellonod.com  

A SLY  

NOD3 5

Most walking robots 
aren’t up to much. Take 
ASIMO, Honda’s iconic 
bipedal ’bot. It looks 
great - but it trundles 
along like it just had an 
accident in its trousers. 
Robotics Unlimited’s 
solution is to swap two 
legs for six, resulting in 
a runner ’bot that 
speeds along the ground 
at 32km/h on the road. 
The OutRunner’s spokes 
spin round to propel it 
forward, and each leg is 
spring-loaded to help it 
maintain balance.

OutRunner robot
$299 (£179) plus P&P, 
robotics-unlimited.com  

ROBOT  

RUNNER1

2 3

5
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6
KEEPING 

TABS

These tiny tags are 
actually movement 
sensors. Hook them  
up to your home Wi-Fi, 
stick them to a window 
or door and they’ll notify 
you if anything moves 
while you’re out. You 
can pair them to a 
webcam too so that 
they automatically  
take a snapshot of 
whatever’s snuck in. 
You can also stick  
them to a valuable item 
and a notification will 
tell you if it has left  
the house.

Dropcam Tabs 
$29 (£17.31) plus P&P, 
dropcam.com

4

4

Research has found 
that the average kitchen 
chopping board has 
200 per cent more 
faecal bacteria than the 
average toilet seat. 
Although this does 
make us wonder how 
some people use their 
chopping boards, it 
doesn’t make us want 
this touchless toilet kit 
any less. A sensor 
detects a hand hovering 
over the cistern and will 
flush the loo, though 
there’s no sensor for  
the toilet seat.

Kohler Touchless   
$99 (£59) plus P&P, 
kohler.com 

FEELING 

FLUSH

Upgrades to Parrot’s  
AR drone include a  
new ultra-lightweight 
body, a computer that’s 
eight times more 
powerful and camera 
stabilisation. It’ll also  
fly a set route plotted 
via GPS on its app. 
Most exciting of all is 
the Oculus Rift 
integration, which 
sends the point of view 
from the drone’s 
camera to a virtual 
reality headset as you 
fly. It’d probably be a 
good idea to include 
sick bags too.

Parrot Bebop Drone
Price TBC, parrot.com

DRONING  

ON

6

1
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SMART SUMMER 
SNAPPERS  
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ULTIMATE TEST

As small as compacts, with the power of 

DSLRs, these cameras are sure to spruce 

up your holiday photos. Joe Svetlik 

reviews four of the best    
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SUMMER IS HERE and it’s time 

to take some photos. If you 

want to step up from a compact 

camera, but don’t fancy lugging 

around something as big as 

a DSLR, there are a host of 

interchangeable lens models 

that are small enough to fit in a 

pocket, and that don’t require 

much in the way of expertise to 

use. They also have  the latest 

in high-tech features to make 

editing and sharing your photos 

easier than ever. We take a 

look at four great models.

JOE SVETLIK is a freelance technology 

journalist and news reporter  
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THE PERFORMANCE OF this Nikon 
is very good indeed. It shoots at 
20 frames per second with 
continuous autofocus, which is 
faster than most DSLRs. Our 
photos came out excellent, with 
accurate skin tones and very 
good colour reproduction. 
Uploading them online using  
Wi-Fi was also a doddle.

Like all the cameras on test the 
screen on the back tilts, so you 
can use it to frame shots at 
di�erent angles without having to 
crouch down. It’s all the more handy 
considering that – unlike the Nikon 
1 V2 – the V3 doesn’t come with 
an electronic viewfinder, so you’ll 
have to pay extra if you want one.

It’s very small as well – even 
with the zoom lens, it’ll still fit in a 
coat pocket (or even a trouser 
pocket, if you shop at the baggier 

THE E-P5 IS modelled on an  
iconic Olympus camera from the 
Sixties, and earns full marks for  
its retro styling. But inside it’s 
cutting-edge: it has an impressive 
shutter speed, a tilting screen, 
and a neat feature that lets you 
make a montage of your shots.  
Its start-up time of 0.5 seconds  
is lightning-quick, too. Combine 
that with the fast shutter speed 
and you’ll never miss a shot.

It’s simple to sync it with  
your smartphone using the 
accompanying app – there’s no 
need to enter a long password, 
just scan a QR code. Then you  
can use your mobile device as  
a remote shutter – tap your 
phone’s screen, and your camera 
will take a picture. We can’t say 
we’d use it all that often, but it  
is very cool.

end of the trouser line). If you 
don’t want anything too bulky, this 
is the model for you. The textured 
grip means the V3 won’t slip out  
of your hand, which is a real plus 
when you’re spending £800 on a 
camera. And if that’s not enough, 
you can add a clip-on grip too, if 
you’re willing to pay extra. 

It’s the smallest and cheapest 
reviewed here, and with features 
like the 120 frames-per-second 
slow-motion video mode to 
capture holiday fun, this is a great 
take-anywhere option. 

There’s no built-in electronic 
viewfinder, and the standard lens 
does protrude quite a way, which 
makes it a lot less pocketable than 
the Nikon. However, it’s very quick 
to autofocus – only slightly slower 
in low light – and our images were 
packed with detail. A selection of 
12 filters means it’s easy to make 
your shots more dramatic, and 
you can customise most of them, 
giving you even more range 
without having to be an expert. 
The only downer is the bulk, and 
the ba�ing menu.

Tec h Hub

NIKON 1 V3 OLYMPUS PEN E-P5
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Price: £799.99 (with zoom lens), nikon.co.uk  £999.99 (with lens), olympus.co.uk

PICTURE QUALITY     

USABILITY                 �

FEATURES                 � �

VALUE FOR MONEY  �

OVERALL  

PICTURE QUALITY     

USABILITY                 �

FEATURES                 � �

VALUE FOR MONEY  �

OVERALL  

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ

Dimensions: 110.9x65.0x33.2mm Weight: 324g Megapixels: 18.4 Dimensions: 122.3x68.9x37.2mm Weight: 420g Megapixels: 16.1
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THE NX30 FEELS more plasticky 
than the other cameras but it’s 
very comfortable to hold, and it 
has a built-in viewfinder. The 
camera activates the screen by 
default, but raise it to your eye, 
and the viewfinder starts up 
automatically in about a second, 
so you don’t have to switch 
modes when you want to change 
how you shoot.

The viewfinder tilts up too, so 
you can get a bit more creative 
with your shooting angles. If you 
don’t want to use the viewfinder, 
the 3-inch Super AMOLED screen 
has a fantastic colour range. It 
flips out to the side as well and 
turns through 270°, which means 
it’s ideal for framing selfies.

It’s not as quick as either the 
Nikon or the Olympus, but you can 
sync it to your smartphone and 

SONY’S A7 FEATURES a full-frame 
DSLR-style sensor, which means 
it gives you better quality pictures. 
The downside is it costs a little 
more than the others. 

The 3-inch screen extends and 
flips and it also has an electronic 
viewfinder. This is much clearer 
than the Samsung NX30’s and just 
as fast to start up. Build quality is 
excellent – it feels very sturdy and 
well put together, and it’s water-
resistant and dust-proof too. 

Our shots were packed with 
detail, with natural skin tones and 
decent white balance options 
when in the automatic mode. 
Near-Field Communication (NFC) 
and Wi-Fi come as standard, so 
you can control it from your phone 
like you can with the others.

There are some drawbacks, 
however. There’s no built-in flash, 

shoot remotely – just tap it against 
an NFC-enabled device to do so. It 
also lets you upload straight to 
Facebook or – a first for a camera 
– Dropbox using pre-installed 
features. Auto share mode sends 
snaps to your phone as soon as 
they’re taken, which is very handy.

Our shots in low light were 
pleasingly noise-free, colours 
vivid, and the depth-of-field 
preview button (usually only found 
on DSLRs) means fewer wasted 
shots. A fantastic all-rounder, and 
the best on test. �

which seems a bit of an oversight 
when you’re forking out this much 
money. During testing the 
batteries ran out a little too 
quickly, so you’d better pack a 
spare if you’re out for a full day’s 
shooting. With a quick processor 
it’s by no means a slouch, but the 
Nikon and Olympus are able to 
capture pictures much faster.

That said, for a camera of this 
size you’ll struggle to get better 
pictures. If you can live with the 
drawbacks, and the price, it’s a 
must-have.

Tec h Hub

SAMSUNG NX30 SONY A7
£900 (with lens), samsung.com£1,449 (with lens), sony.co.uk

PICTURE QUALITY     

USABILITY                 �

FEATURES                 � �

VALUE FOR MONEY  �

OVERALL  

PICTURE QUALITY     

USABILITY                 �

FEATURES                 � �

VALUE FOR MONEY  �

OVERALL  

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ�

QQQQQ

Dimensions: 126.9x94.4x48.2mm Weight: 769g Megapixels: 24.3  Dimensions: 127x95x70mm Weight: 360g Megapixels: 20.3  



 

ESPITE THE PATRIOTIC 
claim in ‘Rule, Britannia!’, the 
anthem composed in 1740, 
Britain was actually far from 
‘ruling the waves’ in the mid-
18th Century. As the Royal 
Navy was only too painfully 
aware, neither British sailors 
nor the seamen of any rival 
nation, such as France or 

Spain, had a reliable way to determine 
their position in the open ocean. 
This was especially true during foul 
weather, when it was impossible to 
observe the positions of the Sun, Moon 
and stars. Navigation and landfall 
remained always a precarious affair.

In 1741, a British naval squadron 
lost its way – along with several ships 
and more than half of its crew – off the 
western tip of South America because 
its estimate of its longitude was some 
200 miles in error. Much closer to 
home, in 1707 a British fleet returning 
from France became lost in fog 
near the western end of the English 
Channel. Its commander, misjudging 
his position as west of the island of 
Ushant (at the furthest tip of the 
Brittany peninsula), sailed north and 
ran his warships into the rocks of the 
Scilly Isles, which are located a whole 

and practicality of proposed methods, 
which consisted of scientists, naval 
officers and government officials. 
They included the president of the 
Royal Society (Sir Isaac Newton), 
the first lord of the Admiralty, the 
speaker of the House of Commons, 
the first commissioner of the Navy 
and professors of mathematics at 
Oxford and Cambridge. Imaginatively, 
Parliament also empowered the 
committee to offer financial grants  
to develop promising proposals.

GREEK GENIUS
The concept of longitude, and of 
course latitude, dates back to ancient 
Greek mathematicians and astronomers 
who accepted that Earth was essentially 
a sphere. Earth’s circumference was 
measured with considerable accuracy 
by Eratosthenes in the third century 
BC, but without specifying any 
terrestrial lines of latitude and 
longitude. These were invented in the 
2nd Century BC by Hipparchus, who 
also compiled the first known star 
catalogue, with about 850 stars 
measured in terms of celestial latitude 
and longitude. Hipparchus’s 
framework strongly influenced 

HOW DO WE KNOW?
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degree of longitude west of Ushant. 
Four ships were smashed and 1,647 
sailors drowned; only 26 survived.

As a result of the 1707 catastrophe, 
the British Parliament passed the 
Longitude Act in 1714. This stipulated 
enormous cash prizes for anyone 
– British or otherwise – who could 
invent a method of measuring 
longitude that would be effective 
at sea. The top prize, £20,000, was 
offered for a method accurate to half 
a degree of longitude. Furthermore, 
the act established a Board of 
Longitude to adjudicate the validity 

D

Hipparchus came up with a framework of lines of 
latitude and longitude on the celestial sphere

HOW TO MEASURE 

LONGITUDE
Before we were able to plot our position at sea, thousands of sailors lost 

their lives; the genius of one British clock-maker changed all that and won 

the prestigious Longitude Prize in the process

BY ANDREW ROBINSON  



How do we know?

> IN A NUTSHELL

Finding out how to measure 

longitude was crucial to being able 

to navigate at sea. Following the 

launch of the Longitude Prize to 

incentivise someone to come up 

with a method, one Yorkshire-based 

clockmaker took up the challenge… 
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Accompanies the 50th anniversary 
of Horizon and the launch of 
Longitude Prize 2014  
www.longitudeprize.org

HMS Endeavour was captained by 
James Cook; on a later expedition 
on the HMS Resolution, a Harrison 
chronometer helped him navigate  



How do we know?

Ptolemy, the father figure of 
cartography, in the second 

century AD. Ptolemy measured his 
terrestrial longitudes in degrees 
eastwards from a prime meridian 
running through the Fortunate Isles 
(Canaries), and his latitudes in degrees 
north and south of the equator.

To determine the longitudes of 
places on his map of the known world, 
Ptolemy used Pythagoras’s theorem of 
right-angled triangles to calculate the 
difference in longitude between places 
A and B. The trouble was that the two 
‘known’ sides of each of Ptolemy’s 
triangles were the distance along a 
parallel of latitude between the latitudes 
of A and B, and the actual distance 
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between A and B as the crow flies  
(the hypotenuse of the triangle). Both 
were imprecise, because of uncertainty 
about the size and shape of the Earth. 
Even assuming the Earth to be a 
perfect sphere, no one knew its exact 
circumference, or the length of a degree 
of latitude or longitude on the ground.

A possible method for measuring 
longitude, understood by the ancient 
Greeks, involved the equation of 
longitude with time. As the Earth 
rotates on its axis, the time of sunrise 
gets later the further west you are from 
a given longitude. For this reason, New 
York time is today set five hours behind 
Greenwich time in London, San 
Francisco time three hours behind 

THE KEY  
DISCOVERY

John Harrison invented an ingenious device for compensating for the effects  
of temperature in a chronometer. It enabled longitude to be deduced from time

New York, and Honolulu time two 
hours behind San Francisco. The 360 
degrees of longitude are encompassed 
during the 24 hours of the Earth’s 
complete rotation, which means that 
for every one-degree change in longitude 
the local time changes by four minutes. 
Thus the local time on the opposite 
side of the globe (180 degrees different 
in longitude) differs by 4 x 180 = 720 
minutes, or 12 hours, as we should 
expect. If navigators were to compare 
their local time, as measured from the 
celestial clock by detailed astronomical 
observations, with the time measured 
in London at the time of their 
observations, they would be able to 
compute their longitude.

TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS 
reduce a mechanical clock’s 
accuracy through thermal 
contraction and expansion of its 
pendulum or balance spring. John 
Harrison produced an initial solution 
to this problem in the 1720s, while 
making grandfather clocks. His 
pendulum comprised rods of steel 
and brass (which di�er in their 
coe�cients of expansion) parallel 
to each other but of di�ering 
length. They were connected in a 
so-called ‘gridiron’, such that the 
pendulum remained the same 
length no matter its temperature. 

Cleverer still was Harrison’s 
invention in his H-3 chronometer 
(pictured), some time before 1749, 
of the ‘bimetallic strip’ — a device 
nowadays familiar from mechanical 
central-heating thermostats. He 
riveted together a thin steel strip 
and a thin brass strip of the same 
length. When the temperature 
increased, the brass expanded 
more than the steel and curved 
the strip in one direction. When 
the temperature fell, the brass 
contracted more than the steel and 
curved the strip in the opposite 
direction. Two small ‘curb pins’, 
attached to the free end of the 
bimetallic strip and embracing 
the outer turn of the balance 
spring, reduced the spring’s length 
slightly with temperature rise, 
or increased it with temperature 
fall, compensating for its thermal 
expansion or contraction.

Frame containing 
bimetallic 
strip that 
compensates 
for temperature 
changes

Wheel balance

Wheel balance

Harrison’s H-3 timekeeper

John Harrison’s ingenious H-3 
chronometer, which was the first 
to introduce the bimetallic strip
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Christiaan Huygens 

(1629-95), a 

Dutch physicist, 

mathematician and 

astronomer with many 

achievements, he is 

perhaps best known 

for his invention of the 

pendulum-regulated 

clock in 1656. He 

believed it suitable 

for determining 

longitude at sea. 

Atlantic trials were 

initially encouraging, 

but soon it was clear 

that pendulums only 

worked properly under 

conditions of flat calm.

Galileo Galilei (1564-

1642), a founder of 

modern science, 

was a pioneer of the 

refracting telescope. 

In 1610, he squinted 

through it at Jupiter’s 

four moons, and 

began to record tables 

showing the times 

of their appearance 

and disappearance 

around Jupiter. Galileo 

suggested his tables be 

used by navigators as a 

celestial time check to 

calculate their longitude.

John Harrison 

(1693-1776) was an 

English carpenter-

turned-clockmaker. 

Inspired by the prize 

money o�ered in the 

1714 Longitude Act, 

he completed his first 

marine chronometer, 

now known as H-1, 

in 1735, and his last, 

H-5, in 1770. Though 

actively supported 

by the Royal Society, 

his work aroused 

keen opposition from 

astronomers. Harrison 

triumphed only in 1773. 

James Cook 

(1728-79), the great 

explorer, made his 

first Pacific voyage 

in 1768-71, when he 

was not permitted to 

take John Harrison’s 

unique chronometer, 

H-4. He took a copy 

on his second and 

third voyages, which 

proved invaluable 

for navigation and 

cartography. It 

supposedly stopped 

ticking at almost the 

moment of Cook’s 

murder in Hawaii.

CAST OF  
CHARACTERS

The method appears very neat but, 
when it was proposed by astronomer 
Gemma Frisius in 1530, it suffered 
from a fatal flaw. At this time, no 
suitable clocks of remotely sufficient 
accuracy existed. During the 17th 
Century, the measurement of time 
improved with the invention of the 
pendulum-regulated clock by Christiaan 
Huygens in 1656, followed by his 
patenting of the spiral balance spring 
in 1675 – an idea that had earlier 
occurred to Robert Hooke – which 
was soon incorporated into clocks. But 
sea trials of a pendulum clock built for 
Huygens in the 1660s showed it to be 
unreliable when a ship swayed, while 
Hooke’s balance-spring clock was never 
tested at sea. Moreover, both designs 
suffered from the effects of temperature 
variation, which caused pendulums 
and springs to expand with an increase 
in temperature, and vice versa.   

JUPITER TIMEPIECE 
A second possible method for 
measuring longitude was entirely 
astronomical, employing careful 
observation of heavenly bodies. In 
Italy, Galileo Galilei, pioneer of the 
refracting telescope, made an exciting 
proposal in 1612. For a year Galileo 
had recorded through his telescope 
the movements of Jupiter’s moons and 
concluded that the moons’ eclipses 
by the planet occurred so frequently 
and predictably they could be used 
anywhere in the world as a celestial 
watch to calculate time, and hence 
longitude. But although Galileo’s idea 
was sound, to apply it was feasible 
only on land (where it was widely used 
after 1650), not on deck; and it was 
useless during daytime when Jupiter 
was invisible, or indeed at night if the 
sky happened to be overcast.

Astronomical measurers of longitude 
were therefore forced to rely on the 
so-called method of ‘lunar distances’. 
Unlike Jupiter’s moons, Earth’s 
Moon changes position clearly and 
substantially. In theory, this allowed 
navigators to compare their locally 
measured altitude of the Moon above 
the horizon, the altitude of a certain 
star above the horizon and the angular 
distance between the Moon and the 
Sun with printed tables. These showed 
the same configurations made in 
London or Paris at particular times of 
the day and night on the same date. 
Since the navigator knew his 
local time from the heavens, he 

Figuring out how to measure position on the 
planet has taken centuries of scientific endeavour

Nevil Maskelyne 

(1732-1811), an 

Astronomer Royal, was 

convinced that longitude 

was best measured at 

sea by astronomical 

observation, not by 

a chronometer. He 

therefore undermined 

Harrison’s marine 

chronometer in the 

1760s. Using astronomy, 

Maskelyne launched 

the Nautical Almanac in 

1767, which established 

Greenwich as the prime 

meridian of longitude.



How do we know?

  
could in principle figure his time 
difference with London or Paris, 

and hence his longitude. However, the 
‘lunar distance’ calculation was fairly 
difficult, requiring correction for the 
effects of refraction, parallax and the 
dip of the horizon. An imperfection in 
the observer’s telescope, a substantial 
error in the lunar tables (very likely, 
noted Newton), or the inevitable 
rolling of the ship and the probable 
lack of training of the observer, would 
each be enough to make nonsense of 
the observation.

TIME FOR CHANGE
As the 18th Century progressed, 
however, increasingly good telescopes 
became available. At the same time, 
the accuracy of lunar tables improved 
– most notably in the Nautical 
Almanac, published from the Royal 
Greenwich Observatory from 1767 
under the aegis of the Astronomer 
Royal, Nevil Maskelyne. Indeed, it was 
these tables that would eventually earn 
Greenwich its position as the prime 
meridian of longitude at an international 
conference in 1884. Most scientists 
therefore favoured astronomy, rather 
than chronometry, as the best long-
term bet for measuring longitude at sea.

But in the same period, the accuracy 
of time-keepers dramatically 
improved, too – thanks to the skills 
of a carpenter-turned-clockmaker 
John Harrison. Born in modest 
circumstances in Yorkshire in 
1693, he somehow got to hear of 
the Government’s prize for finding 
longitude. His first timepiece, built 
in 1715, was a grandfather clock 
similar in almost every respect to 
others of its day. However, he soon 
turned to making more original and 
elaborate mechanisms. In particular, 
he confronted the problems of 
temperature, by creating a pendulum 
whose length remained the same 
regardless of temperature changes. 
By 1726, he had completed a clock 
that varied by no more than a second 
a month over the next 14 years. This 
brought Harrison to the attention 
of the Astronomer Royal, Edmund 
Halley, and Britain’s leading horologist, 
George Graham. Graham personally 
advanced him money, without 
interest or security, to build his No. 1 
chronometer, known as H-1.

Completed in 1735, using a balance 
spring rather than a pendulum, H-1 was 
sent on a sea trial to Lisbon. On its 
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Figuring out how to find Longitude enabled  
us to explore and map the planetTIMELINE

The Global Positioning System 
(GPS) begins, with the launch 

of its first space satellite. Four 
satellites are required to fix the 
latitude and longitude of a point 

on the Earth’s surface with an 
accuracy of a few millimetres.

The Longitude Act, passed 
by British Parliament under 
pressure from merchants 
and mariners, o�ers cash 
prizes for any ‘Person or 
Persons as shall Discover 
a proper Method for 
finding the Longitude’.

John Harrison’s 
No. 4 marine 
chronometer is 
trialled on a sea 
journey between 
Britain and Jamaica. 
In two months it 
loses five seconds, 
corresponding to an 
error in longitude of 
just two-hundredths 
of a degree.

1761-62

1714

1772-75

Captain James 
Cook takes a copy 
of Harrison’s No. 
4 chronometer on 
his second voyage 
of discovery. With 
occasional astronomical 
corrections, it 
enables Cook to make 
remarkably accurate 
charts of the Pacific.

The prime meridian of 
longitude is established 
in Greenwich at an 
international conference, 
as a consequence of 
sailors long calculating 
their position from 
astronomical tables in 
the Nautical Almanac, 
compiled in Greenwich. 

1884

1978



How do we know?

 
NEED TO KNOW 
What exactly are longitude and 
latitude? Find out below
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return, the chronometer corrected the 
landfall in Britain by nearly 100 miles. 
It gained Harrison the financial support 
of the Royal Society and the Board of 
Longitude in making four more 
chronometers over the coming decades. 
H-3, completed in 1757, was never sent 
to sea, but it contained Harrison’s most 
important innovation: a ‘bimetallic 
strip’. This allowed for the expansion 
and contraction of the balance spring 
under changing temperatures (see ‘The 
key discovery’, p94). 

But it was H-4, a pocket-sized watch 
that weighed ‘less than the brain that 
conceived it’ – in the words of Rupert 
Gould’s definitive study, The Marine 

Chronometer – that changed history. 
Sent by sea to Jamaica in 1761-62, H-4 
was found to be just five seconds slow 
on arrival, corresponding to an error 
in longitude of just two-hundredths 
of a degree: well within the accuracy 
specified to win the £20,000 prize.

Naturally, the astronomers – led by 
the Astronomer Royal, Maskelyne – 

were not best pleased. The prize money 
was withheld by the Board of Longitude, 
while Harrison and his chronometers 
were subjected to increasingly severe 
tests in the 1760s. In 1772, Harrison’s 
son made a personal appeal to King 
George III to test H-5, completed in 
1770, in his personal observatory at 
Richmond. After an embarrassing 
hiccup in performance, traced to some 
nearby royal magnetic lodestones, H-5 
proved itself accurate to within one-third 
of a second per day. With the King’s 
advice and support, but after further 
resistance from the Board of Longitude, 
Parliament agreed to pay most of the 
money due to Harrison in 1773.

Two years later, not long before 
its inventor’s death, Harrison’s 
chronometer received an even greater 
accolade. Captain James Cook was 
the greatest explorer of his age. On 
his return from his second voyage to 
the Pacific, he pronounced that his 
chronometer – an exact copy of H-4 
made by Larcum Kendall – “exceeded 

the expectations of its most zealous 
advocate and by being now and then 
corrected by lunar observations has 
been our faithful guide through all 
vicissitudes of climates.” By the 1790s, 
marine chronometers had become 
standard equipment for naval captains. 
When HMS Beagle left Britain in 1831 
to survey the world, carrying on board 
the young Charles Darwin, it took 
along no fewer than 22 chronometers. 
By then, Britannia really did rule the 
waves – thanks, in part, to its accurate 
measurement of longitude. �

ANDREW ROBINSON is the co-author of  

The Shape Of The World (Rand McNally)

1 
LATITUDE

The Earth’s equator is the parallel 
of zero latitude. The North Pole is at 
latitude 90° North, the South Pole at 
latitude 90° South. The parallels encircling 
the Earth between these extremes, 
expressed in degrees and minutes, are 
defined as the angular distance on a 
meridian north or south of the equator.

2 
LONGITUDE

In contrast with latitude, longitude 
is defined not by Nature but by human 
choice. The prime meridian, encircling 
the Earth through the poles, happens 
to run through Greenwich, having been 
selected at a conference in 1884. All other 
meridians define the angular distance 
east or west of the prime meridian.

3 
TIME ZONES 

The establishment of Greenwich 
Mean Time (GMT) in 1884 created o�cial 
international time zones and the 
international date line through the Pacific 
Ocean. This lies at 180° of longitude from 
the prime meridian at Greenwich.

The HMS Beagle, which 

carried Darwin around 

the world, had 22 

chronometers on board 

 Find out more

Watch The Clock That Changed 
The World, in which Adam Hart-

Davis discusses the device that helped us 

measure longitude. youtu.be/T-g27KS0yiY
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Castles In  
The Sky

Wrexham 
Science Festival

Eddie Izzard stars in this 
dramatised retelling of  
the story of radar. p100

Six days of events 
covering climate change, 
high-speed travel, robots 
and much more. p103

PLAN YOUR MONTH AHEAD WITH OUR EXPERT GUIDE

WILL LISTENING TO Mozart make you more 
intelligent? Is coffee bad for you? What should 

you do if someone collapses in front of you? These 
were just a handful of the questions tackled by 
the BBC’s team of myth-busting medics in the first 
series of Trust Me I’m A Doctor.

This month, the series returns for another look  
at the science behind the health headlines, from  
the latest diet fads to the scaremongering tabloid  
stories warning us against everything from eating 
meat to using our mobile phones. Led by science 
journalist and former doctor Michael Mosley, the 
team of medics dishing out the advice includes 
infectious disease specialist Dr Chris van Tulleken, 
A&E doctor Dr Saleyha Ahsan and practising 
surgeon Miss Gabriel Weston. In other words, you’re 
in very safe hands.

This time around, the doctors will be discussing 
topical issues ranging from sunshine and 
superfoods to sell-by dates and stem cell surgery. 
Office workers in Bognor Regis – the sunniest place 
in the UK – will have their Vitamin D levels tested 
to check whether they should be getting out more, 
while members of a Cardiff male voice choir will 

embark on a diet of watermelon, beetroot and garlic 
in a bid to lower their blood pressure. Melon and 
beetroot ice cream, anyone?

Meanwhile, is acupuncture really an effective 
treatment for back pain? Saleyha undergoes the 
treatment in an MRI scanner to investigate how it 
affects her brain, while Gabriel jets off to the US 
to see how a pioneering spinal chip is allowing 
paralysed patients to stand again. Chris, on the 
other hand, is tasked with finding out the answer 
to that million-dollar question: ‘Does shaving make 
your hair grow back thicker?’ How does he do it? 
Well, let’s just say it involves a hairy leg and a large 
amount of wax. Ouch!

And just in case you’re wondering – no, listening 
to Mozart won’t increase your IQ. Not unless you 
happen to be watching University Challenge at the 
same time…
JA M E S  L L OY D
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Adventures In The 
Anthropocene
One woman’s journey 
to discover how we are 
shaping our planet. p104

PICK OF THE MONTH DON’T MISS!

LISTEN

TOUCH

READ

WATCH

VISIT
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Trust Me I’m A Doctor will air on 

BBC Two from mid-July

Michael Mosley and his team 

of medics return to investigate 

everyday health matters

Trust 

Me I’m  

A Doctor
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14-20 JULY

Are We Alone? Week
Discovery, from 7pm nightly

PAMELA STONEBROOKE FROM 
Houston, Texas claims to have had 
numerous sexual encounters with 
a six-foot blond alien reptile. That’s 
just one of the stories in the Close 
Encounters series, running nightly 
in this week devoted to all things ET. 
There’ll also be some scientific input, 
and a UK premiere of the series 
NASA’s Unexplained Files.

100 / FOCUS / SUMMER 2014
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WATCH
TV, DVD, BLU-RAY & ONLINE
WITH TIMANDRA HARKNESS
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TIMANDRA HARKNESS is a stand-up comedian and a presenter on 
BBC Worldwide’s YouTube channel Head Squeeze

6 JULY

Spontaneous Human Combustion
Quest, 9pm

SCIENCE HAS FAILED to answer 
some important questions. What do 
fish think about? Where do odd 
socks go? And how can some human 
bodies apparently self-cremate? This 
week’s Quest Files investigates the 
latter, as Ablaze! author Larry Arnold 
interviews eyewitnesses and experts 
to explore some truly ba�ing cases 
– complete with reconstructions.

23 JUNE

Building Invincible
Discovery Science, 9pm

WHAT WITH TORNADOES, hurricanes 
and earthquakes, US cities have a lot 
to handle – yet Americans continue 
to build taller and bolder. What feats 
of engineering, design and materials 
science allow their ambitious 
creations to stay standing tall? 
This series looks inside structures 
including Trump’s new tower and a 
sports stadium in Miami.

WERE YOU TOLD to eat your 
carrots because they were 
good for your eyesight? Then 
you were a victim of wartime 
propaganda. British pilots in 
World War II were said to have 
great night vision because of all 
the carotene in their diet, but 
their real secret was something 
more high-tech – radar.

This new drama tells the 
story of the man who invented 
radar, Robert Watson-Watt, 
and his unlikely team of 
meteorologists from provincial 
universities. Battling not only 
the scientific challenges but 
also an entrenched Oxbridge 
establishment, their project 
was dismissed by Churchill as 
“castles in the sky” and their 
unappreciated work took a 
heavy toll on their personal 

lives and marriages. But their 
invention was to prove decisive 
in the course of aerial warfare, 
and is crucial for maritime and 
air safety to this day.

Producer Simon Wheeler 
was aiming for something 
between Chariots Of Fire and 
The Social Network, and Eddie 
Izzard heads a cast drawn 
from Green Wing, Breaking Bad 
and Game Of Thrones, among 
others. And with expert input 
from the Open University, you 
can hope for accurate science 
as well as engaging drama. 

But once the story of these 
unsung heroes is finally known, 
along with the real reason 
for Britain’s strategic air 
advantage, will sales of carrots 
plummet? Progress always 
comes at a cost…

JULY  
Castles In The Sky
BBC Two, July TBC

Sir Robert Watson–Watt, inventor of radar

EDITOR'S

CHOICE
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YOUTUBE
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MORE ADVENTURES IN the science of food as this 
free-range series returns. Scientist-farmer Jimmy 

Doherty brings home the bacon from Denmark, while 
reporter Kate Quilton squeezes mozzarella balls in Italy and 
asks what the milky fluid that surrounds them is. Does it 
have any purpose, other than to squirt onto your clothes 
when you open the packet? Meanwhile, gastropub chef Matt 
Tebbutt finds out whether your garden snails are safe to eat. 
Wonder what he did to upset the producer?

DVD & BLU-RAY

Life After People
History/Go Entertainment, £24.99

WHAT WOULD THE world look like if humanity 
disappeared? That’s the question explored in the 
two series of this History channel documentary, 
which blends CGI footage and expert interviews. 

The Unbelievers 
Revelation Films Ltd, £11

FOLLOW ATHEISTS RICHARD Dawkins and 
Lawrence Krauss on a speaking tour across  
three continents, culminating in the 2012 ‘Rally  
For Reason’ in Washington DC.

19-20 JULY

Space Weekend
Quest, starts 10am

CELEBRATE THE 45TH anniversary 
of Apollo 11 landing on the Moon 
by staying indoors all weekend. 
Saturday’s an all-dayer of NASA’s 
Greatest Missions, while How The 
Universe Works, a guide to space 
science, fills most of Sunday. But at 
9pm there’s Moonwalk One, the 1969 
documentary made by NASA about 
Armstrong and co’s mission.

FROM 24 JULY

Die Trying
National Geographic, 10pm

EXPLORER GEORGE KOUROUNIS 
wants to collect samples from 
a crater in Turkmenistan where 
there’s precious little oxygen and 
temperatures reach 400°C. Other 
episodes see Alex Honnold trying 
to climb Yosemite’s Triple Crown 
in 24 hours, and encounters with 
sharks and bears. Stand by, 
Darwin Awards committee…

How To Make A Gasifier Stove
the-knowledge.org/en-gb/how-to-make-a-gasifier-stove/ 

Playing Games With Squares
youtube.com/watch?v=DoFhAVZH_WA 

Tides
youtube.com/watch?v=vv6RPcGSKXQ 

WORRIED ABOUT HOW 
you’d cook dinner after 
the apocalypse? Lewis 
Dartnell, author of The 
Knowledge, shows you how 
to construct a simple stove 
and explains why it works 
so well.

MATHEMATICIAN DR KATIE 
Steckles shows why it’s 
not square to say your 
favourite shape is a regular 
rectangle, and how to make 
an “epic maths object” (AKA 
a torus, or doughnut shape) 
out of one.

PHYSICIST, PHOTOGRAPHER 
and TV presenter Andrew 
Steele visits the Bay of St 
Brieuc in Brittany to present 
a fun exploration of why 
some tides are higher than 
others, and gets very wet in 
the process. 

YOUTUBE

YOUTUBE

YOUTUBE

ONLINE

Mmmmmm…  
rubbery, awful-tasting 
garden mollusc

George got himself all in a lava

The crew of Apollo 11

FROM 14 JULY

Food Unwrapped
Channel 4, starts 14 July, tbc
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BBC RADIO PROGRAMMES 

LISTEN
SMARTPHONE & TABLET APPS

TOUCH

28 JUNE

The Stranger 
In The Mirror
BBC Radio 4, 8pm 
 
AUTISM IS AN enigma. Theories 
about its causes have included 
genetics, the environment, a 
lack of parental a�ection and 
witchcraft. Michael Blastland 
delves into the BBC archives to 
find that our mutable thinking 
about autism can reveal much 
about changing views of 
science - and of ourselves.

JULY

Plant Matters
BBC Radio 4, dates/times TBC 
 
RECORDED MAINLY AT Kew 
Royal Botanic Gardens, 25 short 
episodes tell the story of 
botany, from herbs to genetics. 
Kew’s Head of Science, Kathy 
Willis, reveals what we’ve 
learned from the plants and 
seeds collected there from 
around the world.

WITH KATE RUSSELL

19-20 JULY

Sodium
BBC World Service, various times 
 
THIS EDITION OF the Elements 
series links soap, paper and 
heart attacks, via the 
chemistry of salt. From 
industry to disposing of murder 
victims, sodium is crucial. But 
should we be cutting it out of 
our diets, or taking such health 
advice with a pinch of salt?

12 AUGUST

Taking The Edge Off
BBC Radio 4, time TBC 
 
IT’S 60 YEARS since Brave 
New World author Aldous 
Huxley first tried mescalin to 
expand his mind. We may call 
that hippie mysticism, but many 
of us use ca�eine or nicotine 
on a daily basis. What can 
modern neuroscience tell us 
about mind-altering drugs?

WITH TIMANDRA HARKNESS

KATE RUSSELL is a technology journalist and BBC Click presenter
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Is salt a serious health hazard?

The Palm House at Kew Gardens

Wello  
iPhone/Android case + app, Azoi inc, £120

SMARTPHONES ARE NO substitute for a doctor 
but with the right accessories they can help 
us understand a lot about our bodies. Wello 
is a new case that fits around the handset, 
connecting to an app via Bluetooth so you 
can measure and record key aspects of your 
health. Held in your lap with your fingers and 
thumbs in contact with the array of optical and 
other sensors, the device can measure things 
like blood pressure, temperature and ECG. It’s 
available from the summer for £120. 

Brain Wave  
iOS, Banzai Labs Inc, £1.99 

IF YOUR BLOOD pressure needs lowering you 
could try Brain Waves, an app which includes 
a selection of binaural programs designed to 
stimulate brainwave frequencies associated 
with various states of mind. You can choose 
to play the binaural tone sequence mixed with 
music from your iTunes playlists, or one of the 
relaxing ambient background tracks like rainfall, 
ocean waves or the sounds of the forest. 
Whether you want to stimulate your memory, 
relax for meditation, de-stress after a hard day 
or give yourself a motivation boost, there are 30 
di�erent settings you can choose from.

BOINC
Android, UC Berkeley, free 

ONCE YOUR MIND is at rest, put your phone 
to work helping science do amazing things. 
BOINC is an Android app that lets you harness 
the unused power of your handset to study 
diseases, predict global warming or discover 
distant pulsars. There’s a good selection of 
scientific projects to sign up to, covering 
disciplines such as astrophysics, cosmology, 
mathematics and seismology, and the app 
won’t have your phone do any computing until 
it’s connected to a power supply and charged 
to 90 per cent, so there’s no risk of running the 
batteries dry unexpectedly.

PODCAST  

Aping Evolution 
bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00nk0wz/
episodes/player 

Do our Stone Age brains dictate 
what we do – even who we’re 

attracted to? Geneticist Prof Steve Jones takes a critical look at 
the scientific claims of evolutionary psychology in this two-part 
series, first broadcast on BBC Radio 4 in 2009.
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AT THIS SIX-day event you’ll come face-to-face 

with scientists at the cutting-edge of research. 

From building galaxies in the o�ce to ultra-fast railways, 

the physics of climate change, ultrasonic insect ears and 

watching TV with robots, there’ll be plenty of food for thought. 

Not least a talk called Cultivating Eureka looks at how 

moments of inspiration happen, and whether they’re still 

possible in today’s multidisciplinary science world. Will  

there ever be another Einstein? Find out in Wrexham.

 17-25 JULY

Wrexham Science Festival 
Wrexham, various venues, prices vary, www.wrexhamsf.com

 2 JULY

Opening The Archive – Shackleton
Coniston, 7-8:30pm, advance booking essential, rgs.org

A century on from Ernest Shackleton embarking on his ill-fated 

Antarctic expedition, this talk delves into the Royal Geographical 

Society’s archives, giving unique insights into his earlier voyages. 

VISIT
EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS
WITH JHENI OSMAN

 5 JULY - 31 AUGUST

The Incredible Edible Show
At-Bristol, 12:15-3:15pm, free with entry fee, www.at-bristol.org.uk

Explore the chemistry of cake. Get hands-on with ingredients, create 

bakery aromas, and find out what happens to food once you’ve eaten it.

 8 JULY

Graphene: The World-Changing Nano-Material
CNCFD, London, 6:30-8:30pm, £30, howtoacademy.com

For their work on the thin yet über-strong material graphene, Andre 

Geim and Konstantin Novoselov won a Nobel Prize. At this talk, 

discover how the wonder substance will transform the 21st Century. 

 14 JULY

Fiction Lab
Royal Institution, London, 7pm, free, rigb.org/whats-on

This book club is dedicated to fiction with a science twist. Check 

the website and read the selected book before you arrive.

 17 JULY

Return To The Home Of The Blizzard
Royal Institution, London, 7-8.30pm, £12, concession £8, rigb.org

Discover how the Antarctic has changed over the last century. At 

this talk, Chris Turney compares the recent Australasian Antarctic 

Expedition with the one led by Douglas Mawson in 1911-1914.

 24-25 JULY

Cosmographies
Falmouth, from £25, registration required, cosmographies.co.uk

Investigate how space could influence our society in the future. 

Plus explore the final frontier through art and poetry alongside 

professors from space and social science at this conference. 

 15 JULY

Bright Club
The Stand Comedy Club, Newcastle, 8-10pm, £4, life.org.uk

The thinking person’s variety night. Comedy, music, art, science, 

performance – and pretty much anything else you can imagine. 

EDITOR'S

CHOICE

 17 JULY

Archaeology By Twilight 
Mortimer Wheeler House, London, 6.30-9.30pm, £8, museumoflondon.org.uk

Discover the secrets of Medieval London with behind-the-scenes 

tours and performances – and then finish with a drink at the bar.

 18 JULY

Strange Weather
Science Gallery, Dublin, dublin.sciencegallery.com 

We Brits have even more to talk about now that our weather is 

getting more bizarre. This exhibition delves into the mysteries of 

climate change and extreme conditions. Long live polite lift chat.

It’s not a good idea to 
Taser yourself at  
a science festival 
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THE LATEST SCIENCE BOOKS REVIEWED

READ

A NEW EPOCH is in the making. Humans have 
so utterly altered the way our planet functions 
that when geologists of the future come to 
study the beds of rock that have accumulated 
in our time, they will find stamped in those 
layers the marks of a new human age.

Not since a massive meteorite impact 
incinerated the dinosaurs has our planet 
been so radically transformed, so quickly. 
The signature of that ancient cataclysm is 
a telltale layer of radioactivity. But what 
will mark the Human Age, the so-called 
Anthropocene? Will it rival the dinosaurs’ 
monumental reign or comprise just a wafer 
thin stripe, terminated by self-destruction 
rather than astronomically bad luck?

In her book, Gaia Vince revels in the 
excitement of being born on a geological 
boundary, leading us on a tour of an Earth 
in revolution. This is a world of melting 
glaciers, rising seas, encroaching deserts, 
and of course, megacities – that singular 
environment where humans are so 
powerfully evident as a force of nature.

But this is not just another cautionary 
dirge about climate change. This is a 
beautifully human and optimistic book 
filled with stories of ordinary people who 

simply refuse to give up. Take Luna, who 
is holding back the Peruvian desert by 
harvesting water from the fog that hangs 
over his shanty town, or ‘Anni’, the former 
President of the Maldives, who is exploring 
radical geoengineering projects to keep his 
country’s head above water.

In an interesting twist, Vince’s book 
concludes with a cameo from her own 
newborn son – apparently the source of 
her optimism. Looking back from the year 
2100, he gently confides to us about the 
extraordinary challenges that society  
faced at the turn of the 21st Century,  
and marvels how – against all the odds  
– creative and resilient people replanted  
the Garden of Eden.

As a young geologist, my first job was 
to explore the fossil remains of subtropical 
forests that once grew on Antarctica, 
during the age of the dinosaurs. Those 
forests whisper of an ancient epoch 
far hotter than the most catastrophic 
predictions made by the climate scientists 
of today. And like Vince’s son, they teach  
us that adaptive resilience is going to  
be key if our species is to leave a truly 
lasting mark in the geological record. 
QQQQQ

Why did you set out on your 
adventures?
I was working in London as a journalist, 
and I really wanted to find out what 
[environmental] changes were going on 
beyond what scientists were telling me 
through academic papers. So I left London 
to go on a two-and-a-half year journey 
around the world to meet the people who 
are at the forefront of some of these 
enormous changes. I started in Kathmandu 
in Nepal and I worked my way through 
South Asia, East Asia, across Africa and 
then from Latin America up to the States. 

Who was the most inspiring person 
you met?
I met so many extraordinary individuals. 
One was a retired railway engineer in 
Ladakh, a high-altitude desert in India. 
This is a zone that’s badly hit by climate 
change – a lot of the lowest-lying glaciers 
have already gone. These glaciers 
are really important for local farmers 
because it’s the meltwater from them 
that irrigates their crops. This guy has 
created an incredible artificial glacier, 
in which he carves out an area of the 
mountain and puts it in shadow so that 
the water freezes and melts at the right 
time to provide irrigation. He’s already 
made more than 10 of these and they’re 
allowing people to stay within their 
communities and the region to revive. 

Are you now more optimistic about 
the state of our planet? 
For humans, I’m cautiously optimistic. 
In terms of other species, I’m not so 
optimistic. There are lots of species on 
the brink of extinction, and I think the  
next centuries are going to be much 
poorer in terms of species diversity.

Gaia  

Vince 

Adventures In  
The Anthropocene   
A Journey To The Heart  
Of The Planet We Made
Gaia Vince

Chatto & Windus  £20 

HOWARD FALCON-LANG is Reader  
in Terrestrial Palaeoecology at Royal 
Holloway, University of London

MORE ON TH E PODCAST
Listen to the full interview with Gaia Vince  
at sciencefocus.com/podcasts

MEET THE AUTHOR
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 Hardback   Paperback  

“What will mark 
the Human Age, 
the so-called 
Anthropocene? 
Will it rival the 
dinosaurs’ reign?”
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Thinking Big  
How The Evolution Of Social Life Shaped The 
Human Mind 
Clive Gamble, John Gowlett, Robin Dunbar

Thames & Hudson  £18.95 

THINKING BIG COMBINES archaeological, 
anthropological and psychological forces 
to explain the evolution of the social 
brain. Throughout we are reminded that 
humans share a common ancestry and 
are not the only social primate, so how 
di�erent are we? 

It begins with a critique of the dry 
‘stones and bones’ approach to 
archaeology and explains why it was 
necessary to consider the nature of the 
social environment that selected for 
particular brain functions. In chapter two, 
we learn about the constraints imposed 
by group size and the mechanisms that 
keep us together. The authors then 
consider the changes that led to 
increased group and brain size, covering 
everything from cooking to defence from 
predators, tool use and how we learn 
from others. The remaining chapters bring 
the story into the modern era. 

On paper it sounds like a recipe for 
disaster – three academics collaborating 
on a book about human evolution aimed 
at a general audience. However, Thinking 
Big is a delightful compendium of history, 
theory and fascinating experiments that 
will keep you engaged throughout. 
QQQQQ

The Chemistry Of Alchemy   
From Dragon’s Blood To Donkey Dung, How 
Chemistry Was Forged 
Cathy Cobb, Monty Fetterolf, Harold Goldwhite

Prometheus Books  $24.95 

THIS COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY 
describes the slow transformation of 
alchemy into chemistry. The story starts 
in Alexandria, Egypt, circa 300CE and 
wends its way through the Middle Ages 
and the Renaissance before finishing in 
the 17th Century. Throughout, the authors 
lay out the developments and characters 
that culminated in Robert Boyle’s The 
Sceptical Chymist. The publication marks 
the final transmutation of alchemy into a 
science that modern chemists recognise.

The book does a fine job of distilling 
centuries of philosophy and science, but 
what sets it apart is the way that each 
chapter ends with instructions on how to 
do kitchen chemistry demonstrations. 
These serve to practically illustrate the 
concepts discussed in the preceding 
pages. Take the one that describes how 
simply heating a penny turns it from a 
copper colour to something looking very 
much like gold. Suddenly it becomes 
clear how ideas such as transmutation of 
base metals into gold took hold. However, 
the demos are described for an American 
audience, so some research into British 
equivalents (particularly with reference  
to the metals in coins) may be in order.
QQQQQ

The Quantum Age  
How The Physics Of The Very Small Has 
Transformed Our Lives 
Brian Clegg

Icon Books  £14.99 

THE FACT THAT you’re reading these 
words, Brian Clegg explains, is due to the 
quantum interaction between light and 
matter. Packets of light – known as 
photons – get absorbed and re-emitted 
by atoms on this page before finally 
ending up hitting your retina. Here they 
are absorbed by photoreceptor molecules, 
which set electrons on their journey to 
the optic nerve and finally to the brain 
where the signals are turned into an image. 

Photons and electrons are key 
ingredients for existing technologies like 
cameras, computers and lasers, all of 
which Clegg describes. So having had 
these devices around for some time, are 
we already at the end of the quantum 
age? Not at all. In the second half of the 
book Clegg delves into perhaps the real 
applications of quantum behaviour – 
technologies that use the principles of 
quantum entanglement and superposition. 
Utilising this ‘spooky’ behaviour promises 
a revolution in ultrafast computing and 
totally secure communication. The 
quantum age seems to be just upon us.

If you are looking for an enjoyable read 
into all things quantum physics and how it 
is applied to everyday life, look no further.  
QQQQQ

DR MARK LORCH lectures on biological 
chemistry at the University of Hull 

PROF BRUCE HOOD is the author of The 
Domesticated Brain (Pelican)

MICHAEL BANKS is the news editor of the 
journal Physics World  

MONTY HALLS is a marine biologist  
and BBC TV presenter

SUMMER 2014 / FOCUS / 105

ONE OF THE qualities of a good book is 
that it takes you on a journey, creating a 
means of escaping one world and 
entering another. James Nestor’s 
description of his forays into the twilight 
world of the deep sea achieves this 
admirably, tracking his development as a 
free diver from cynical observer to 
evangelical advocate. As he travels 
deeper and deeper, pushing the limits of 
his own physiology and nerve diving to 
great depths without the use of oxygen 
tanks, he takes the reader with him. 

It is a journey marked with extraordinary 
facts, celebrating a powerful link 

between us as mammals and a marine 
world with which we have a lot more in 
common than we think. Nestor’s journey 
also tracks his growing disillusionment 
with competitive free diving, and reveals 
an increasing sense of simple wonder at 
the new world he has discovered. 
Anyone interested in free diving, and in our 
extraordinary hidden aquatic gifts, will 
lose themselves entirely in this book and 
the undersea realm it celebrates.   
QQQQQDeep

James Nestor

Profile Books  £12.99
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Reasons To Enrol
� ��Specialist course on proofreading and copy

editing.

� ��Caring constructive help from expert tutors.

� ��Four tutor-marked assignments.

� ��Help and advice from our experienced Student
Advisory Team.

� ��Flexible study programme.

� ��Specialist advice on how to find work. 

� ��Enrol when it suits you.

� ��Instant access to course material when you
enrol online. 

� ��15 days trial.

� ��Online Student Community Area.

� ��Advice on how to set yourself up in business.

Please send me free details of how to become a successful
proofreader and copy editor.

NAME ...............................................................................................................

ADDRESS .........................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

EMAIL ..............................................................................................................

FREEPOST RSSK-JZAC-JCJG

The Writers Bureau
DEPT JL266P 

MANCHESTER, M3 1LE

Why Not Be A 
Proofreader?
As a freelance proofreader and copy editor you can earn a good income making

sure that copy is professional and error free. Earning your share can be fun,

varied and profitable.

Our Proofreading and Copy Editing Course will show you how to set yourself up
as a freelancer – either full or part-time – putting you in control of your working
life! You’ll receive:

• A first-class, home-study course created by professionals

• Expert, personal tuition from your tutor

• Advice on all types of proofreading and copy editing techniques

• Plus much more!

If you want to be a proofreader and copy editor, this is the way to start! It’s
ideal for beginners. No previous experience or special education required. You can
be earning in as little as 2-3 months.15 day trial. For free details visit our website or
call us today!

Quote Ref:
JL266P

FREE CALL
24 HRS 0800 856 2008

www.wbproofreading.com

START YOUR COURSE TODAY by visiting our website. Your
course modules and the first assignment are available online so
you can start studying while you wait for your course books to
arrive.

Start TODAY When You Enrol ONLINE!

POST CODE

“The material is very informative and
interesting as well as covering pretty
much everything you would need to
know when starting to proofread. There
are a lot of tips and ideas for freelancers
in general that you can see have been
tried and tested and are being passed on
in good faith.

“Overall, I found the information in this
course very useful. It covered all the
main areas that anyone interested in
working as a proofreader/copy editor
would need to know.”

Shazia Fardous,
Freelance Proofreader and Copyeditor

“This is an extremely
helpful course both for
those starting proofreading
and for those who, like me,
need to be reminded of
everything we have
forgotten. Above all, I
thoroughly enjoyed the
tone of voice of the author
– he writes with authority
but manages to keep a
light touch.”

Dorothy Nicolle

Expert Opinions

Members of BILD 
and ABCC

www.facebook.com/writersbureau
www.twitter.com/writersbureau

email: 14FP@writersbureau.com  
Please include your name and address

Years of
Success25
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TELESCOPES

SCIENCE TOYS

www.curiousminds.co.uk

01436 670806

Call us for more information
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WHERE SCIENCE MEETS 
MAGIC AND FUN MEETS 

EDUCATION!
Regular customers will know 
that we love toys that have 

a ‘wow’ factor, which can be 
used to entertain and amaze 

friends and family. 

We sell a range of items that 
are often hard or impossible 

to fi nd anywhere else. 

and so much more online See our website 
for our FULL 

range

www.grand-illusions.com

CALL: 01494 719354
or 01494 719358

e-mail: help@grand-illusions.com

WIMSHURST 

MACHINE

Create sparks up 
to 5cm with this 

self-build kit AMBIGUOUS 
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An amazing illusion at an 

equally amazing price
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A selection of gadgets and 

STERIPEN FREEDOM  
(SRP: £118)

SteriPEN’s Freedom is the world’s smallest UV water purifier 
and o�ers up to 40 (1/2 litre) treatments per charge. With 
a USB cord to recharge via computer, the Freedom is easy 
to use, compact and lightweight, making it perfect for the 
extreme traveller in summer heat. SteriPEN - Safe drinking 
water. Anywhere. Anytime.

For stockists contact: Whitby & Co 
T: 01539 721032  
E: sales@whitbyandco.co.uk
W: whitbyandco.co.uk/steripen 

BIOLITE CAMPSTOVE (SRP: £149.95)

The award-winning BioLite CampStove revolutionises the 
camp fire, providing heat as well as electricity for the gadget 
loving camper. The BioLite is the first stove that can be used 
to recharge smartphones, GPS units, MP3 players and digital 
cameras all while cooking dinner or boiling water for a cup 
of tea, using only twigs and sticks to power it. 

For stockists contact: Whitby & Co:
T: 01539 721032 E: sales@whitbyandco.co.uk 
W: whitbyandco.co.uk/biolite 

LEATHERMAN JUICE C2 (SRP: £69.95)

New for 2014, the Juice C2 has 12 tools in one, but thanks to 
its slim design it won’t leave you weighed down on your trip. 
Loaded with all the basic ingredients of Leatherman Juice 
models, as well as an easy professional corkscrew and bottle/
can opener with easy outside access, the Juice C2 is the 
perfect camping companion. 

Juice C2 includes: 420 HC clip point knife, needlenose 
pliers, regular pliers, wire cutters, hard-wire cutters, extra-
small screwdriver, small screwdriver, 
medium/large screwdriver and Phillips 
screwdriver. 

For stockists contact: Whitby & Co 
T: 01539 721032  
E: sales@whitbyandco.co.uk
W: whitbyandco.co.uk/leatherman

WREXHAM SCIENCE FESTIVAL 17–25 July

Wrexham Science Festival is back – and bigger than ever 
before! We have an exciting line-up of free-to-attend shows, 
workshops and lectures ranging from family friendly science 
events, up to a showcase of the latest research. Our events 
feature the Science of Star Wars, Helen Arney’s stand-up 
science show ‘Voice of an Angle’ and an appearance from 
the world’s only Heavy Metal Marine Biologist. There really is 
something for everyone!
Full details of the programme can be found on our website.

T: 01978 293293
E: wsf@glyndwr.ac.uk  W:wrexhamsf.com
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events to keep you going this summer...

SEA TO SUMMIT TABLET AND  

PHONE CASES 

Keep your valuables safe this summer with the TPU Accessory 

Case range from Sea to Summit. The waterproof cases fit 
most models of tablets and smartphones and allow you to 

use your items in the outdoors without worrying about them 

getting wet or dirty. The strong and durable cases are flexible 
and resistant to UV, touchscreen compatible and include a 

clear window for rear cameras. Prices range from  
£12.99 - £29.99.

For more information please 
visit seatosummit.com  

or call 0116 234 4646

JETBOIL® JOULE™

The new high performance Jetboil Joule Group Cooking 

System is fuel e�cient, reliable and easy to use. 
With the ability to boil 1 litre of water in 2 minutes and 40 

seconds, the Joule’s innovative design with its inverted fuel 
can and liquid feed regulator, matches the performance of 
liquid and multi-fuel stoves, but with the ease of use and 

versatility of canister systems. 
The perfect camping accessory for group trips, the 

Jetboil Joule is a trusted a 
companion. RRP £180
For more information 

please visit  
jetboil.com or call 

0116 234 4646

ORKNEY INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FESTIVAL 
4–10 September 2014

Visit Orkney and see another world of stone circles and 

seabird-cli�s and the frontiers of marine energy research with 
world-class speakers in the oldest science festival anywhere 

outside Edinburgh. Seven event-packed days include Norse 
and Scottish genetics; the story of the rocks through water, 

ice and fire; the latest news on wave and 
tidal power; the possible origins of life in 
outer space. Plus the physics of the web 

of fate, the man who was Hamlet, cloning 
ancient animals, making Viking ale – and 

island food and music!

T: 01343 540844 W: oisf.org

MOBILE SOLAR CHARGERS

Battery anxiety?

Is your phone more landline than mobile?

Does your iPod die mid-song?

Does your tablet let you down at an awkward moment?

Our range of portable USB rechargeable power banks, with or 

without solar input, recharge all USB-charged devices on the go.

Prices start from £20 and they range from 2 to 15 standard 
phone charges per recharge.

10% o� discount code MSCFC

W: mobilesolarchargers.co.uk



TECHNOLOGY

SCIENCE FESTIVALS

Digital and Optical Microscopes

Celestron is distributed in the UK and Ireland by David Hinds Ltd. Dealer enquiries welcomed. 
David Hinds Ltd. Unit R, Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire  LU7 4UH

Celestron

®

 and PentaView

TM

 are registered trademarks or trademarks of Celestron Acquisition, LLC in the United States 

and in dozens of other countries around the world. All rights reserved. 

TECHNOLOGICALLYSUPERIOR

Astronomical 
Telescopes

Spotting
Scopes

Whatever your chosen subject, large or small, up close or 
far away, a quality Celestron instrument will help you see more.

The professional-level Celestron PentaView LCD is a touch screen 
digital microscope with advanced features at a reasonable price.
PentaView features 5 fully achromatic lens objectives, a mechanical 
stage, a 4.3” TFT full color screen, 5 MP CMOS sensor, and a 4 GB SD 
card for storage. Taking high-resolution images and video of specimen 
slides has never been easier. The LCD screen rotates 180 degrees so 
you can easily share your viewing.  For an even bigger audience, use 
the TV output to display on a television or projector. 

srp £419

Handheld 
Digital 
Microscope 
Pro 5MP

Binoculars

See more with Celestron  

www.celestron.uk.com

Hosted by In partnership with 

The British Science Association is a registered charity: 212479 and SC039236

Explore the things that matter to you
Book your tickets now

www.britishsciencefestival.orgBritish Science Festival BritishSciFest  #BSF14 

Part of

Birminghamyear of science
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TECHNOLOGY

MEMORABILIA OUTDOORS

EDUCATION

EDUCATION

www.famousscribbles.co.uk

Tel: 01892 610384
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Autographs obtained in person 

or obtained from other trusted 

and reliable dealers who are 

registered with the Universal 

Autograph Collectors Club 

(UACC) and/or the Autograph 

Fair Trade Association Ltd 

(AFTAL).

For further info go to: www.techcamp.org.uk

Technology Workshops

COMPUTING &

Tech Camp UK August 2014: Ages 9-17 
ϭ�tĞĞŬ�ZĞƐŝĚĞŶƟĂů�Žƌ��ĂǇ��ĂŵƉƐ��,ĂŵƉƐŚŝƌĞ��ĂŵƉƵƐ

Tech Camp London :ƵůǇ��ƵŐƵƐƚ�ϮϬϭϰ���ŐĞƐ���ϭϳ 
ϭ�tĞĞŬ��ĂǇ��ĂŵƉƐ���ĞŶƚƌĂů�>ŽŶĚŽŶ�sĞŶƵĞ

Tech Weekends Throughout 2014
dŚĞŵĞĚ�dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ�Θ�/d�tĞĞŬĞŶĚƐ���ĞƌŬƐŚŝƌĞ

Game, App & Web DesignModel Rocketry

ZŽďŽƟĐƐ�Θ�/ŶǀĞŶƟŽŶƐ Raspberry Pi & Arduino

Institute of Continuing Education

Part-time science courses at Cambridge
Your chance to study with one of the world’s 
leading science universities in 2014/15

Apply now for a part-time Certificate or Diploma course at 
Cambridge’s Institute of Continuing Education. Most are open to 
all, with no prior knowledge or experience required.

The following courses are available in 2014/15:

t� Undergraduate Certificate in Astronomy

t� Undergraduate Certificate in Genetics

t� Undergraduate Certificate in Physical Sciences

t� Undergraduate Certificate in Social Sciences

t� Undergraduate Diploma in Evolutionary Biology

t� Undergraduate Advanced Diploma in Ecological Monitoring

Visit www.ice.cam.ac.uk/focus to apply for October entry

Email: enquiries@ice.cam.ac.uk    |    Tel: +44 (0)1223 746262



 

Mindgames

MINDGAMES
What creature recently set  

a new record as the world’s  

fastest land animal?

  a) An Australian tiger beetle 

 b) A Southern Californian mite 

 c) A Northwest African cheetah 

 
Scientists in China have come  

up with a strategy for winning 

which game?

 a) Twister

 b) Scrabble

 c) Rock-paper-scissors  
Which of these isn’t the title  

of a study recently published  

by students at the University  

 of Leicester?

 a) How many lies could Pinocchio tell  

 before it became lethal?

 b) Does Winnie the Pooh have a B
12

 

 deficiency?

 c) Was Snow White’s apple genetically  

 modified?  
This bizarre creature has been 

named as one of the top 10 new 

species of 2014. What is it?

  a) A skeleton shrimp 

 b) A saltwater squidworm

 c) A clawed seadragon

What’s special about a giant poster  

recently unveiled at the University  

of Sheffield?

 a) It gives off a floral scent when it rains

 b) It absorbs pollution 

 c) It converts vibrations from passing  

 cars into electricity  
Scientists have found that the 

health benefits of the Mediterranean 

diet could be down to a chemical  

 reaction between what?

 a) Olive oil and leafy vegetables

 b) Feta cheese and leafy vegetables

 c) Olive oil and feta cheese  
Complete the recent headline: 

‘Grave find may be Western Europe’s 

earliest false ________’

 a) Eye

 b) Tooth 

 c) Leg 

 
Researchers have discovered 

Africa’s longest-known terrestrial 

migration. Which animal makes the 

500km (310-mile) journey?

 a) Wildebeest

 b) Zebra

 c) Gazelles

  

Space hopefuls in China have 

spent three months in an artificial 

biosphere eating what?

 a) Mealworms

 b) Locusts

 c) Spiders  
Complete the headline: ‘Cat people 

are ________ than dog people, new 

study shows’

a) Smarter

 b) Louder

 c) Smellier 

  
Conservationists have called on 

FIFA to help protect which animal, 

the inspiration for this year’s World  

 Cup mascot?

 a) Brazilian snake-necked turtle

 b) Brazilian three-banded armadillo

 c) Brazilian heart-tongued frog

 
Divers recently discovered the 

skeleton of a teenage girl in an 

underwater Mexican cave.  

 Approximately how long ago  

 did she live?

 a) 2,000 years

 b) 7,000 years

 c) 12,000 years
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Test your knowledge with our Big Quiz set by James Lloyd 
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What disease is the unfortunate 

lady suffering from in this 19th 

Century medical illustration?

a) Typhus

 b) Tuberculosis

 c) Cholera

Xxxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xx x xxxx

The owner of this skull probably didn’t envisage this 
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Don’t miss Only Connect, a 

brain-bending quiz hosted 

by Victoria Coren on BBC 

Four - see radiotimes.com for details

What an attractive 

little fella 



9 Scoops rib awkwardly with snout (9) 
10  Mr Lincoln in terribly square ballet 

position (9)  
12 Meandering line of a river (4)  
13 Train deer to find mollusc (6)  
14 Hurt treated with favourite root (7) 
15  Breathe at order to show sign of life (9)
17  Vague similarity to donkey, once an 

alternative (9)  
18 Told to be part of the family (7)  
19  Bishop to complain about last 

character being a nut (6) 
20  Rascal joins one group of Bantu 

warriors (4)
23 Some birds worry a grim politician (9) 
25  Rum couple somehow getting in a 

flap (9)
26 Resort to NHS consultants (4)  
27  Defensive fire makes journalist lose 

head repeatedly (3-3) 
29  Doubly symmetrical, like some 

crystals (7) 
32  One in seven at university gets permit 

after month (9)  
34 China has 35 on order (9)  
35 Agent left CIA out of copy (7)  
36  Some current politician follows 

answer before (6)  
37 Risky enterprise involving island (4) 
38 Call to get more about secretion (9) 
39  Named epic amendment while in 

opposition (9)
 

FOCUS CROSSWORD No 166

ACROSS DOWN

QUIZ ANSWERS

HOW DID YOU SCORE?

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD No 163

WIN A DVD:  
THE MAN WHO 
DOESN’T BREATHE 
The first five correct solutions 
drawn will each win a copy of 
The Man Who Doesn’t Breathe 
(Go Entertain, £9.99). Entries 
must be received by 5pm on 
24 July 2014. 
See below 
for more 
details. 

Roberta McCutcheon, Agnes Harter, Bill Maxwell, 
Martin Unwin and Brian Duncan each solved 
issue 267’s puzzle and receive a copy of Carl 
Sagan’s Cosmos on DVD (Freemantle Media).

Post entries to BBC Focus Magazine, Summer 2014 Crossword, PO Box 
501, Leicester, LE94 0AA or email a scan of the completed crossword or 
a list of answers to summer2014@focuscomps.co.uk by 5pm on 24 July 
2014. Entrants must supply name, address and phone number. Immediate 
Media, publisher of BBC Focus Magazine, may contact you with details of 
our products and services or to undertake research. Please write ‘Do Not 
Contact’ on your email or postal entry if you do not want to receive such 
information by post or phone. Please write your email address on your 
postal entry if you would like to receive such information by email.

Entrants must be UK residents (inc Channel Islands) aged 18 or over. Immediate 
Media employees are not eligible to enter. By entering participants agree to be 
bound by these terms and conditions and that their name and county may be 
released if they win. Only one entry permitted per person. No responsibility is 
accepted for lost, delayed, ineligible or fraudulent entries. Entries received after 
the closing date will not be considered. Immediate Media (publisher of BBC Focus 
Magazine) will only ever use personal details for the purposes of administering 
this competition unless you permit otherwise. Read more about the Immediate 

YOUR DETAILS

NAME 

ADDRESS

EMAIL

TELPOSTCODE

0-4    PATHETIC LIZARD      5-9    MEDIOCRE LIZARD    10-13    TERRIBLE LIZARD

1b, 2c, 3c, 4a, 5c, 6b, 7a, 8b, 9b, 10a, 11a, 12b, 13c

Privacy Policy at www.immediatemedia.co.uk/privacy-policy. The winning 
entrants will be the first correct entries drawn at random after the closing time. 
The prize and number of winners will be as shown above. The winners will be 
notified within 30 days of the closing date by post. Immediate Media’s decision 
is final and no further correspondence relating to the competition will be 
entered into. If the winner cannot be contacted within one month of the closing 
date, Immediate Media reserves the right to offer the prize to a runner-up.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Mindgames

1  Get ready to go on organised poach run 
(2-6)  

2  Fixing cable on igloo – that’s either true 
or false (7,5)  

3  Desire to work with small amount in cell (8)
4  Rise like a perfume (6)  
5  Good view of deity with terrible aroma (8)
6  His heart somehow points to natural 

radiance (10)  
7  Swimmer who turns red when being 

diverting (7)  
8  Etch minute form of artificial substance (10)
11 Piece of the monarchy (5)  
16 Can take it back to a painter (6)  
19 Tree bark (3)  
21  Lisa and mutt need treatment – monarch 

is doing both (12)  
22 Only caught a vet out in the interval (6) 
23 Handwriting’s impact runs out (10)  
24 Locals riot around circuit (10)  
25 Alright to have a supplier of acorns (3) 
28 Rate a ten, performing as a mammal (8) 
29 Chart showing location of pubs (3,5)
30  Marine creature gets clean away with 

warrant (8)  
31  Polish hero reaches point of no return (7) 
33 Youngsters sent ape up (5)  
34 Energy’s contained by enzyme (6)
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IN THE SEVENTIES, chimps wore wigs, 
shifted pianos, and brewed cups of PG Tips. 
Then, in 2002, inexplicably, they disappeared. 
This summer, they’re back… with guns.  
In Dawn Of The Planet Of The Apes, a 
shrewdness (the correct collective noun)  
of super-smart, pissed off apes pit their  
wits against a motley bunch of beleaguered 
humans. One thing’s for certain – a milky 
brew won’t make it ‘all better’ this time. But 
how shrewd are apes really?

Captive chimps can learn to use symbols, 
understand aspects of human language and 
solve complex problems. Ayumu, a prodigy 
born and raised at Kyoto University’s Primate 
Research Institute can perform memory 
tasks most people find impossible. He can 
memorise the locations and order of a set of 
nine numbers on a touchscreen in less than 
half a second. With a 1 in 362,000 chance 
of getting it right by accident, Ayumu aces 
the task 8 out of 10 times, compared with 
human students who average just 4 out of 10.

But just because Ayumu can beat people at a computer game doesn’t 
mean he’s smarter than us – just as well, otherwise my Wii-obsessed 
six-year-old would be an Einstein, and I’d be an amoeba. Chimps may simply 
be better at taking quick mental snapshots. “Opinion swings back and forth 
over how clever chimps are,” says Nicholas Newton-Fisher from the 
University of Kent, who has studied chimps in Uganda. But studies of captive 
chimps fail to capture the subtly of behaviour that occurs in the natural 
world. “It’s like trying to understand human behaviour from prison populations.”

Chimps act very differently in the wild. For a start, there are no computer 
games and there’s nowhere to make a cup of tea. If they do want a drink 
while up a tree however, they’ve been observed to scrunch up leaves, 
soak them in a watery nook and then put them in their mouths to quench 
their thirst. They also use sticks to catch insects, stones to crush nuts and 

leaves to wipe themselves. Tool use, practised by a minority of the animal 
kingdom, requires intelligence.

But it’s social intelligence - the ability to negotiate complex relationships 
- that some think defines us as human. Wild chimps may not throw tea parties 
like the Tipps family did, but they are socially sophisticated. “They have a 
fluid social system, a lot like us,” says Newton-Fisher. Although chimps hang 
out in groups, members come and go, much as we might flit between 
groups of friends. They must also navigate the social minefield of chimp 
hierarchies. “Chimps are very 
smart,” says Newton-Fisher, 
“but they’re not furry humans. 
The only place that happens is 
Planet Of The Apes.” �
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“Chimps act very 

differently in the wild. 

For a start, there are 

no computer games”

Intelligent chimps in

DAWN OF THE  
PLANET OF THE APES

HELEN PILCHER is a science 
writer and comedian.  
She tweets from  
@Helenpilcher1

https://www.facebook.com/TIDYDESIGNS?ref_type=bookmark
https://www.facebook.com/TIDYDESIGNS?ref_type=bookmark
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